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ABSTRACT

DATA W AREHOUSING AND DECISION M AKING IN
HIGHER EDUCATION IN THE UNITED STATES

by
David Lester Heise

Chair: Jimmy Kijai
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Name o f researcher: David Lester Heise
Name and degree o f faculty chair: Jimmy Kijai, Ph.D.
Date completed: March 2006

Problem
Compared to the business world, higher education has a lower level of acceptance
and a lower rate of adoption o f data warehousing for decision making. Studies into the
way data warehouses are used in higher education and the extent to which they are used
are hard to find. Accordingly, this research examines the use of data warehousing in
higher education and its role in decision making.

Method
Internet survey research method was used in this study. I asked college and
university presidents to provide me with contact details of senior decision makers and
technology managers from their institutions. A web-based survey was developed which
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was then emailed to the 1,438 potential respondents obtained from the presidents. From
this sample, 290 completed the survey. M ost o f the analysis is performed using
descriptive statistics.

Results
The mean value from 202 responses for extent o f use o f data warehousing across
all levels o f management and all subject areas o f interest in higher education was 3.02 on
a scale of 1 to 5 (1 is low use, 5 is high use). Operational use (3.15) scored higher than
tactical (3.05) or strategic use (2.86). Areas of interest making the greatest use o f data
warehousing were Enrollment (3.64), Student Information (3.50), and Financial
Budgeting (3.49).
Data warehousing is considered to be important to decision making. Data quality
and resourcing were identified as implementation challenges. Better, faster, fact-driven
decision making featured in questions about benefits and project objectives. Two thirds
o f data warehousing projects have completion dates (actual or planned) post 2(X)1.

Conclusions
Data warehousing is not used extensively in higher education, although it is
regarded as important to decision making. In many institutions, it is still in the emerging
or developing stage.
Data warehousing is used more for day-to-day operational purposes than for
tactical or strategic purposes, except in the financial area where the difference between
management levels is not significant.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

Background
How does the one at the helm o f an enterprise know what course to plot? How is
the need for a change in direction determined? W hat guides the development o f a plan
for executing a change in direction? W hat measurement tools are available for
confirming that the change occurred, and that it produced the desired results?
Prior to the advent o f business computers, these kinds o f questions were answered
largely on the basis of experience, supported by data that were collected, processed,
extracted, and summarized manually. Even after business computer systems were
installed, the com puter outputs consisted mostly o f listings and summaries of
transactional data. Although the processing of the data had been automated, it was still a
very labor-intensive and time-consuming process to extract and summarize the data for
management reports. It was recognized that having com puter systems loaded with
transactional data provided minimal help for improving the running o f the business or
planning new directions.
The emphasis then moved from data to information, and the word “data” in
computing department names changed to “information.” ADP (Automatic Data
Processing) or EDP (Electronic Data Processing) became IT (Information Technology) or
IS (Information Systems). The reporting provided by these new com puter departments
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was enhanced and new reports were added. In addition to account transaction listings
and class listings by student, for instance, data were summarized into tables with totals
and sub-totals, and exception reports were written (for example, highlighting students at
risk academically, or departments overspending their budgets).
W hile the new information systems delivered an abundance o f information, it
continued to be difficult to place easy-to-use, data-driven analytical tools in the hands of
knowledge workers and decision makers. While it was true that progress had been made
from the position of too much data and too little information, the next era in enterprise
computing delivered too much information, and this was even referred to as an
information flood.
The impact o f the database, data warehouse and related technologies on the
management process has been profound. The combined effect o f integrated
transactional systems and database information systems provides management with a
depth o f detail that many could once only dream about. The electronic commerce
revolution is now extending the sources o f meaningful business information beyond
the boundaries o f the corporation. However, the benefits o f this flo o d o f infonnation
can be illusory, since much o f it simply tells us more about things that are less
important to business operations. (Axson, 2(XX), p. 32)
This information overload problem is not going to go away. “Unless executives
begin planning now on how to reduce their information overload problems, they will
forever be playing catch-up— one step behind the next technology wave— with demand
outstripping capacity” (Konsynski, 1996, "A Game of Catch-up" section, para. 1). In
Cognition and Intelligence, Konsynski (1996) goes on to describe the difficulties
associated with extracting useful information from raw data, and the need for
“technological aids and intelligence amplifiers to assist the user.”
M ost o f the electronic information that today’s professional consumes is still in its
raw state. Often, it contains only a portion o f the information that the user wants and
either he has to search through a series o f documents or reports to find what he wants
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or he has to query a variety o f hard-to-access databases. The information is seldom
organized in a fashion that is comprehensive and coherent.
In many such cases, the cost— in terms of time, effort and intellectual overhead—
o f acquiring the right information exceeds the usefulness of the information.
As the volume and velocity o f corporate information continues its exponential
growth, it will simply be impractical for users to cull useful data from useless
information. Unless there are technological aids and intelligence amplifiers to assist
the user, the information organization could become gridlocked by its own success.
As information overload and gridlock problems become more pronounced and
visibly impede the effectiveness o f organizations, information refineries— actually a
new application genre that will provide products within the next year or so— will
emerge to help IS cope. (Konsynski, 1996, "A Game of Catch-up" section, para. 6)
This is where data warehousing came into prominence, to address some of the
reporting difficulties still being faced. Data processing systems were designed for
efficient throughput and high transaction processing rates. As a result, business-oriented
queries were complex to write and expensive in terms of resources to run. The
complexity o f creating queries was often compounded by the fact that the data resided in
different application systems in different databases and perhaps even on different
machines. Repeating the same analysis on live production data would yield a different
result from the previous run, since the data were being updated continuously. Most types
o f longitudinal analyses are not possible, again because the data have been updated.
A data warehouse is defined by Bill Inmon (1993, p. 29), “father of the data
warehouse,” as a “subjected oriented, integrated, non-volatile, time variant collection of
data in support of m anagem ent's decisions.” This is in marked contrast to production
databases. Table 1 compares the elements o f Inm on’s definition with their equivalents in
a transactional database.
Data warehouses are designed differently from transactional databases
specifically to make queries easier and more intuitive to specify, and to make them run
more efficiently. The subject-oriented nature of data warehouses is largely responsible
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Table 1
Comparing a Data Warehouse and a Transactional Database
Data Warehouse

Transactional Database

subject oriented

application oriented

integrated

multiple diverse sources

time-variant

real-time, current

nonvolatile

updateable

for achieving this. Integrating data from multiple diverse sources also has a dramatic
effect on simplifying enterprise-wide reporting. Data warehouses are often designed to
hold snapshots of parts of the production system, at some level o f aggregation. This
permits analyses of trends and forecasting based on past data. And because the snapshots
are frozen (nonvolatile), the same report will always give the same result.
Advances in technology make it possible for databases to store and deliver
overwhelmingly vast amounts of detail. For these data to be assimilated as meaningful
information that can contribute usefully to the decision-making process, they need to be
condensed in such a way that the essence is clearly visible, and that questions that are
raised can readily be answered, without requiring software changes or technical
assistance from the IT department.
One of the distinguishing features of data warehousing when compared to the
numerous reports that are produced from transactional or production systems is its
interactive nature. Production systems capture business transactions and are referred to
as OLTF systems (Online Transaction Processing systems). Data warehousing systems
allow interactive data analysis and are referred to as OLAP systems (Online Analytical
Processing systems). OLAP systems provide a subject-oriented, top-down view, but
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unlike a hard-copy two dimensional summary page, the interactive aspect means that the
data analyst or manager can “drill dow n” online and iteratively expand any o f the
summarized figures that are presented. In operations known as “slice and dice” the
summarized figures can be expanded across different dimensions, such as schools and
colleges, then departments, then programs within departments.
The analytical tools that are being made possible today through data warehousing
offer tremendous potential for giving decision makers insights into how to effect
improvement throughout the enterprise in ways that recognize and support the way
decisions are made.

Statem ent o f the Problem
In the business world, “data warehousing” has matured both as a discipline and in
terms of the technology employed (Knightsbridge Solutions, 2005a, p. 2). The emphasis
has shifted from the backend technology for collecting and aggregating data, to the
delivery o f meaningful, actionable, décision-support information to executives, managers,
and decision makers at all levels in an organization. The expression that is now used to
describe this is “business intelligence.” Knightsbridge Solutions cite a Gartner survey
that places Business Intelligence/Data W arehousing in the list o f top 10 CIO (Chief
Information Officer) priorities for the first time in 2004. “Most enterprises already have
a BI/DW infrastructure in place and are now taking the lessons they’ve learned from
previous efforts to remedy problem areas” (p. 2). Some of the top 10 Business
Intelligence and Data W arehousing trends for 2005 identified by Knightsbridge Solutions
include taking data quality seriously, infrastructure standardization and consolidation.
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strategic approach to information elevating the enterprise data integration discussion,
educating the end user, and actionable business intelligence (pp. 2-8).
Regulatory imperatives, cost pressures, and a desire to optimize business process and
streamline the enterprise make BI/DW more critical today than ever before. The
maturity o f BI/DW as a discipline and a technology market has made enterprises
more com fortable with investing in solutions to both fix old problems and move their
organizations to the next level o f BI/DW innovation. (Knightsbridge Solutions,
2005a, p. 8)
In contrast to the advances in the use of data warehousing for decision making in
the business world, the adoption o f data warehousing by institutions of higher learning is
still in the relatively early stages. Guan, Nunez, and Welsh (2002) recognized the lack of
readily available decision support information in colleges and universities when they
stated.
Academic deans and provosts often lament lack of access to valid and reliable
information about their finances, staffing and students. Ironically, the information
they require frequently exists in the organization. However, only a fraction o f the
data that are captured, processed and stored in a college or university’s information
system is actually available to decision makers in an organized manner. . . .(p. 168)
W hat is needed in developing effective information support for institutional
decision making is a "paradigm sh ift" that reconceptualizes information systems as
critical to decision making, (p. 174)

The Use of Data W arehousing in Higher Education
Guan et al. (2002) proposed data warehousing as a key element in the “paradigm
shift” that is needed in higher education decision making. There are signs that the
circumstances that prompted this view are beginning to change. While the adoption rate
for data warehousing in higher education was low initially, there is evidence that interest
is growing.
Since the mid to late 1990s, some institutions were presenting papers on their data
warehousing experiences at vendor conferences for higher education software. At
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conferences on the use of technology in higher education, such as CUMREC (originally
“College and University Machine Records Conference” but now “College and University
Computer Users Association”) and EDUCAUSE, institutions with experience in data
warehousing present sessions on lessons they have learned. Groups such as the “Forum
on Best Practices in Data W arehousing in Higher Education” (now known as the “Higher
Education Data W arehousing [HEDW] Forum” ) and the EDUCAUSE “Decision
Support/Data W arehousing Constituent G roup” communicate via listservs and hold
annual meetings where attendees hold informal benchmarking polls and present sessions
on the progress they have made in their data warehouse implementations.
The first meeting o f the “Higher Education Data Warehousing (HEDW) Forum”
was in October 2003, and there were fewer than 30 attendees. The second meeting was
in April 2005, and there were more than 140 attendees. 2(X)6 could be the year that data
warehousing in higher education reaches critical mass.
The minutes o f the meetings o f those groups reflect an interest on the part o f the
participants to benchmark data warehousing efforts in higher education, mostly from the
technology and support perspectives.
However, there is very little research on how data warehousing is used in higher
education, especially as it relates to providing improved support for decision making.
Much o f the research conducted around data warehousing has to do with theoretical
aspects or the technology itself (Feng, 2005; Robinette, 2003; Tsai, 2(X)4). W here the
research is directed at the use o f data warehousing, it often examines the implementation
process more than its application, and it almost always uses organizations in the business
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world as subjects rather than institutions o f higher learning (Lam, 2004; M ukherjee,
2003; Zeng, 2004).
The scarcity of research into data warehousing in higher education means that
very little is known about successfully implementing data warehousing in this
environment and about the benefits that could accrue to institutions that do so.
An institution’s information systems contain an incredible wealth of information
that is able to be used to inform decision making. The need for data-driven decision
making has never been greater. In parallel with the business world, the pace o f change is
rapidly increasing. More than ever before, institutions need accurate, timely, and relevant
information on which to base decisions, not only for the long term and for next year’s
planning, but on a daily basis.

Purpose o f the Study
Accordingly, the purpose o f the study is to investigate the extent to which data
warehousing is used in higher education in the United States to support decision making.
Specifically, this study seeks to answer the following research questions.

Research Questions
1. To what extent is data warehousing used across the spectrum o f management
levels (operational, tactical/managerial, and strategic/executive) in subject areas of
interest in higher education? (Note: Examples o f subject areas include recruiting, student
retention, budgeting, faculty load, etc. Refer to Definition of Terms.)
2. How is data warehousing used to support decision making in higher
education?
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3. How is data warehousing perceived by administrators and practitioners?
4. W hat configurations o f resources and technologies are used to deliver decision
support through data warehousing?

Significance o f the Study
This study is significant because so little research has been done on the use of
data warehousing for improved decision support in higher education. This study
highlights the daunting complexity o f the decision-making process in higher education,
and it draws attention to an available and underutilized resource that provides much
needed assistance in making decisions at all levels within the organization. It adds to the
pool o f knowledge, and will benefit institutions that apply its findings. Specifically, it
shows the areas o f interest to decision makers in which the greatest use o f data
warehousing is made, and how that use is distributed across various levels of
management throughout the institution. Observations about perceptions of
implementation challenges, benefits o f data warehousing, and project success are
summarized in this study. For data warehousing and information technology
professionals, the technology environment can be benchmarked with respect to hardware
and software platforms and tools used at other institutions.

Conceptual or Theoretical Framework
Decision making is a very complex process, and very often we do not even
understand fully how we make decisions ourselves. In fact, even those who pride
themselves on being very rational and logical in their decision-making abilities can be
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quite mistaken about this. Do we really make rational decisions that are supported by the
facts? That evidence is hard to find, according to Hossein Arsham (2004b).
Unfortunately, the evidence on rational decision-making is largely negative evidence,
evidence o f what people do not do.
You may ask, “Why must we learn the decision-making process?” Here are a few
motivating reasons:
• Organizations are becoming more complex.
• Environments are changing so rapidly that past practices are no longer
adequate.
• The costs of making bad decisions have increased. (Arsham, 2004b, "What Is
OR/M S/DS/SS" section, para. 6)
While making and evaluating arguments for and against a particular proposal is a
left brain, rational, cognitive thinking exercise, the actual process o f arriving at a decision
is a right brain activity often influenced more by feeling and intuition than by the cold,
hard facts. “The difficulty might arise from the fact that emotions and rational strategic
thinking are on two different sides o f the human brain, and in difficult decisions one must
be able to use both sides simultaneously” (Arsham, 2004a, "How to Make Good
Decisions" section, para. 9). In her study o f intuitive decision making, Cherie Whiting
(2(X)5) found that tensions usually exist between logic, intuition, and making the right
decision (p. 107). Her findings from a sample o f health executives with high scores for
potential for making intuitive decisions suggest that these individuals tend to use data
after they have made a decision to help “sell it,” to provide justification if the work
culture demanded it, and to monitor progress and outcomes, being ready to make
adjustments if necessary (p. 109).
Research reported by Goleman, Boyatzus, and McKee (2(X)2) supports the view
that there is a valid role in decision making for feelings and intuition. “Emotions, science
now tells us, are part of rationality, not opposed to it” (p. 42). Emotions associated with
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memories are stored in an organ in the brain called the amygdala, and the positive
feelings we experienced when we made a decision in the past give us a “good feeling”
about making the same decision in similar circumstances. “The amygdala, then, lets us
know its conclusions primarily through circuitry extending into the gastrointestinal tract
that, literally, creates a gut feeling” (p. 44).
However, as Eric Bonabeau (2003) wrote in D on't Trust Your Gut, an article in
the H arvard Business Review, “Intuition plays an important role in decision making, but
it can be dangerously unreliable in complicated situations” (p. 116). The mind has an
amazing capacity for pattern recognition, but this can too easily lead us to categorize a
new phenomenon based on our previous experience. “The problem is that, in making that
fit, we inevitably filter out the very things that make the new phenomenon new— we rush
to recycle the reactions and solutions from the past” (p. 118).
Goleman et al. (2002) acknowledge the role of data in making good decisions.
“Intuition works best, it seems, when a gut sense can be used to build on other kinds of
data” (p. 43). “As decisions become more strategic, however, criteria for success become
more complex and subjective” (Bonabeau, 2(X)3, p. 120). The decisions that today’s
administrators have to make are far too complex to rely on intuition alone.
This is where technology has a vital role to play.
So, if we can’t rely on our intuition but have neither the time nor the mental capacity
to carefully analyze all the facets o f a complex situation, how in the world can we
make smart choices? Technology may hold the key. Sophisticated com puter
programs are now being developed that can supplement and bolster people’s
decision-making skills. (Bonabeau, 2003, p. 119)
Acknowledging the need for good information in decision-making processes, the
overwhelming volume o f information that today’s com puter systems can make available
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means that decision makers need tools to help analyze the often complex situations that
face them.
These new décision-support tools don’t eliminate human intuition . . . . The instincts
o f smart executives and other professionals are incorporated into the process . . . .
Computers impose left-brain discipline constraints on right brain hunches— in a way
that’s well beyond the computational capacity o f the human mind. Intuition is thus
allowed to inform decision making without short-circuiting or otherwise constraining
it. (Bonabeau, 2(X)3, p. 123)
Technology based on data warehousing can deliver the assistance that is needed
for making good decisions. This technology can be applied to decision making at all
management levels in an organization.

Delimitations
Books have been written describing what data warehousing is and how to do it,
mostly in a business setting or perhaps in terms o f data warehousing in general. Some of
the classics include: (a) W. H. In mon (1993), Buildi?ig the Data Warehouse', (b) W. H.
Inmon and R. D. Hackathorn (1994), Using the Data Warehouse', (c) R. Kimball (1996),
The Data Warehouse Toolkit', and (d) W. H. Inmon, C. Imhoff, and R. Sousa (1998),
Corporate Information Factory'.
In addition to these and many other books on the subject, magazines and journals
have been established that deal specifically with data warehousing. Examples include
DM Review, published by Thomson Media, and What works: Best Practices in Business
Intelligence and Data Warehousing, published by The Data W arehousing Institute.
As a result, this study confines itself to the use of data warehousing in higher
education, with a special focus on its use at various management levels across the
institution and in different areas o f interest to decision makers. It does not attempt to
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answer any of the questions about choosing the right technology or the right
implementation methodology. It does not describe lessons learned about approaches that
lead to success or pitfalls to avoid. These topics are covered well by numerous authors in
books and in magazines and journals devoted to data warehousing.

Definitions o f Terms
Balanced Scorecard: “A comprehensive, top-down view of organizational
performance with a strong focus on vision and strategy” (Missroon, 2000, p. 46). Robert
Kaplan and David Norton (1996) developed the concept with a methodology that they
launched in 1992 in the Harvard Business Review.
Business Intelligence (BI): An umbrella term that covers a range of disciplines
all related to decision support, including data warehousing, data mining, executive
information systems, and digital dashboards.
Data W arehouse: According to Bill Inm on’s classic definition, a data warehouse
is a “subjected oriented, integrated, non-volatile, time variant collection of data in support
o f m anagem ent’s decisions” (Inmon, 1993, p. 29). A data warehouse is a database where
information is stored in such a way that it is optimized for query and interactive analyses,
and is collected together into subjects o f interest to management decision making. The
data that are stored in the data warehouse typically come from production databases
across the enterprise (compare with Datamarts below), and can include external data.
Data Mining: An approach to extracting meaning from data based on software
that uses complex statistics and artificial intelligence to discover patterns in data and
otherwise unknown relationships among the data.
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Datamart: Usually focuses on a particular subject area or department, as opposed
to a data warehouse, which usually spans the entire enterprise. Datamarts can he
standalone and independent, or they can conform to an enterprise data architecture and he
subsets o f larger data warehouses.
Digital Dashboard: This is a highly summarized collection o f key performance
indicators using color and graphics to present business intelligence and decision support
information for use by executives.
Extract, Transform , and Load (ETL): This refers to tools that are used to read
(extract) data from various sources, and load it into the target data warehouse or
datamart. In the processing o f loading, data may have to he translated using coded
lookup tables or rules, calculations may have to he done, and aggregations are done. This
is the transform step.
Key Perform ance Indicator (KPI): Defined measures o f progress towards
achieving specific performance goals, and critical to the success o f the organization.
Levels o f M anagem ent Activity: Robert Anthony (1965) defined three levels of
management activity in his hook. Planning and Control Systems: A Framework fo r
Analysis: (a) Strategic Planning, (h) M anagement and Tactical Control, (c) Operational
Planning and Control.
Decision making is a part o f the management activity o f all three of these
management levels. It is interesting to observe the way information is used at each of
these three management levels to inform decision making.
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M ultidim ensional Analysis: The “dim ensions” in multidimensional analysis are
the equivalents o f the row and column headings in paper reports, and are made up o f the
independent variables such as term, school, department, program, gender, etc. See OLAP.
OLAP— On-Line Analytical Processing: Instead of being confined to the row
and column headings provided in hardcopy reports, OLAP tools allow interactive control
over the selection o f dimensions to be viewed (called slicing) as well as expanding or
collapsing detail for any o f the dimensions (called drill down). To provide adequate
response time, data for use with OLAP tools is pre-aggregated and stored in a database
separate from the transactional database called the data warehouse.
OLTP— On-Line Transaction Processing: Refers to standard operational data
processing, such as running payroll, posting to ledger accounts, calculating tuition, and
printing student account statements. Databases holding transactional data are designed to
optimize processing efficiency and throughput, and typically deliver poor performance
for decision support queries and online analysis.
Subject Area: Subject areas are defined by organizations as areas o f interest for
data analysis and decision making. Examples include student retention, enrollment,
faculty load, labor distribution, development/advancement, assessment, etc. The subject
orientation o f data warehouses may seem to be simple common sense, but it actually
provides a very significant advantage over “transaction oriented” databases.
Transactional databases are designed to optimize data processing operations such as
assigning students and teachers to classes, calculating payroll, and printing invoices and
statements, and are inefficient and difficult to use for decision-making purposes. The
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subject orientation o f data warehouses means the information is organized around the
major subject areas.

Overview o f the Dissertation
The advent of computerized information systems has resulted in an unprecedented
volume of data on which to make decisions. However, the sheer volume of data makes it
unusable unless it can be converted into actionable “business intelligence.” Data
warehousing has emerged as a family of technologies that assists in this conversion
process. The introductory chapter summarizes the emergence of data warehousing, and
highlights the lack of research into how this technology is applied in higher education.
This chapter introduces the problem and the purpose of the study. It identifies the
research questions that are being asked and those that are being excluded in this study.
Chapter 1 also defines terms that are used in the dissertation.
Chapter 2 examines theoretical and practical aspects of decision making and the
role o f data warehousing in data-driven decision making. It introduces A nthony’s
Triangle (Anthony, 1965) for modeling operational, tactical, and strategic levels of
management. This chapter reviews the literature on decision making, the use of data in
decision making, and data warehousing in higher education.
In chapter 3, the methodology is described. This chapter describes how contact
details for the selected population were obtained and analyzes response rates from these
contacts and from subjects who volunteered to participate in the study. It describes the
design of the web-based survey instrument, and the procedures that were used for inviting
participation and the extraction of responses for analysis.
In chapter 4, the results from the survey are presented and analyzed.
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Chapter 5 summarizes the major findings and discusses conclusions that can be
drawn, including recommendations for further study.
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CHAPTER TWO

LITERATURE REVIEW

Introduction
This chapter examines some of the theoretical and practical aspects of decision
making, giving particular attention to the use of data and data warehousing in decision
making. There are relatively few articles or studies specifically on data warehousing in
higher education, so I have included general references on data warehousing from books,
journals, and magazines where observations could be made that had relevance in higher
education.
This chapter will also trace the evolution o f the use o f data from automating the
posting o f accounting transactions through to supporting decision making in sophisticated
ways at all levels o f an organization.
A central aspect of this study on the use o f data warehousing is the extent to
which it is used to support decision making. Decision Support Systems (DSS) have been
developed specifically for this purpose. As Klein and Methlie (1995) say in the
introduction to Knowledge-based Decision Support Systems: With Applications in
Business, “This concept [DSS] is built on the paradigm of support. That is, a com puter
system is placed at the disposal o f the decision maker, who may use data or models to
recognize, understand, and formulate a problem, and make use o f analytical aids to
evaluate alternatives” (p. 1).
18
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Making a decision always involves making a choice. Simon (1982) breaks
decision making into three parts— intelligence gathering, design, and choice. Often, there
are multiple options or alternatives to choose from, but even if there is only one option,
there is still the choice to take it or not to take it. While we sometimes reduce decision
making to the moment o f choice, there is actually much more to it than that. The choice
has to have some parameters or guidelines or goals if the outcome is to have purpose or
meaning. The Cheshire Cat illustrates this very well in A lic e ’s Adventures in
Wonderland (Carroll, 1865). When Alice meets the Cat, she asks,
‘W ould you tell me, please, which way I ought to go from here?’
‘That depends a good deal on where you want to get to,’ said the Cat.
‘I don’t much care where— ’ said Alice.
‘Then it doesn’t matter which way you go,’ said the Cat. (1865, p. 4)
For an information system to provide tangible benefits there must be a clear
linkage between information systems strategies and planning and institutional goals and
objectives. Valid decision making has to be done in the context o f goals. That implies
some kind of assessment of alternatives against the goals, which means that alternatives
have to be identified and assessment criteria have to be determined.
For the decisions to have significant value, they need to be actionable. An
approach known as the “balanced scorecard’’ was described by Kaplan and Norton (1996)
for turning strategy into action. Martinsons and Davison (1999, pp. 71-88) observe that
“the balanced scorecard has emerged as a decision support tool at the strategic
management level.’’
Many business leaders now evaluate corporate performance by supplementing
financial accounting data with goal-related measures from the following perspectives:
customer, internal business process, and learning and growth. It is argued that the
balanced scorecard concept can be adapted to assist those managing business
functions, organizational units, and individual projects. A balanced scorecard is
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developed for information systems that measures and evaluates IS activities from the
following perspectives; business value, user orientation, internal process, and future
readiness. (M artinsons & Davison, 1999, Abstract)

A Taxonom y o f Information by Management Level
M anagers as Decision Makers
Decision makers are found at all levels in an organization, and this is a central
aspect o f all management roles. “All managerial activities revolve around decision
making. The m anager is prim arily a decision maker” (Turban, Aronson, & Liang, 2004,
p. 7).

The M anagement Pyramid
In attempting to categorize how and where information is used in an organization
to support decision making, it is useful to define a taxonomy o f terms. “One good
starting point for building a framework is the Anthony Triangle, which diagrams
operational activities, management control, and strategic planning” (Kanter &
M iserendino, 1987, Abstract). These three levels of management activity are defined by
Robert Anthony in his 1965 book. Planning and Control Systems: A Framework fo r
Analysis. Hackathorn (2(X)2) and Turban et al. (2004) summarize the three levels as
shown in Table 2.
“The framework is often shown as a management pyramid, in which a few are
engaged at the strategic level while many more are involved at the tactical and
operational lower levels” (Hackathorn, 2002, p. 47). See Figure 1.
Kim and Courtney (1988, as cited in Wagner, 1990) recommend the use of
A nthony’s management triangle as a basis for a conceptual mapping of managerial
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Table 2
Definitions o f Level o f M anagem ent Control
Level

Hackathorn (2002, p. 47)

Turban (2004, p. 13)

Strategic Planning

Definition of goals, policies;
Determination of organizational
objectives.

Defining long-range goals and
policies for resource
allocation

Management and Tactical
Control

Acquisition of resources, tactics;
Establishment and monitoring of
budgets.

The acquisition and efficient
use of resources in the
accomplishment of
organizational goals

Operational Planning and
Control

Effective and efficient use of
existing facilities and resources
to carry out activities within
budget constraints.

The efficient and effective
execution of specific goals

Strategic\

Tactical

Operational

goals, policies

middle
management,
BOPs

execution

Figure 1. A nthony’s M anagement Triangle.
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problem solving to a knowledge base (pp. 253, 254, 256). The problem solving and
decision-making domain extends right across an organization, at all management levels.
A nthony’s Triangle provides a framework that allows something that is very complex to
be broken down into easier-to-understand parts.

Taxonomy of Information Use and M anagement Levels
I have applied this framework to Information Use and other aspects of
M anagement Levels as shown in Table 3. Other writers and authors have also taken
A nthony’s taxonomy and used it as a basis for characterizing information at different
management levels.

Using A nthony’s Triangle
W hile the A nthony’s Triangle framework has proved its worth over many years,
caution needs to be exercised to avoid misuse. It should be recognized as a simple,
perhaps simplistic, view of an organization. Rather than viewing the three levels
illustrated in Figure 1 and Table 3 as discrete, mutually exclusive elements o f an
organization, they should be seen more as points on a continuum. Moreover, there may
be varying degrees of overlap across the continuum within job roles throughout an
organization. Hackathorn (2(X)4, p. 48) makes this very point quite emphatically, using
the expression, “Squash the pyramid!” Because of the complexities of today’s
organizations, Hackathorn says:
Squash the pyramid! The person responsible for a business process should view it
strategically, tactically and operationally every moment o f every day. Through BI
[Business Intelligence] systems, that person should have access to the whole context
and nothing but that content. Regardless o f the time horizon, granularity and the like,
that person should understand every facet in order to make the best decision, (p. 48)
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Table 3
Taxonomy o f Information Use and M anagem ent Levels
Characteristic

Levels

Anthony’s
Taxonomy

Operational

Tactical

Strategic

Information users

Operational staff and
supervisors

Middle managers,
business analysts

Executives, senior
analysts

Nature of
decisions

Structured

Semi-structured

Unstructured

Scope

Narrow

Term focus/
Time Horizon

Day-to-day, usually
with immediate
ramifications

Within the current
12-month plan

Future-oriented
(2 year +), with trend
analysis over time

Format of
information

Standard reports,
detailed

Exception reports,
parameterized

Ad hoc, summarized,
interactive

Interaction with
information

Static reports

Online slice and dice,
drill down

Online analysis,
modeling, what-if
scenarios, data mining

Summarization

Detailed

Exception and detailed

Multidimensional with
drill-down to detail

Information
systems

Transaction oriented
(OLTP)

Online analytical
systems (OLAP),
Decision Support
Systems (DSS)

Online analytical
systems (OLAP),
Executive Information
Systems (EIS)

Interpersonal
Relationships

Intradepartmental,
internal

Interdepartmental,
internal

Global, extra
enterprise, external &
internal

Data relationships,
source

Within datamart/
subject area, internal

Includes some related
datamarts, internal

Cross enterprise
integration plus
external

Data refresh rate

Daily or more often

By relevant business
period or cycle

Annually or by event

Examples

Managing expenses,
cash flow, student
interaction, fee
collection, resource
allocation

Choosing instructional
technologies,
recruiting, personnel
development, strategy
implementation, project
management

New programs,
markets, restructuring,
strategic planning and
prioritization

Intermediate

Broad
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One example of the continuous nature of the spaces between the three levels is the
degree o f structure in the decisions being made.
Simon (1977) distinguished two extremes regarding the structuredness o f decision
problems. At one end o f the spectrum are well-structured problems that are repetitive
and routine and for which standard models have been developed. Simon calls these
programmed problems. Examples of such problems are weekly scheduling of
employees, monthly determination of cash flow, and selection o f an inventory level
for a specific item under constant demand. At the other end o f the spectrum are
unstructured problems, also called nonprogrammed problems, which are novel and
nonrecurrent. For example, typical unstructured problems include merger and
acquisition decisions, undertaking a complex research and development project,
evaluating an electronic commerce initiative, determination about what to put on a
Web s ite .. . . Semistructured problems fall between the two extremes. (Turban et al.,
2004, p. 55)
In comparing the kind o f decision making made at the operational level with other
levels o f decision making, Thomsen (2002) uses the analogy o f a spectrum of
temperature differences between hot and cold water.
It is popular and convenient to think o f operations and decision-oriented analysis as
two distinct categories, especially because they correspond to the two major
emphases in physical optimization— update speed and access speed. That is why I use
the distinction in this book. The distinction, however, is more appropriately thought
o f in terms of a spectrum, much like hot and cold are more accurately described in
terms o f temperature differences. The common denom inator is decision-making for
both forms of information processing; the difference is the scope o f inputs and
outputs. (Thomsen, 2002, p. 11 )
Hackathorn (2002) was already drawing attention to the need for data-driven
decision support throughout the entire management pyramid. He saw the need for
decision support information to be embedded as closely as possible to the points within
business processes where it would actioned, and he referred to this as “Active Business
Intelligence” or ABI.
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The design o f ABI should embed (as close as possible) intelligence into the
appropriate business processes to support specific actions. As such, the key
characteristics o f ABI are:
■ Supporting tactical decision making,
■ Leveraging actionable intelligence and
■ Enabling the learning cycle. (2002, p. 47)
The traditional focus o f data warehousing has been at the strategic level, but
organizations are increasingly finding that the data warehouse provides a convenient and
valuable source of actionable information at the tactical and operational levels.
Hackathorn points out that this is as it should be.
Emphasis on tactical decision making guides minute-by-minute business activities.
This is an extension, not elimination, o f the focus upon strategic decision making of
traditional BI. Instead o f being confined to executive suites for use by managers and
business analysts, ABI has a presence on the shop floors, branch offices and even
custom er desktops.
M ost importantly, ABI impacts the tactical and operational levels o f management,
in addition to the strategic level. These levels o f management activity are classic
concepts in the IT industry. (2002, p. 47)
Hackathorn uses the Anthony framework to specify some of the information
requirements, using Davis and Olson (1985, pp. 35, 36) as the source. This is illustrated
in Figure 2.

Operational
Data Source
Data Scope
Aggregation
Time Horizon
Data Currency
Required Accuracy
Frequency of Use

□
Tactical

Strategic

Vague & Broad
Summarized

Figure 2. Information requirements by management level.

Note: From M anagement Infonnation Systems: Conceptual Foundations, Structure and
Development (pp. 35-36), by G. B. Davis and M. H. Olson, 1985, New York: M cGrawHill. Copyright 1985 by M cGraw-Hill. Adapted with permission.
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Hackathorn (2002) concludes, “BI efforts have traditionally focused more on the
right side [of Figure 2] with summarized analyses directed toward future business
activities. ABI enables us to move toward the left and extend coverage across all three
levels” (p. 47).

Applying Knowledge to the M anagerial Problem Domain
W agner (1990) refers to studies done by Kim and Courtney (1988) into
knowledge acquisition as it relates to the managerial problem domain. They view
knowledge in terms of concepts, heuristics, and reasoning, and studied the abilities of
different knowledge acquisition (KA) methods to extract these three types o f knowledge.
“Based upon their findings, they propose a conceptual mapping of a managerial problem
domain, using A nthony’s taxonomy, to a Knowledge base with appropriate KA
techniques” (pp. 253, 254).
W agner (1990) concludes that while it is difficult to come up with a satisfactory
taxonomy o f knowledge types, “the question o f how we are to arrive at a taxonomy of
our problem domain that would be satisfactory” is even more difficult (p. 256). He
suggests that for a specific problem domain, such as managerial problem solving, one
approach is to use A nthony’s taxonomy as Kim and Courtney did in 1988.

Decision-M aking Theories, Thinking Styles, and Methods
Theories
The process of making decisions has been studied from a number of perspectives.
One approach considers two models for decision making— how people should make
decisions and how they actually do make decisions. The first is called the prescriptive or
normative model, while the second is called the descriptive model. In the first model.
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strict rules o f probability are followed, while in the second, it is not even assumed that the
decision makers are rational (Repin, 2004). The kinds of decisions made throughout the
various levels o f management in an organization typically conform to the descriptive
model o f decision making.
In his Theories Into Practice (TIP) web site, Kearsley (2004) summarizes the
theories of selected researchers on decision making:
A major focus of research on decision-making is the frequent departure from purely
rational choices (e.g., Dawes, 1988; Kahneman, Slovic & Tversky, 1982). Indeed,
Simon (1976) has made the case that “satisficing” (i.e., making a choice that is good
enough) is the most common decision strategy. On the other hand, social
psychologists look at decision-making as a matter o f conflict resolution and
avoidance behaviors due to situational factors (e.g., Janis & Mann, 1977). Rappoport
& Summers (1973) discuss the role o f probability and the limits to processing
capacity in human judgm ent. (Kearsley, 2004, para. 2)
On the ChangingM inds.org (2004) web site, there is a compilation o f articles
describing theories about the various aspects o f decision making. See Table 4 for a list of
the theories that are explained on this site.
As defined by Turban et al. (2004), “decision-making is a process o f choosing
among alternative courses o f action for the purpose o f attaining a goal or goals.” Turban
et al. (2004) cite Simon (1977) as saying that “managerial decision-making is
synonymous with the whole process o f management” (p. 40). These authors “use the
terms decision-making and problem solving interchangeably” (p. 41). Simon initially
identified three major phases in systematic decision making— intelligence, design, and
choice— and subsequently added a fourth phase, implementation. Figure 3 is a
“conceptual picture of the decision-making process” (Turban et al., 2004, p. 50).
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Table 4
Theories about Decision-Making
Motivation to decide

Description

Cognitive Dissonance

We try to reduce the discomfort of dissonance.

Consistency Theory

We seek the comfort of internal alignment.

Commitment

We feel obliged to complete a public commitment.

Certainty Effect

A certainty that becomes less likely has high impact.

Confirmation Bias

We seek confirmation that we made a good decision.

Scarcity Principle

We anticipate regret and so want what is scarce.

Sunk-Cost Effect

We are reluctant to pull out of an investment.

Thinking process

Description

Elaboration Likelihood Model

We either think centrally or take unthinking short-cut
decisions.

Heuristic-Systematic Persuasion
Model

We use either short-cuts or logic to interpret arguments.

Information Processing Theory

Persuasion requires attention and comparison with
previous views.

Deciding

Description

Augmenting Principle

Evidence for a decision is accumulative.

Bounded Rationality

We only use limited logic in decisions.

Explanatory Coherence

We like simple, explainable hypotheses.

Filter Theory

We make choices through a series of selection filters.

Multi-Attribute Choice

We use various strategies for different types of choice.

Mere Exposure Theory

Simple exposure makes us like things more.

Perceptual Contrast Effect

We decide by comparing things.

Involvement

When we are involved we need more information.

Note: From “Theories About Decision-making,” C/ia/jg/ngM inds.org web site, 2006.
Copyright Syque 2002-2006. Adapted with permission.
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Intclliginc* Ph#$#

S im plification

Assumptions

Organizational objectives
Search and scanning procedures
Data collection
Problem identification
Problem ownershp
Problem classification
Problem statem ent
^

Problem Statem ent

Design P hase

Validation of the model

Formulate a model
Set critena for chace
Search for alternatives
Predict and m easure outcomes

SUCCESS

^

Alternatives

Choice P hase
Verification, testing of
proposed solution

Solution to the model
Sensitivity analysis
Selection of best (good) altemative(s)
Plan for implementation

I

Implementation
of solution

Solution

• •
FAILURE

Figure 3. The decision-making/modeling process.
Note: From Decision Support Systems and Intelligent Systems (7th ed.) (p. 50) by
Efraim Turban, Jay E. Aronson, and Ting-Feng Liang, 2004, Upper Saddle River, NJ:
Prentice-Hall. Copyright 2005 by Pearson Education, Inc. Reprinted with permission.

In the narrative associated with the flow diagram depicted in Figure 3, Turban et
al. (2004) point out that the bold lines represent a continuous flow of activity from
intelligence, to design, to choice, but with a possible return to a previous phase at any
point, resulting in feedback loops. The decision-making process begins by examining
reality in the intelligence phase. This is where the problem is identified and defined and
ownership is determined. In the design phase, a model is formulated and tests for its
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validity are developed. Part of this process may include finding several alternatives. The
choice phase is where the best alternative is selected, and a plan for its implementation is
developed. Implementing the plan may solve the problem, or it may fail to solve the
problem, in which case the process loops back to one o f the earlier phases.
Simon correctly identified a common misconception with decision making which
focuses almost entirely on the final phase— the moment of decision— while ignoring
‘the whole lengthy, complex process o f alerting, exploring and analysing that
precedes that final m om ent.’ (Kelly, 1997, p. 208)
Kelly goes on to relate Sim on’s distinction between programmed and non
programmed decisions to the distinction between ad hoc queries and décision-support
applications.
Simon associated programmed decision making with the middle layer of
management. His definition o f programmed decisions as ‘repetitive’ is an accurate
reflection o f those decisions which are amenable to being supported by decision
support applications which may be built for a defined set o f users and which allows
them to navigate through the data within a reasonably structured environment.
‘Decisions are non-program m ed,’ according to Simon, ‘to the extent that they are
novel, unstructured and consequential’. . . . Therefore unstructured decision making
can only be supported by ad hoc queries o f a wide range o f data. . ..
This distinction between programmed decisions and non-programmed decisions is
central to an understanding of the decision-making dynamic in the enterprise. The
data warehouse can perform effectively as an engine for the vast quantity of
programmed and semi-programmable decisions but it is in the area of nonprogrammed decisions that the data warehouse reigns supreme. (Kelly, 1997, pp. 208,
209)
M aking decisions is something that is faced by individuals and organizations
alike. W hether decisions are being made at the individual level or collectively in an
organization, the decision-making process still takes place within the human mind. Often
the decision problem will be too complex for the human mind to fully grasp, and this is
the subject of Decision Analysis fo r M anagement Judgment by Goodwin and W right
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(2004). They define decision analysis as “the decomposition of a decision problem into a
set of smaller (and, hopefully, easier to handle) problems” (p. 3).
Because o f limitations o f the human mind, people have to use “approximate
methods, or rules o f th u m b ,. . . often referred to as ‘heuristics’. . . . People’s heuristics
are often well adapted to the structure of their knowledge about the environm ent” (p. 16).

Thinking and Decision-M aking Styles
Facts Versus Intuition
W hile it may be every decision m aker’s aim and intention to make decisions that
are well-informed and based on fact, evidence suggests that there are factors other than
the mere facts that influence decisions we make. One such factor is prior experience.
LaPrance (1989) observes that “experience is not merely organized factually but also
tactically.” In referring to this contribution by LaPrance, W agner (1990) adds, “In other
words, every new problem within the expert’s domain is not treated as a new problem.
Research seems to indicate that experts do not apply solutions directly to problems, but
rather state (or restate) problems in a way that 'fits the solutions they already have’” (p.
250).
This is consistent with conclusions reached by Goleman et al. (2002). As
Goleman et al. describe, good decisions have an emotional as well as a rational aspect.
. . . Because attuning our feelings, according to neurological research, helps us to find
the meaning in data, and so leads to better decisions. Our emotional memory banks
thus enable us to judge information efficiently. Emotions, science now tells us, are
part o f rationality, not opposed to it. (p. 42)
But tuning in to our feelings only helps us to find meaning in data; it does not
eliminate the need for data. “Intuition works best, it seems, when a gut sense can be used
to build on other kinds o f data” (p. 43). Emotions associated with memories are stored in
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the amygdala, and when faced with a set a circumstances which our brain categorizes as
similar to a previous experience, positive experiences associated with having made a
certain decision lead us to make a similar decision, because it “feels right.”
The brain constantly registers decision rules about what works and what doesn’t: . . .
the brain soaks up life’s lessons to better prepare us for the next time we face a
similar challenge, uncertainty, or decision point, (p. 44)
. . . leaders need to learn to trust their intuitive sense to access their life wisdom.
The circuitry involved in puzzling decisions, in fact, includes not just the basal
ganglia, but also the amygdala, where the brain stores the emotions associated with
memories, (p. 44)
. . . brain automatically extracts the decision rules that underlie one turn o f events
or another, or the operating cause-and-effect sequences, (p. 44)
Accordingly, the brain w on’t inform us o f these Judgments with words; instead,
the emotional brain activates circuitry that runs from the limbic centers into the gut,
giving us the compelling sense that this feels right. The amygdala, then, lets us know
its conclusions primarily through circuitry extending into the gastrointestinal tract
that, literally, creates a gut feeling, (p. 44)
In May 2003, the year following the publishing o f Goleman et al.’s book Primal
Leadership: Realizing the Power o f Emotional Intelligence, Eric Bonabeau (2003)
sounded a note o f caution about putting too much trust in intuition. Information stored in
our “emotional memory banks” is subject to our preconceptions and mental models of
reality. W hat we observe is filtered by what we think we should be seeing, and what we
remember about the outcome from a certain decision could be very different from what
someone with different life experiences remembers. David Hutchens (1999) narrates a
compelling parable that illustrates the potential limitations o f mental models and how we
filter what we observe to fit our preconceptions.

Risk
One aspect of decision making is that o f risk. Making a wrong decision can be
very costly and putting off making a decision can result in missed opportunities.
Raisinghani (2004) explores the premise that “increased business intelligence reduces the
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risk inherent in decision making and provides suggestions on the appropriate
management o f individuals involved in information search activities” (p. xi).

Decision Analysis
The ability to make sound decisions is being valued more and more highly as
institutions look for ways to serve their clients with quality and distinction while
managing costs. Phillips points out (as cited in Goodwin & Wright, 2004), “It is a
curious fact that although ability to take decisions is at the top of most senior executives’
list of attributes for success in management, those same people are usually unwilling to
spend any time developing this quality” (p. ix). W hat is it about decision making that
makes it so difficult? In the approach taken by Goodwin and Wright, there are four
aspects of decision making that need to be addressed. Decision problems often involve
multiple objectives, they involve uncertainty, they are complex in structure, and there are
often multiple stakeholders. Decision analysis can assist by reducing the complexity.
“Decision analysis therefore involves the decomposition of a decision problem into a set
o f smaller (and, hopefully, easier to handle) problems” (p. 3). Keeney is cited in
Goodwin and W right (2004) on the role o f decision analysis. “Decision analysis will not
solve a decision problem, nor is it intended to. Its purpose is to produce insight and
promote creativity to help decision makers make better decisions” (p. 4).

Goodwin and W right also refer to Sim on’s 1982 work M odels o f Bounded
Rationality.
Simon (1982) used the term bounded rationality to refer to the fact that the limitations
o f the human mind means that people have to use 'approxim ate m ethods’ to deal with
most decision problems and, as a result, they seek to identify satisfactory, rather than
optimal, courses o f action. These approximate methods, or rules of thumb, are often
referred to as ‘heuristics.’ (Goodwin & Wright, 2004, p. 16)
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Group Decision M aking
Edward de Bono (1999) proposes a novel approach to group decision making. He
uses the device of six colored hats (summarized in Table 5) to control the type o f thinking
that is done at different points during a decision-making meeting, such as objective facts
(white), creative (green), pros or optimistic (yellow), cons or pessimistic (black), feelings
and emotions (red), and adherence to process (blue).
de Bono describes parallel thinking as opposed to argumentative, confrontational,
and adversarial thinking. Too often, we make decisions in committees based on the best
argument, where each party speaks only in favor of its point of view. “If one party thinks
o f a point that might benefit the other party, then that point is never raised. The purpose is
to win, not to explore the subject honestly” (p. 9). Rather than choosing one proposal in
its entirety over another proposal that may include some very desirable elements, this
approach allows the best possible solution to be melded together using contributions from
the whole team.
The aim o f this method o f parallel thinking is to have everyone thinking from the
same perspective at a time, say wearing the Yellow Hat and thinking positively. Then
after a period of time, everyone in the committee “puts on” the next color hat. de Bono
maintains that there is an “absolute physiological need to separate out the types of
thinking. . . . You cannot be sensitized in different directions at the same time, so when
we set out to do all aspects of thinking at the same moment, we are going to be
suboptimal on all o f them” (p. 12).
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Table 5
Parallel Thinking Using de Bono's “Six Thinking Hats ”
White Hat

Neutral, objective. The white hat is concerned with objective facts and
figures.

Red Hat

Suggests anger (seeing red), rage, and emotions. The red hat gives the
emotional view.

Black Hat

Somber and serious. The black hat is cautious and careful. It points out the
weaknesses in an idea.

Yellow Hat

Sunny and positive. The yellow hat is optimistic and covers hope and
positive thinking.

Green Hat

Grass, vegetation, and abundant, fertile growth. The green hat indicates
creativity and new ideas.

Blue Hat

Cool, the color of the sky, which is above everything else. The blue hat is
concerned with control, the organization of the thinking process, and the use
of other hats.

Decision-M aking Styles
Decision making is usually considered from the perspective o f those involved in
the step where the choice is made, but others may be involved during intelligence
gathering and design o f choices. When trying to influence the actual decision makers, the
preferred decision-making styles o f those decision makers are often overlooked.
W illiams and M iller (2002, pp. 64-73) found that “managers typically use a one-size-fitsall approach when trying to influence their bosses and colleagues. New research shows
that’s a mistake’’. W illiams and M iller report this research in “Change the Way You
Persuade’’ (2002). They identify different styles for making decisions, and observe that
“persuasion works best when it’s tailored to five distinct decision-making styles’’ (p. 64).
Executives typically fall into one o f five decision-making categories: Charismatics
can be initially exuberant about a new idea or proposal but will yield a final decision
based on a balanced set o f information. Thinkers can exhibit contradictory points of
view within a single meeting and need to cautiously work through all the options
before coming to a decision. Skeptics remain highly suspicious of data that don’t fit
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with their worldview and make decisions based on their gut feelings. Followers make
decisions based on how other trusted executives, or they themselves, have made
similar decisions in the past. And controllers focus on the pure facts and analytics of
a decision because o f their own fears and uncertainties.
All too often, people make the mistake of focusing too much on the content of
their argument and not enough on how they deliver that message, (p. 65)

Methods
Flowcharting
A readily understood method of making decisions that involve multiple,
dependent parts is flowcharting. Figure 4 depicts a flowchart for computing tuition
discount available to students who are dependents o f faculty or staff. In this example, the
dependent’s discount is determined based on the campus attended, whether the student is
living on campus (indoor) or in the community (outdoor), and whether the student’s
parents are on overseas service.

Decision Tables
Flowcharts and decision trees may be useful for representing decision flows
graphically, but decision tables provide a benefit that those methods do not possess.
Decision tables provide a convenient method for ensuring complete rigor in handling
every combination o f conditions. This approach to decision making uses a twodimensional matrix with causes and effects listed in the rows, and unique combinations of
causes shown in columns. It is useful only for making structured decisions, not for
unstructured or ad hoc decision making. M arien de Wilde (2002) has developed an
excellent, short summary o f the method in PowerPoint form. Table 6 depicts the same
discount scenario as portrayed via a flowchart in Figure 4.
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Get Dependent
Discount

Wahroonga
Campus?

►

Use Indoor %

Indoor
Dependent?

►

Use Indoor %
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►

Use Outdoor %

Overseas
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► Use Overseas %

Use 0%

End

Figure 4. Sample flowchart— calculating dependent discount.
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Table 6
Sample Decision Table— Calculating Dependent Discount
Dependent Discount for requested sem ester
DEPNT_DISC_PCENT
Combinations
Causes

1

2

3

4

W ahroonga Campus

Y

N

N

N

Overseas Dependent

-

Y

N

N

Indoor Dependent

-

-

Y

N

Outdoor Dependent

-

-

N

Y

DEPNT_DISC_I_PCENT

X

-

-

-

D EPN T_D ISC_0_PCEN T

-

-

X

-

DEPNT_DISC_OS_PCENT

-

X

-

X

Effects

The flowchart in Figure 4 is clean and simple and easy to read when compared
with this decision table. However, what about the case o f an overseas dependent who is
staying in one of the residence halls (indoor)? According to the flowchart, they will be
awarded the indoor discount. However, this is incorrect. The second column o f the
decision table shows that as long as a student is not studying on the W ahroonga Campus,
if they are the dependent of an overseas worker, they will get the overseas discount
regardless o f whether they live in the residence hall (indoor) or in the community
(outdoor).
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W eighted Score Rankings
In the weighted scoring model, there are a number of alternatives from which to
choose one or more that best meet certain criteria. The steps are as follows, summarized
from M anagement Infonnation Systems: M anaging the Digital Firm (Laudon & Laudon,
2002, pp. 345, 346).
1. Identify desirable features or criteria, as well as risk factors. The selection of
desirable features should be guided by critical success factors. Each of the alternatives
will be rated against these desirable features or criteria.
2. Determine relative weights fo r each o f the criteria. The criteria do not all have
equal importance. Typically, the weights will add up to 1.00.
3. Score each alternative fo r each o f the criteria. Some of the criteria will be
expressed in numbers (monetary, time, etc.) and can be scored somewhat objectively.
For others, assigning a numerical score will be much more subjective.
4. M ultiply the scores by the weights, sum, and rank-order.
5. Select the highest ranked option(s).
A word o f caution needs to be expressed concerning the use o f weighted score
rankings. Decisions should not be blindly dictated by the outcomes o f this method, as it
tends to favor factors that can be more easily reduced to numbers at the expense of other
more intangible factors.

Analytic Hierarchy Process
The process o f scoring alternatives against multiple criteria is a very complex one,
and has a number of serious shortcomings. The criteria themselves can be interrelated,
and there are often simply too many of them to ensure consistent, meaningful scoring
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across all the alternatives. It was during the 1970s that Thomas Saaty developed the
Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) methodology for group decision making and
prioritizing alternatives. The AHP methodology starts out in a way that is similar to the
weighted score rankings method described above— identify the alternatives that are being
prioritized, and then decide on the criteria to measure them all against. In the AHP
method, there are clusters o f criteria nested in a hierarchy, and the mathematics handles
the weighting as the scores are "rolled up.” But it is the scoring process itself that is very
different in AHP. Instead o f having the participants rate each alternative on a scale o f I
to 10, the scoring is computed from pair-wise comparisons. For each criterion, the
alternatives are compared with each other in all the possible combinations o f two at a
time. This pair-wise comparing significantly improves the consistency o f the scoring,
and the hierarchical nature of the weightings accommodates interrelationships between
evaluation criteria.
A short history of Analytic Hierarchy Process was published in the Washington
Business Journal (Davolt, 2000). The consultancy formed by Saaty was incorporated as
Expert Choice, and co-founder Ernest Forman patented AHP decision support for PCs.
The company has a web site (http://www.expertchoice.com/) describing their products
and services.

Group Decision Making
Performing decision making in groups has a number of challenges as well as
benefits. The AHP methodology described in the previous section expressly incorporates
input from multiple decision makers, and has a formal process for aggregating the results,
de Bono’s “Six Thinking Hats” also accommodates group decision making using the
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colored hat device to bring about parallel thinking in the group as they work through the
decision-making process together.
In writing about the many challenges that campus leaders face, Eckel, Kezar, and
Lieberman (2000) outline a strategy “for helping institutional leaders stay abreast of
information and use it to make educated decisions” and “for confronting the challenges of
too much information coupled with too little time” (p. 89). They describe some o f the
pressures confronting higher education, including
the burgeoning financial pressures, expanding technologies, changing faculty roles
and em ployment arrangements, new and alternative pedagogies, intensified public
scrutiny, changing demographics with diverse learning needs, stronger calls for
assessment and accountability, and threatening new competitors (including for-profit
institutions).
At the same time, the amount of information available for academic leaders is
overwhelming, and getting larger, deepened by the Internet.
These changes require higher education leaders to develop strategies for keeping
current and staying informed, (p. 90)
The solution proposed by Eckel et al. (2000) is to initiate reading groups or
professional seminars.
Institutional reading groups are vehicles for engaging practitioners in the fast-growing
body o f higher education literature and for encouraging a culture of information for
decision making. These groups are an effective strategy for assimilating large
amounts o f complex information, fostering new knowledge, and sparking
cam puswide conversation on important issues, (p. 89)
Following the attention that was being given to shared decision-making
approaches in educational administration, Meyers, Meyers, and G elzheiser (2001) found
that the actual members comprising the teams seemed to have a strong influence over the
effectiveness o f the teams. “Prior research literature [has highlighted] the ambiguity of
team m em bers’ roles, lack o f clarity concerning the power o f shared decision-making
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teams, and the impact o f school vision” (p. 277). On the basis of this study, M eyers et al.
have made suggestions for further research.

The Use o f Data in Decision Making
An illusion o f knowledge is easy to come by. At one extreme, we may try to
make strategic decisions with inadequate data, putting our trust in experience and
intuition until we attain an “illusion o f knowledge” as in this Dilbert (Adams, 1999)
cartoon (Figure 5).

OUR E.KECUTÏVES
HAVE STARTED THEIR
ANNUAL STRATEGIC
p l a n n in g

s e s s io n s .

TH IS INVOLVES SITTING
I N A ROOtA W IT H
IN A D E Q U A T E DATA
U N TIL AN ILLUSION
OF KNOWLEDGE I S
a tta in e d .

J

Copyright
5 1999 U n i t e d F e a t u r e S y n d i c a t e , I n c .
R e d i s t r i b u t i o n in w h o l e o r In p o r t p r o h i b i t e d

Figure 5. Data and knowledge.
Note: From Dilbert Cartoon by Scott Adams, 1999. Copyright 1999 by United Media.
Adapted with permission.

On the other hand, we may be tempted to think that because we have an
overwhelming amount of information, we are in a good position to make well-informed
decisions. This is not necessarily the case either. “The benefits o f this flood of
information can be illusory, since much o f it simply tells us more about things that are
less important to business operations” (Axson, 2000, p. 32).
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Progression in Terminology Describing Data
W ith the advent o f computers, we have moved from the Industrial Age, with its
focus on automation and efficiency, to the Information Age, with its focus on deriving
meaning and value from the data collected hy our automated data processing systems.
There has been a transition from raw data to management information that supports
decision making. Raw “data” have to he turned into “information” before they are useful
for decision making, hut now we have gone from a data flood and information drought to
having too much information. As Axson (2000) points out, the “benefits of this
information flood can he illusory,” so now we have “knowledge workers” to extract the
meaning from the information.
So much information is available hut not readily accessible. Enterprise systems
contain a wealth o f information about customers, purchases, and payments, etc., hut in
the digital age, a key success factor is the “the ability to utilize the available information
about customers to influence the ways in which the customers and the organization
interact. In order to accomplish this, data must he converted into information, and that
information must he made available to decision makers within the organization” (Imhoff,
Loftis, & Geiger, 2001, p. xxii).
The focus o f attention has moved from data to information and now to
knowledge. M any commentators in this field have written about this progression, hut
what is next? In 2 0 0 0 ,1 portrayed the progression as shown in Figure 6. Others have
described this same progression in terminology, some of whom are listed in Table 7.
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Data

Infonnation

Knowledj^t

-e

Wisdom
Progression from Data to Wisdom
Figure 6. Progression from data to wisdom.
Note. From “Reflective summary: 6(e) A competent scholar with a working knowledge
of: Educational technology and its application,” by David Heise, 2000, Unpublished
manuscript, Andrews University, School of Education, Berrien Springs, MI. Adapted
with permission.
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Table 7
Progression in Terminology Describing Data
Progression Terminology

Author

Data, information, knowledge

Coffing, 1998, p. 96

Data, information, knowledge

Finkelstein, 2001, p. 30

Data, information, knowledge

Hackathorn, 2001, p. 12

Data, information, knowledge

fi/larco, 2001, p. 42

Data, information, knowledge

Seiner, 2002, p. 12

Data, information, knowledge

Brynjolfsson, 2003, para. 2

Data, information, knowledge

Sarkar, 2003

Data, information, knowledge, action

Distefano, 1999, p. 14

Data, information, knowledge, action

Houpt & Goenner, 2001

Data, information, knowledge, better decisions

fi/langold, 1998

Data, information, knowledge, insight

Mosshamer, n.d.

Data, information, knowledge, intelligence

Loshin, 2002, p. 10

Data, information, knowledge, wisdom

Heise, 2000

Data, information, knowledge, wisdom

Imhoff, 2001

Data, information, knowledge, wisdom

Swift, 2002

Data, information, knowledge, wisdom

Stephens, 2004

Data, information, understanding, knowledge

Chowdhury, 2003

Information, knowledge, plans, act, wisdom

Eckerson, 2003

Some o f the authors also created useful graphic representations. Marco (2001, p.
42) illustrates the progression as a pyramid, with system maturity increasing as you rise
up the pyramid.
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System
Maturity

Knowledge
Pyramid

Knowledge

Information

Data

Figure 7. Knowledge pyramid.
Note: From “Meta Data & Knowledge Management: A Meta Data Repository Is The Key
To Knowledge M anagement,” by David Marco, 2001, DM Review, 77(12), p. 42,
Copyright 2001 by EC M edia Group. Adapted with permission.

Sarkar (2003) portrays an “Enterprise Knowledge Repository” as a pyramid and
relates the levels o f the pyramid to the systems offered in the IT Portfolio and also to the
management levels from A nthony’s Triangle (see Figure 8).
In Figure 9, Im hoff (2001) represents the progression as a series of steps,
amplifying the meaning in each step, and attaining to W isdom on the fourth step.
Eckerson (2003) incorporates The Data W arehousing Institute’s concept of
Business Intelligence as a “data refinery” with a feedback loop connecting raw data up
through the progression to wisdom (see Figure 10).
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Tactical Users

Strategic
Business Analytics
M anagem ent
Reporting

► / Information

Transaction

Systems
Operational Users

f l Portfolio

Enterprise K now ledge Repository

Figure 8. Role o f IT in the enterprise.
Note: From “Applying the Balanced Scorecard in the IT Organization,” by Pushpak
Sarkar, 2003, D M Review, 73(12), p. 34, Copyright 2003 by EC M edia Group. Reprinted
with permission.

W ISDOM

Action Plan
KNOW LEDGE

Recommendations and Mitigating Actions
INFORM ATION

Assessment and Education
DATA

Summary of Findings

Figure 9. Moving from data to wisdom.
Note: From “Building the Customer-centric Enterprise, Part 3,” by Claudia Imhoff, 2001,
DM Review, 77(1), p. 14, Copyright 2001 by EC M edia Group. Adapted with permission.
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W isdom

Review, Measure, Refine

Act \ Experience
Plans

Operational Systems

Knowledge
Information

Rules and Models

Analytical Tools

Data Warehouse

Figure 10, BI as a data refinery.
Note: From “Understanding Business Intelligence,” by W ayne Eckerson, November
2003, What Works: Best Practices in BI and Data Warehousing, 16, p. 2. Copyright 2003
by The Data W arehousing Institute, Adapted with permission.

Another set o f terms that has been changing over time has to do with the support
that information technology gives for making decisions. Some terms have been around
for a long time, such as MIS (M anagement Information Systems), DSS (Decision Support
Systems), and BIS (Executive Information Systems). Through the 90s, Data
W arehousing came to be seen as a technology that would open up meaningful access to
all the data held in disparate systems, internally as well as externally. More recently, the
term Business Intelligence (BI) has come into vogue to describe essentially the same
thing. However, while data warehousing started out primarily as a technology for
improving data analysis and reporting, BI is generally broader in meaning, expanding on
technologies such as data mining, visualization, modeling, etc, and greatly enhancing the
power and flexibility o f the decision-making process. Good decision making is important
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in not-for-profit organizations as well as in the commercial world, and the proper use of
technology is vital in providing the necessary support for making good decisions.

Decision Support Technologies
The Technologies
Turban, et al. (2004) define decision making as “a process o f choosing among
alternative courses of action for the purpose of attaining a goal or goals” (p. 40). They
also define a Decision Support System (DSS) as an interactive computer-based
information system that accesses data from a variety o f sources, allows models to be built
iteratively by the users, and supports all phases o f the decision-making process (p. 105).
The authors “observe major changes in how managers use computerized support
in making decisions” (p. xiv). Information technology has grown beyond providing
merely personal decision support to offering full Business Intelligence (BI) across the
organization and beyond. Through intranets and extranets, com puter assistance for
decision making can readily be distributed to all stakeholders.
The data warehouse is a large database designed for, and using technology
optimized for, complex ad hoc queries, high level summarization with “drill down”
through levels o f detail, and interactive analysis by slicing and dicing to get different
views of the data. The interactive drill down and slice and dice operations are called
Online Analytical Processing (CLAP), which contrasts with Online Transaction
Processing (OLTP). OLTP databases are designed to optimize transaction processing and
storage, and it was through recognition of their inappropriateness for decision support
that data warehousing came into being.
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The data warehouse provides the server-based “engine” for delivering the OLAP
decision support services to decision makers. The “client” software used by decision
makers to query, report on, and interactively analyze the data in the data warehouse is
another class of software that is part o f decision support information technology. Yet
another class of software is called data mining or sometimes business analytics. This
software uses high-powered statistics, artificial intelligence, and pattern recognition to
analyze vast amounts of data looking for meaningful relationships. Collectively, these
technologies are often referred to as Business Intelligence (BI). '''Business intelligence
(BI) is a collection o f technical and process innovations across the data warehousing and
business intelligence space. . . . Business analytics implies the use of models in business
intelligence. These models may be manual, as in OLAP, or automatic, as in data mining”
(Turban et al., 2004, p. 107). Raisinghani (2004) defines Business Intelligence (BI) as
follows:
BI is a general term for applications, platforms, tools, and technologies that support
the process o f exploring business data, data relationships, and trends. BI applications
provide companies with the means to gather and analyze data that facilitates
reporting, querying, and decision making. The most agile BI products/services are not
confined by industry classification and can create an infinite number o f possible
applications for any business department or a combination o f departments, (p. x)
Because of poorly defined and overlapping terms in data warehousing and
decision support, there is some confusion and ambiguity about the roles o f each o f the
separate technologies. Mena (1998) has written a useful article defining data mining,
contrasting it with statistics and OLAP and illustrating it in other ways. He defines data
mining as “using pattem-recognition technologies to obtain a competitive advantage and
make more effective decisions. It’s about making data-driven decisions based on the
historical business patterns” (para. 5). In contrasting data mining with statistics, Mena
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says, “data mining is a data-driven, self-organizing, bottom-up approach to data
analysis— whereas statistics are user or verification driven” (para. 6).
The potential value o f data mining is being recognized in higher education. Luan
(2002) extols the virtues o f data mining as a “powerful decision support tool in the
context of knowledge management.”
Among other things, the most striking features o f data mining techniques are
clustering and prediction. The clustering aspect o f data mining offers comprehensive
characteristics analysis of students, while the predicting function estimates the
likelihood for a variety o f outcomes o f them, such as transferability, persistence,
retention and success in classes. Compared to traditional analytical studies that are
often hindsight and aggregate, data mining is forward looking and is oriented to
individual stu d en ts.. . .
The benefits o f data mining are its ability to gain deeper understanding o f the
patterns previously unseen using current available reporting capabilities. Further,
prediction from data mining allows the college an opportunity to act before a student
drops out or to plan for resource allocation with confidence gained from knowing
how many students will transfer or take a particular course, (from the Executive
Summary)
The terms used to describe decision support technologies are still evolving. There
are overlaps in the meanings o f some terms, and the meanings can vary between users of
the terms. Thomsen (2002) has coined a term to cover the whole area o f data
warehousing and the associated technologies. He calls this ABDOP— “analysis-based
decision-oriented process.”
DW /DSS/BI/OLAP/ABDOP
In 1996, when I wrote the first edition, there was no term that adequately covered the
whole of what we called analysis-based decision-oriented process (ABDOP). The
focus o f data warehousing was still very supply sided. The term decision support was
end-user centric. I referred to OLAP and data warehousing as complementary terms
within ABDOP. Since that time, the scope of the terms data warehousing and
decision support have expanded to the point that they can, but do not typically, refer
to the whole o f what I called ABDOP. The term business intelligence also gained
popularity and could also claim to cover equal ground, though it typically focuses on
more end-user access issues. As of the time that I am writing this. M ay 2 0 0 1 ,1 most
frequently see the term data warehousing used in conjunction with either the term
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decision support or business intelligence to refer to the whole o f what I call the
ABDOP space, without actually giving a name to that whole. (Thomsen, 2002, p. 8)
Managers no longer suffer from a data or an information drought, hut rather too
often from the reverse— an information flood. The key is still to find a system that
delivers the relevant information, quickly and accurately, in an accessible and ready-toassimilate form. One technology that focuses on the presentation of the information is
the so-called "analytical dashboard.” This technology presents key performance
indicators in a “big picture” view, with colors and graphs, and in addition to the graphical
high-level overview, they are interactive. Any level of detail can be accessed via
intuitive point-and-click navigation. Details can be viewed graphically or in tabular
form. Powerful modeling, w hat-if analysis, correlations, and pattern searching are some
o f the advanced capabilities of analytical dashboards. Some of the key features of
analytical dashboards are summarized by Rivard and Cogswell (2(XM) as follows:
In essence, a properly structured analytical dashboard enables “self service” analysis
by many people across an organization. Such analysis is performed intuitively by an
end user whenever he or she needs it— without delay and without intervention by IT
or other groups.
The interactive nature of the analytical dashboard facilitates exploring and
navigating through business data in an ad hoc manner— essentially ad hoc queries
against a preset structure.
The ability to perform guided analysis empowers the user to gain fact-based
understanding o f issues previously hidden in the BI information assets. This drives
more accurate and timely decision making and relieves much o f the burden associated
with analyzing static reports. (Rivard & Cogswell, 2004, pp. 27, 28)

The Role o f IT in Decision M aking
In the age of the "agile enterprise,” decision makers need rapid access to accurate,
relevant information about their sphere o f activity, currently and in relation to targets,
historical trends, markets, competitors, employees, finances, etc. In Business Intelligence
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in the Digital Economy: Opportunities, Limitations, and Risks, Raisinghani (2004) lists
four critical success factors for strategically using and managing IT.
First, enterprises must be able to quantify the value o f IT. They must know how IT
contributes to the creation o f the value and wealth o f their organization. The second
factor involves the ability to collect and organize intelligence, both internally and
externally. This intelligence includes information about your market, your customers,
and your potential customers. Third, enterprises need to understand the wide
spectrum of capability and productivity o f IT people within the same skill set. The
final success factor is to invest in IT people that can invent and create new tools or
services. The internal and external business information problem has existed for
centuries— the best hope for the future is the wise use of business intelligence tools,
(p. viii)
The importance of IT and data warehousing in decision support is forcefully
stated by Distefano (1999) in his article, “The Decisioning Frontier: Blending History,
Experience and Intuition” .
Data warehouses have become the new holy grail for decision support. A vital— I
would contend essential— engine to drive decision support capabilities to the next
level and into the next century. Data warehousing underpins the best decision support
systems o f today, as it will tomorrow, enabling organizations to become more
scientific, consistent and fact based in their decision making and improving the
quality and speed o f decisions. Improving an organization’s decisioning capability is
tantamount to increasing its competitiveness. (Distefano, 1999, p. 14)
Thomsen (2002) views having good information as equal in importance to making
good decisions. “The importance of good information can be thought of as the difference
in value between right decisions and wrong decisions, where decisions are based on that
information. The larger the difference between right and wrong decisions, the greater the
importance o f having good information” (p. 6).
W hile acknowledging that “Data W arehousing can offer great potential for
organizations” (p. 82), Sammon and Finnegan (2000) found in their study of
“organizational prerequisites for the implementation of a data warehousing project” (p.
83) that “implementing a data warehouse is a complex project that has caused difficulty
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for organizations” (p. 82). From their study, they distilled "Ten Commandments of Data
W arehousing” from the organizational learning gained from experiences in implementing
a data warehouse at four institutions. These Ten Commandments are summarized below.
1. A business-driven data warehousing initiative
2. Executive sponsorship and commitment
3. Funding com mitment (budgeted and unexpected) based on realistically
managed expectations
4. Project team with access to cross-functional project management and
implementation experience
5. Attention to source data quality
6. A flexible enterprise data model
7. Data stewardship
8. A long-term plan for automated data extraction methods / tools
9. Knowledge of DW compatibility with existing systems
10. Hardware/software proof o f concept
Another critical success factor in successfully implementing a data warehouse is a
proper understanding of the different operational information systems and decision
support systems. This important distinction is highlighted by Geiger (n.d.) in a tonguein-cheek “letter that might be sent to the Data W arehouse Project M anager from a
Director o f Systems Development who does not understand what it takes to build a data
warehouse” (para. 2).
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Data-Driven Decision Making
Streifer (2004) uses the acronym DDDM for Data-Driven Decision M aking, and
in his 2004 book, Tools and Techniques fo r Effective Data-Driven Decision M aking, he
states that “new literacies [are] required for data-driven decision making.” For decades,
he says, educators have understood the complexities o f driving improvement in their
schools, and have been asking the right questions about how to achieve improvement.
What has changed “is the emergence o f data-driven decision-making tools and techniques
to guide and inform these processes” (p. 1).
From his experience in working with schools, Streifer has developed a three-stage
model for data-driven decision making, as summarized in Table 8.

Table 8
Stages o f Data-Driven Decision Making
Stage

Description

Outcomes

1

The “big picture"
Aggregate, roll-up data (e.g., averages and
percentages)

Comparisons with similar institutions
prompt further examination for hidden
truths

II

What specific factors contribute to
improved performance?
More in-depth analyses, drill-down to
individual students, courses

Leads to persuasive arguments for
change

III

Knowledge discovery and root cause
Data mining

Causality or predictability

A major problem is often discovered when the institutional data are used for
decision making— the data are often “messy and incomplete” (p. 12). Another challenge
that is met when institutions set out to implement a data-driven decision support system
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has to do with the questions that are posed. Streifer (2004) has noted that educators not
only ask the right questions, “they ask great questions.”
We now understand, however, that they have trouble deconstructing their questions
into doable analyses, collecting and analyzing the needed data, and properly
interpreting the results.
At the heart o f the matter is the time required to do this work and the skills
needed. This is complex work, demanding time to explore the relationships between
and among data elements. The more important your key question is, the more
variables you will want to consider.
Through this process, you are informing your intuition about what is going on,
what is working, and what is not. Thus, you are guiding your decision making
through the analysis o f data. In this way, most o f your important work can be
accomplished through Stage 11 methods, assuming that the data are all collected and
accessible in a décision-support system and data warehouse, (pp. 54, 55)
Data-driven decision making, especially at Stages II and III (see Table 8), is very
dependent on information technology, and this presents another challenge— “these
technologies are not ready for everyday use” (p. 58).
After some very practical advice on tapping into the power of these emerging
technologies through the use o f examples and the analysis of case studies, Streifer (2004)
concludes his book interestingly with a chapter entitled “The Softer Side of Leadership.”
I was quite excited to see a chapter like this in a book with such a practical orientation
towards using technology to aid in making decisions. In fact, when I joined the Andrews
University Leadership doctoral program in m id-19 9 8 ,1 knew that I wanted to do my
research in the area o f business improvement through better decision support via data
warehousing, and that it requires good leadership to put into effect the changes indicated
by data warehousing in order to achieve the business improvement. I have depicted these
relationships in Figure 11.
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Figure 11. Leadership links data warehousing to business improvement.

M embers o f the W isconsin Center for Education Research (Webb, Mason,
Choppin, W atson, & Thorn, 2002) presented a paper at the April 2002 AERA Conference
on the Effective Use o f Data in School Decision Making Processes. One of the goals of
the project they were reporting on was to “increase the capacity of schools to effectively
use data in decision-making, continuous improvement, and school reform.” In their joint
presentation, Sarah Mason highlighted lessons learned in six M ilwaukee Public Schools
(“Turning Data into Knowledge” , p. 8).
Through the strategic use o f information technology, data can be turned into
knowledge. “If data gives us the facts and information allows us to draw conclusions,
then intelligence provides the basis for making good business decisions. Information
technology can help you seize the information that is available” (Raisinghani, 2004, p.
vii).
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BI is important in helping companies stay ahead of the competition by providing the
means for quicker, more accurate and more informed decision making, (p. x)
Business Intelligence (BI) provides an executive with timely and accurate
information to better understand his or her business and to make more informed, real
time business decisions. Full utilization o f BI solutions can optimize business
processes and resources, improve proactive decision making, (p. xi)
In The Adm inistrator’s Guide to Data-Driven Decision Making, M clntire (2002)
gives an overview o f a step-by-step approach using data warehousing and data mining for
achieving data-driven decision making. “W ith the right information at the right time,
school leaders can evaluate the effectiveness o f educational programs and create targeted
services to meet student and staff needs” (M clntire, 2002, p. 18).
The pace of change is becoming increasingly hectic, and organizations need to be
able to adapt rapidly to those changes in order to remain competitive. This is increasing
the pressure on information systems to deliver accurate, relevant, and timely decision
support information.
A comprehensive management system that provides fast and efficient budgeting,
rolling forecasts, and effective reporting and analysis delivered through a filter of
organizational strategies is critical to success. But the fact is that in most
organizations, while the need for faster fact-based decision-making grows, the gap
between the capabilities o f the systems in place and the business requirements they
serve continues to widen. The result: decisions are based on intuition, gut feel and
experience rather than making informed decisions based on the facts. (Comshare and
M icrosoft, 2002, p. 3)
W hat do we do with what we know? Hackathorn believes that this “is the most
important question challenging business intelligence (BI) and data warehousing (DW)
today” (Hackathorn, 2004, p. 48). There is a gap between “knowing” and “doing,” which
is why this is such an important question for “fact-based” decision makers.
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Hackathorn has described “a framework for ‘com plete’ BI that suggested five
maturing stages (observe, understand, predict, react and reorganize)” (2004, p. 48), as
shown in Figure 12.
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Figure 12. Stages o f complete BI.
Note: From “The BI Watch: What Do We Do With W hat We Know?” Richard D.
Hackathorn, 2004, DM Review, 14(5), p. 48, Copyright 2004 by EC M edia Group.
Reprinted with permission.

The straight line across the figure highlights the gap between the “knowing” and
“doing” stages.
The M cKinsey Quarterly (2(X)3) published an adaptation of chapter 2 o f Bow er’s
1966 book. The Will to Manage. It is interesting to see how much commonality there is
between elements of what Bower refers to as company philosophy and what today is
called corporate culture— ethics, fact-based decision making, adjusting to forces in the
environment, performance-based assessment, and operating with a sense o f competitive
urgency. Bow er’s comments about “fact-founded decision making” are especially
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noteworthy, because he wrote this before the information revolution, and before data
warehousing and business intelligence became the forces that they are today. Bower
(1966) says, “The fact-founded approach is a management instrument of great power,”
and offers three reasons— “better decisions,” “greater flexibility,” and “higher morale”
(Bower, 2003, p. 114 in M cKinsey Quarterly). A popular catch phrase from 2003 is “the
agile enterprise.” Information Technology is expected to add value to the enterprise by
allowing more rapid adjustment to changes in market forces— IT is to become an enabler
o f organizational change. Bow er’s insights are truly amazing when you remind yourself
that they were written 30 years ago.
An organization’s transaction processing systems contain massive amounts of
data, amd data-driven decision support systems can take this data flood and “cull from it
useful information which executives can use to make more informed decisions” (Laudon
& Laudon, 2000, p. 469 [accompanying study notes]).
The Six Sigma management methodology uses a martial arts metaphor, and in
describing the Six Sigma black belt, Bauer (2003) draws parallels with its martial arts
counterpart. One o f the parallels he lists is “See all sides (analysis based on data-driven,
fact-based approach)” (p. 61).
The purpose o f a data warehouse is to support data-driven decision making. This
is all well and good, but care needs to be taken to avoid placing undue emphasis on data
and technology. Hackney (1998) draws attention to this potential danger:
Data warehousing teams are consistently overly focused on data and technology.
Teams tend to be data driven, not process driven. This is especially damaging in two
areas: user interviews and system dep lo y m en t.. . .
In user interviews, you must be process driven, not data driven. The successful
interviewer concentrates on the processes of the user. They ask questions such as:
“W hat is your mission statement? Why do you folks come to work in the morning?
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How do you accomplish that goal? W hat related processes are used to achieve your
mission? How does that process relate to other functions and processes in the
business?” Then they finally derive what data is required to support those processes.
At the end o f this interview, the interviewer has a reasonably complete understanding
o f where this user fits into the overall business, how they relate to other parts o f the
business and what functions and information are required to ensure the ongoing
process. If the interviewer understands the processes related to the users, the data will
always flow into that process. Process-driven designs and data warehouse systems are
sustainable. Data-driven data warehouse systems tend to be inflexible, brittle systems
that cannot keep up with the rapidly changing business environment, (p. 63)
A number of studies have been done into the factors affecting the success o f data
warehouse implementations. One such study was performed by Haley in 1997. The title
for her research was Implementing the Decision Support Infrastructure: Key Success
Factors in Data Warehousing. The study found that “project and organizational
outcomes are related to success factors,” but strangely, it would seem, “infrastructure
outcomes are not associated with data warehousing implementation success” (Haley,
1997, Abstract).

The Use of Data W arehousing in Decision Making
The Em ergence o f Data W arehousing
Data warehousing emerged in the early 90s as a decision support technology that
could integrate data from multiple, disparate sources, and that had a subject orientation in
the way data were organized and presented. By the mid-90s, it had become very clear
that building an enterprise data warehouse was incredibly difficult, and the focus shifted
to departmental data marts. Another shift that was happening was “the idea o f producing
a reporting environment rather than an integration e n g in e .. . . The focus on reporting as a
goal led to increasing pressure to use a data warehouse for operational reporting as well
as decision support” (Haisten, 2002a, p. 3). Haisten highlights “two positive aspects of
the data mart trend. First, it proved that adding real value will justify the costly
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investment. More importantly, dimensional modeling became the dominant design
method for data marts” (p. 3).
To some extent, the integration goal o f data warehousing was taken over by
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERF) suites as application integration solutions, but data
warehouses still offer integration with external data as well as views across time for trend
analyses. But even with all this technology investment in integration, “we still suffer
from islands o f information,” perhaps even more than ever before. Not only do we have
an “explosion of replicated data sources” with our databases, data warehouses, data
marts, distributed collaboration and decision support networks, Haisten puts the spotlight
on an even greater scattering of décision-support information.
The bulk of the islands are the smaller departmental and desktop databases with their
archipelago of dependent spreadsheet applications. This is where most o f the work is
done and where most o f the value is added. . . .
A strong argument can be made that our scattered islands o f analytic information
are a factor in the control crisis that exists in business to d a y .. . . In our zeal to
improve decision support, we actually created a lumpy distribution o f isolated data
that is reducing consistency of shared results. We have created an environment where
ill-informed decisions will proliferate and the opportunity for fraud is increased.
(Haisten, 2002a, p. 4)
Haisten (2002a) sees “the true mission o f data warehousing is to facilitate cross
functional integration and increase integrity o f results. The focus must change from
storing data to facilitating information flow” and “the essence o f integration is translation
with connectivity.” W ith real-time data warehousing, this translation will need to happen
on the fly according to the needs of the various information consumers. Haisten
concludes his article, “Maybe the right term for this dynamic concept is something like
information logistics. For the time being, until there is some degree o f consensus, I will
just keep using data warehouse for continuity” (p. 4).
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Data W arehousing Success Factors
In another article later in 2002, Haisten (2002b, p. 1) asked the question, “W hy is
data warehousing so hard?” He gave four answers. It can be too technical. Projects can
focus too much on the technology and not enough on the business rationale and benefit.
It can be too tactical. Data warehouses are too costly to be used simply as “quicker,
faster, better way to do what is already being done. W ithout a strategic goal, the data
warehouse will be just money down the drain” (p. 1). It can be too broad. Not only must
the goals be strategic, they must be “specific and measurable.” Fourth, it can be too
narrow. Using data warehousing to solve departmental reporting issues will not live up
to the promises expected of data warehousing.
By the late 90s, many organizations were implementing data warehouses to assist
in making strategic decisions about the changes needed in order to remain competitive in
an environment of rapid change. Data warehousing practitioners and consultants were
writing books and contributing to trade journals, but according to Little’s (1998)
investigations, when he wrote up his doctoral research in 1998, he found that there had
been “no empirical studies that rigorously address the factors” (Abstract). Little studied
factors affecting the implementation o f data warehousing from the perspective of three
different constituencies— functional managers and staff, information systems (IS)
managers and staff, and consultants involved in the data warehousing project. This
research was subsequently presented at the 32nd Hawaii International Conference on
System Sciences— 1999 by Little and Gibson (1999).
In investigations performed as part o f his doctoral research in 1999, Yong-Tae
Park also found “many organizations implement data warehousing (DW) as IT
infrastructure to enhance the system quality and/or information quality of decision
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support systems (DSS) and thus to improve the decision performance o f DSS users.
However, no empirical evidence is available on the effects of DW on decision
performance” (Park, 1999, Abstract). Park conducted experiments with “two levels of
task complexity and three different DSS database characteristics (a traditional DSS
database, DW with long-time history, and DW with long-time history and aggregated
data).” He found that the characteristics o f long-time history and aggregated data in
combination were necessary for improvement in decision performance.
One o f the most important uses of decision support systems relates to the change
processes that are part o f institutional improvement initiatives. These kinds o f planned
changes are regarded as “organizational imperatives” (Bender, 2002). “An institution
that does not routinely evaluate all aspects o f the organization and make the changes
necessary to address its shortcomings, from the curriculum to the physical plant, is
jeopardizing its future” (p. 113).
Learning what, if anything, needs to be changed is one o f the most challenging
aspects of making institutional improvements. Determining institutional direction
through the use o f deliberate and informed decisions takes time. Informed decision
making, however, does not have to mean the extreme painstaking stalemates, or
“paralysis by analysis,” that can arise from conducting multiple and repeated studies,
semester after semester, (p. 114)

Cultural Aspects o f Decision M aking
It is sometimes said that “information is power,” but it is coming to be recognized
that withholding information instead o f sharing it leads to poorer quality decision
making. In a 2001 article in Change Magazine entitled “The Politics o f Information,”
Debra Friedman and Phillip H. Hoffman (2001) highlight, among other things, the need
for openness, trust, and participation in order to have quality collaborative decision
making. Rossi (2(X)6) quotes Carly Fiorina, former Hewlett-Packard CEO, as saying that
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“the nature o f authority has shifted, institutions are more transparent and access to
information has been dem ocratized” (p. 4).
Organizational indecision can result from a failure to recognize the importance of
honesty and openness at the leadership level. In “Conquering a Culture o f Indecision,”
Ram Charan (2001) highlights the business culture aspects of decision making. Charan
says, “The inability to take decisive action is rooted in the corporate culture” (p. 76).
This culture o f indecisiveness is created by the leaders, and there are three things they
must do to break out of it. First, there must be “ intellectual honesty and trust in the
connections between people” (p. 76). Second, there must be honest dialogue in “social
operating mechanisms” such as meetings, and third, there must be feedback and followthrough. Leaders who follow these three approaches and who use “every encounter ... as
an opportunity to model open, honest, and decisive dialogue ... set the tone for the entire
organization” (p. 76), and for these organizations, “dialogue becomes action” (p. 78).
Cohen and Prusak (2001) have identified social elements that contribute to
knowledge sharing, innovation, and high productivity. The authors convincingly show
how almost every managerial decision— from hiring, firing, and promotion, to
implementing new technologies, to designing office space— is an opportunity for social
capital investment or loss.

Data W arehousing in Higher Elducation
In a landmark paper on the role of data warehousing in higher education, Guan et
al. (2002) examine “the challenges that colleges and universities confront in the
management o f information necessary for strategic planning and decision making and
explore data warehousing as an approach to knowledge management in academia” (p.
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168). In describing a context for change, they identify pressures being exerted on
information systems from three areas:
First, administrators and policy makers at all levels demand improved data
management strategies to support resource management and strategic planning.
Second, due to a changed competitive environment for higher education as a whole,
faculty and administrators are hungry for information that can assist institutions in the
recruitment and retention o f students. Third, external oversight agencies, such as the
federal government, state governments and accrediting agencies, demand information
about the performance o f institutions and programs on a wide array o f indicators. At
issue is the extent to which existing information systems and knowledge management
strategies optimize the ability o f institutions to respond to a new environment. . . .
This article exam ines the root causes o f information problems from the
perspective o f decision makers. It assesses data warehousing as a solution to decision
support and knowledge management in higher education. The paper first looks at the
need for data-driven decision making in higher education and then explains why
typical information technology architectures found in higher education fail to meet
the needs for decision making. The paper next discusses how data warehousing
functions as knowledge management through the organization mountains of data
residing in campus information systems, (p. 168)
In a summary statement in the minutes o f the 2003 EDUCAUSE Constituent
Group M eeting for Decision Support/Data W arehousing, Betsy Blythe (2004) writes,
“Schools with production datamarts shared their experiences with development, while
schools new to this technology raised questions about technologies, support, and
budget. There was a desire by several of the small schools (with small budgets and
low resources) to outline the tasks necessary to establish a simple datamart to handle
reporting needs.” (p. 1)
This statement is typical of the interests o f attendees at these group meetings, as
portrayed in minutes of those meetings. I attempted to include questions in my survey to
address the specific questions recorded in the minutes o f these group meetings
concerning technologies and support issues.
The titles o f the papers or articles in Table 9 reflect an interest in building a data
warehouse, the role o f data warehousing, and the results of successful implementation.
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Table 9
Titles o f Papers Presented at Conferences, Articles From Other Sources
Conference and
Other Sources

Title of Paper or Article

EDUCAUSE 2004

“Successful Data Warehousing Implementation Brings
Changes to Campus Culture, Processes, and People” (Fish,
2004)

EDUCAUSE 2004

“Building a Data Warehouse... Bringing in the Sheaves”
(Harmon & Smith, 2004)

EDUCAUSE
Quarterly, 2003

“What Academia Can Gain from Building a Data Warehouse”
(Wierschem, l^cMillen, & l^cBroom, 2003)

CUMREC 2002

“Growing an Economical Student Admin Datamart Using
Common Tools” (Janossy & James, 2002)

CUMREC 2002

“Information Access for the Technologically Disinclined”
(Luker & l^anley, 2002)

Campus-Wide
Information Systems,

“Institutional Strategy and Information Support: The Role of
Data Warehousing in Higher Education” (Guan, Nunez, &
Welsh, 2002)

2002

Summary
The adoption of data warehousing in the business world is almost universal, while
the number of colleges and universities with mature data warehouses is still relatively
small. Ready access to timely, relevant information can greatly assist in the decision
making process, and for this reason, business intelligence technologies have an important
role to play at all management levels in an institution. But this is still an emerging field
in higher education as evidenced by the existence o f very little research or literature in
this specific area.
My study is relevant because it fills a gap in our knowledge about fact-based
decision making in the environm ent o f higher education. It is timely and o f current
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interest, as demonstrated by the rise in numbers of attendees in the last year or so at
conferences and forums on data warehousing in higher education.
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CHAPTER THREE

M ETHODOLOGY

Introduction
This chapter describes the process that was used to develop and conduct a webbased survey that would give insights into the use o f data warehousing in higher
education and its application to decision making. Reasons for choosing a survey
approach are given, and the method for selecting respondents is explained.

Research Design
As I was planning this research, I was confronted with two alternative approaches
for collecting data to answer my research questions. One approach was to conduct
extensive interviews with a number o f key players from a small number o f institutions
especially selected for their acknowledged leadership in the use of data warehousing.
The other approach was to prepare a broader set o f questions in survey form and to invite
participation from as many institutions as possible. In the end, I opted for the latter
approach. While interviews with data warehousing leaders would no doubt have yielded
rich case material from which it would have been possible to draw lessons about what
works and what traps to avoid, I felt I needed a broader base for some o f the questions I
wanted to ask. Data warehousing practitioners themselves often ask for benchmarking
information about data warehousing in higher education, such as the size and structure of
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data warehousing teams, the operating environment, subject areas where it is used, and
assessments of its success.
Because very little research has been done on the use o f data warehousing in
higher education, the purpose o f the survey was largely exploratory rather than
explanatory. The survey methodology offers an ideal mechanism for gathering input
from a relatively large number o f respondents representing a cross section o f colleges and
universities in the USA. With a well-designed instrument, a good response rate and a
good spread across the various sectors within higher education, results will be produced
that are descriptive of the state of data warehousing in higher education. While it may be
tempting to try to draw conclusions about the contribution o f data warehousing to
improvements in decision making and institutional performance, such conclusions would
require a longitudinal study, and this survey is a cross-sectional snapshot. It has not
provided the rich descriptions that the case study interview approach would have
provided, but the responses are greater in number and from a broader base of
respondents, making the results more suitable for statistical analysis.

Population
W ith this study, I targeted the population of senior decision makers and
practitioners of information technology, data warehousing, and institutional research in
all colleges and universities in the United States of America. I contacted the president’s
offices o f all o f these institutions, inviting participation in my study. For those
institutions that agreed to take part in the study, I asked for the email contact details of
the following groups o f managers and administrators, or persons they would nominate
such as data administrators and those in charge o f planning and change management;
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(a) President and Vice Presidents, (b) Deans, (c) Registrar, (d) Director of Institutional
Research, (e) CIO/Director of Information Technology, and (f) Director/M anager o f Data
W arehousing.
I chose to send the invitation to all institutions for several reasons. First, there is
no register containing the names of all institutions with data warehouses, so it was
necessary to do a universal mailing in order to reach all potential respondents o f interest.
Second, for institutions with no data warehouse and no plans to build one, the survey is
very short. It is acknowledged that responses for this kind o f survey will be biased
towards institutions that are involved in or are interested in the topic being surveyed.
However, it was hoped that the brevity o f the survey for those with no data warehouses
would encourage those institutions to respond as well. For those who do have active data
warehousing projects, evidence from several user groups, such as the EDUCAUSE
Decision Support/Data W arehousing Constituent Group and the Higher Education Data
W arehousing Forum (HEDW, formerly Best Practices in Data W arehousing Forum),
suggests that there is mounting interest in benchmarking data warehousing efforts in
higher education, and in sharing the lessons learned from those who have already
implemented data warehouses. I agreed to share the results with all institutions that
participated in the hope that the usefulness o f the research would be seen as ample
justification for the time required to complete the survey.

Sending the Email Invitations
Since my chosen methodology required that I contact the President or equivalent
o f every college and university in the United States, it was necessary for me to send over
3,000 email messages at a time on several occasions, which could potentially overwhelm
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the email server, or be blocked as SPAM. Consequently, 1 obtained clearance ahead of
time from Dr. Dan Bidwell, who administers the email server 1 used at Andrews
University, and he gave me guidelines on how to avoid being blocked.
SPAM is defined as unsolicited email, usually of a commercial nature, sent to a
large number o f addresses. Email servers typically use rules to detect and prevent SPAM
from being sent. I had to take care to avoid the appearance o f SPAM by sending the
messages in small blocks spaced apart in time. These first email invitations were sent to
Presidents and Chancellors in all colleges and universities in the USA, inviting
participation in the study by forwarding to me the contact names, titles, and email
addresses of senior administrators and technical directors. A total of 3,825 email
messages were sent to 3,704 institutions. About 2 weeks later, I sent 3,007 reminders to
those who had not replied, then after another 10 to 14 days, I sent 2,533 final reminders.
Including acknowledgments and answers to queries, 1 sent a total o f 10,134 email
messages to college and university Presidents or their designates. Excluding those for
whom messages were returned with an error or for whom the recipient no longer worked
at that institution, 1 sent emails to 3,079 colleges and universities. Three hundred and
eighteen institutions agreed to participate.

Sample
W hile the population o f institutions invited to participate in the study included
every college and university in the United States, the proportion of institutions in the
general population that are engaged in data warehousing is probably much lower than in
the population of those who responded to my survey. Approximately 70% o f institutions
that responded to the survey have a data warehouse, or are building or planning one (see
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Table 21). This compares with 29% who reported that they do not have plans to build a
data warehouse. There would he an element o f self-selection in the way respondents
agreed to participate in my study, and this means that the data I have collected cannot he
used to determine the penetration o f data warehousing in colleges and universities.
The total rate o f response to my invitation to take the survey was quite high (see
Table 10 for an analysis). I received responses from 677 (47.08%) of the 1,438 invited to
take the survey. Some of the responses were email replies to decline the invitation (137),
while the remainder (540) answered one or more questions. O f the 540 who accepted my
invitation and answered at least some of the questions, there were 290 (53.70%) valid
completed responses to the 10 pages o f questions about the use o f data warehousing.
These 290 responses came from 148 different institutions, and they form the data set for
Research Questions 1, 2, and 3.
Research Question 4 is about the technology environment and the survey contains
a further 10 pages o f questions which were presented only to information technology and
data warehousing professionals. O f the 290 respondents who completed the first 10
pages o f the survey, 80 were categorized as information technology and data
warehousing professionals. These 80 respondents represent 64 out of the 148 institutions.
O f these 80 respondents, 66 completed the questions on the technology environm ent that
were presented on the next 10 pages. These 66 respondents came from 57 o f the 64
institutions, and their responses form the data set for Research Question 4.
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Table 10
Dataset Sizes fo r Research Questions

Invitations to take survey sent

Respond

% 0f

% of

ents

Invitations

Accepts

Research
Institutions

318

1,438

Responses to invitations to take
survey

677

47.08

Respondents declining

137

9.53

Respondents accepting

540

37.55

Valid completions:
Data Warehouse Use Questions®

290

20.17

Offered Technology Environment
Questions

80

64

Valid completions:
Technology Environment Questions^

66

57

Questions

—
—

236
53.70

148

1 .2 ,3

4

®Some o f those who completed the data warehouse use questions have no plans to huild a
data warehouse. Their responses have been excluded from the study. *’Some o f those
who completed the questions about the technology environment have no plans to huild a
data warehouse. Their responses have been excluded from the study.

Instrumentation
Introduction
In developing this survey, I have attempted to avoid errors that commonly beset
survey instruments (see Appendix E for a copy o f the survey instrument). The invitation
to participate in the survey was sent to the President’s Offices in all colleges and
universities in the United States. This was to avoid the situation of data being obtained
from only a small fraction of the total population and the resulting sampling error.
The population that the survey was addressed to consists o f those institutions that
have implemented or are planning to implement data warehousing. In this case, coverage
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error should be minimized again because all institutions were invited to participate.
Inviting participation via email and conducting the survey over the Internet could lead to
coverage error for some populations, but for university professionals, this was considered
to be minimal. It is hoped that familiarity with computers as well as the wording o f the
questions and the style of presentation o f the survey minimized the risk o f causing
respondents to feel intimidated or threatened.
Another possible source o f survey error is measurement error. This occurs “when
a respondent’s answer to a survey question is inaccurate, imprecise, or cannot be
compared in any useful way to other respondents’ answers. M easurement error results
from poor question wording and questionnaire construction” (Dillman, 2000, p. 9).
These issues are addressed in the remainder o f this section.

Development Processes
Ideas for this survey had been forming in my mind for a number o f years. I have
been interested in the application o f Executive Information Systems (BIS) and then Data
W arehousing to strategic decision making in Higher Education since the early 1990s. As
I began to put my questions on paper as the precursor to this survey, I consulted other
sources as well. The survey captures issues, discussion points, and unanswered questions
from various sources, namely (a) Presentations given at CUMREC Conferences (1997,
2000-2002); (b) Presentations given at CAUSE/EDUCAUSE Conferences (1997, 19992003); (c) M inutes from meetings o f the EDUCAUSE Decision Support/Data
W arehousing Constituent Group; (d) M inutes from the Higher Education Data
W arehousing Forum (formerly Best Practices in Data W arehousing Eorum); and (e)
Personal correspondence with practitioners of data warehousing in higher education.
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For guidance on survey style, I leaned heavily on The Survey Research Handbook
(Alreck & Settle, 1995) and M ail and Internet Surveys— The Tailored Design M ethod
(Dillman, 2000). I also consulted with colleagues in my profession and in my study
group.

Question Types Used
The survey instrument I designed is somewhat lengthy, with about 10 pages for
most respondents, and an additional 10 pages of questions covering the technology
environment for IT professionals only. See Appendix E for a copy of the survey
instrument. Answering a survey of this length could become tedious if there were too
many questions in succession in the same style, so I varied the question types to reduce
the possibility o f having respondents grow weary with the “sameness” o f the survey.
Another reason to use a variety of question types is that most questions are more
suited to one style o f question than to other styles, so the style of question has been
chosen so as to be the most appropriate for the question being asked.
Seven main styles of questions are used in the survey, as summarized in Table 11.
The W hole Survey Count column indicates the number of occurrences o f each Question
Type throughout all 54 questions in the survey, including the initial demographic
questions and the technology environment benchmarking questions. The DW Sections
Count column includes only the questions relating to the use of data warehousing
(Questions 4 through 23, first 10 pages). The numbers in these columns represent the
number of times a Question Type is used in the survey. While there are a total of 99
occurrences o f these different types o f question in the whole survey, there are only 54
questions in the survey. This is because some survey questions include multiple parts.
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Table 11
Question Types
Whole
Survey
Count

DW
Sections
Count

Question Type

Purpose

Text box

Single line, shod answers, numbers, dates

48

12

01

Text area

Multi-line open-ended answers

18

7

04

Multiple Choice
(Choose one)

Choosing one from a list of options

Multiple Choice
(Choose all that
apply)

A taxonomy of possible answers is presented,
including the option to specify answers not in
the list

10

0

033

Multiple Rating
Matrix— Radio

A series of questions or statements is
presented as the rows of a matrix and possible
responses, such as degree of agreement, is
presented as columns, from which one is
selected per row

9

5

O10

Multiple Rating
Matrix— Liked

A matrix of row and column headings is
presented, and in each cell of the matrix, a
Liked Score response is entered

8

8

015

Allocate
100 Points

A list of options is presented for ranking by
taking 100 points and assigning the most
points to the highest ranking options

3

2

013

99

35

Totals

3

Example

1 07

such as several Text Boxes, or a M ultiple Choice with a Text Box for specifying Other.
For example. Question 7 is a M ultiple Choice (Choose one) with a Text Box for
specifying Other and a Text Area for entering Other Comments.

Examples and Descriptions o f Question Types
This section gives illustrative examples o f each of the question types and briefly
describes their key features. Figure 13 is an example o f a question that is called a Text
Box. It is useful where the responses are single line short text answers or are numbers or
dates.
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IT Size Indicators:
Please enter the num ber o f IT FTEs in the following categories:
a. Total FTE2s in IT
25

b. Total FTEs involved in data warehousing
10

Figure 13. Text box.

When questions are asked that expect a longer, open-ended response, a multi-line
field is created on the web form. These fields are referred to as "text areas,” as illustrated
in Figure 14. Responses recorded via “text areas” require the greatest amount of
processing since the responses that are entered have to be categorized and coded before
that data can be analyzed.

W hat are som e o f the key objectives o f your data warehouse project?
1. Improved access to information.
2. Collate and analyze information from different
systems, such as academic records, student services, and
tuition.
3. Support for strategic modeling and decision making.

Figure 14. Text area.

For some questions, possible responses are identified and are presented as a list
from which only one can be chosen. Questions are presented in this way when the
possible responses are mutually exclusive and, for this reason, care must be taken to
ensure that answers given in the list do not overlap. It is also important to provide
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answers that span the range o f responses that can be expected, and to provide “Other
(Please specify)” as an option, so that the respondent can enter a different answer if the
one they want to give is not in the list. Also note the use of “No opinion” as an option.
Space can also be provided to allow the respondent to enter additional comments. Figure
15 shows an example of this style o f question. The use of “radio buttons” on the form
ensures that only one option can be selected.

H o w w ou ld YOU ra te th e su ccess o f v o u r d ata w a reh o u se?
O A potential failure
O Experiencing difficulties
O M eeting expectations
0 Doing better than expected
O An outstanding success
O No opinion
O O ther (please specify)
Other comments:
The widespread use of the data warehouse for
"operational" reporting was not anticipated, but has
proved to be an u nexpected bonus

Figure 15. M ultiple choice (choose one) with text area for other comments.

There is another situation where possible responses are identified and are
presented in a list, but in this case, multiple options in the list may apply. The respondent
needs to be able to select more than one option, and for this style o f question,
“checkboxes” are used. As in the previous example, options should be provided to
indicate “D on’t know” or “No opinion,” as well as to specify other responses. In the
example shown in Figure 16, the survey has flagged an error, highlighting the fact that
the “O ther (Please specify)” box was checked but no other response was given.
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EQl What query and reporting tools do you / will you use?
(Check all that apply)

0
□
□
0
□
□
□
□
□
□
0

Cognos
Hyperion/Brio
Business Objects/Crystal Reports
M icrosoft Excel
M icrosoft Reporting Services
SAS
Oracle Discoverer
Oracle Reports
Focus
ERP (SCR Banner, PeopleSoft, etc)
Other

□ Do not know or No information
Figure 16. M ultiple choice (choose all that apply) with text box for other.

The “M ultiple Choice (choose all that apply)” style o f question (see Figure 16)
needs to be used with care, because it has several drawbacks. One drawback is that it
gives no information about the relative importance or rank o f one checked response
compared with another. A more serious potential problem is referred to as “satisficing.”
Some respondents will read and consider all the answers, but others “begin checking
answers and go down the list until they feel they have provided a satisfactory answer”
(Dillman, 2000, p. 63). Satisficing can be more of a problem when respondents are asked
for opinions rather being asked about facts that they can be reasonably expected to know.
However, both o f the Multiple Choice question types (Choose one, and Choose all
that apply) offer advantages over the open-ended types o f questions. It is worth the time
and effort to research likely answers and structure the questions in this way wherever
possible (Alreck & Settle, 1995, p. 108).
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A variation o f the Multiple Choice (choose one) style of question groups related
questions into a matrix, presenting the questions or topics in rows, and the possible
responses across the rows in columns. Grouping the questions in this manner assists the
respondents in answering the questions because their thinking is channeled into a single
parameter, and they are able to compare their responses across the series of topics to
improve the accuracy and validity of their answers.
In the exam ple shown in Figure 17, the matrix format is used with related topics
in the rows, and possible responses running across the rows, in four columns in this case.
Assigning numeric values from 1 to 4 to the four columns produces, in effect, a Likert
Scale. Also in this example, if a radio button other than “Not at all” is selected for the
topic “5. Other,” the survey software will require that the respondent enter something in
the “Please Specify:” box.

In d ica te th e d eg ree to w h ich you u se th e d ata w a reh o u se fo r the
fo llo w in g p u rp o ses.
1. Q uery & reporting
2. Downloads to spreadsheets and databases
3. Interactive analytical processing (m ulti
dim ensional)
4. Data mining
5. Other

't a t a ll

A lit tle

O
O

o
0

O
O

0
O

O

O

0

O

O
©

0
O

O
O

O
O

M o d e ra te

l.\ic n s i>

Please specify:

Figure 17. M ultiple rating matrix— M ultiple choice.

I used a variation of the M ultiple Rating Matrix for questions in the survey that
address my Research Question 1, which is about the extent of use o f data warehousing in
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various Subject Areas across different management levels. I used a Likert Scale o f 1 to 5
to indicate extent o f use o f data warehousing, showing various Subject Areas in the rows
and the three M anagement Levels in the columns. Figure 18 shows this question style for
the Enrollment Subject Areas.

Broad Subject Area: Enrollment
For the following E n ro llm en t subject areas, indicate your usage
of data warehousing in each of the three management levels
In each cell, enter a score of 1 through 5 where 1 is least and 5 is most.
Leave the cell blank where data warehousing is not used at that level.
O p e r a tio n a l

T a c tic a l /

S tr a te g ic /

M a n a g e ria l

F x e c u tiv e

Recruiting
Admissions
Enrollment
Retention / Student Success

2^
~3

Other
Please specify:

Figure 18. M ultiple rating matrix— Likert scale.

This question is very com pact when the space used in asking the question is
compared with the amount o f data that is requested. It shares some similarities with the
previous Multiple Rating M atrix— M ultiple Choice question in that a single question is
asked across a list o f related topics. However, instead o f just radio buttons across the
rows, a value from a Likert Scale can be keyed into each box. This offers the same
benefits as the previous question type, that is, focusing thinking and allowing comparison
among responses. It also makes up for one of the drawbacks o f the Check all that apply
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Multiple Choice question— the relative importance o f answers is indicated by the size of
the number selected from the Likert Scale.
In the final style o f question that I used in the survey (Fixed Sum Scale), the
respondents were asked to rank the items in a list. They were asked to take 100 points
and distribute them across the options that are listed, according to their ranking relative to
each other, but more than simple ranking is achieved. By allocating points out o f 100, it
is possible to get a measure of the difference in importance between one item and another
on the list. This type o f question is quite challenging to do in a paper-based survey
because of the burden it imposes on the respondent to tally the numbers entered to make
sure they add up to the expected total. An advantage o f offering the survey via the web is
that a running total can be used, which updates automatically as numbers are entered or
changed. An example o f the Fixed Sum Scale style o f question is shown in Figure 19.

Online Validity Checking
One o f the benefits o f conducting a survey via the web is that certain validity
checks are able to be done while the respondent is taking the survey, providing an
opportunity for immediate feedback and correction o f errors or omissions. Errors that are
detected in this way include numeric and date fields, “Other (Please specify)” questions,
and questions that are designed so that a response is required (see Appendix E for
examples).
1.

Questions with numeric or date responses. Data type validation is performed

on responses entered in fields that are defined as numeric or date fields. In the survey,
questions 1, 2, and 27 require responses to be numeric or blank. Questions 30 and 31
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R an k th e fo llo w in g list o f b en efits in d escen d in g o rd er o f
im p o rta n ce by a ssig n in g p o in ts o u t o f 100, g iv in g m o re p o in ts
w h ere g rea ter b en efit w as a ch iev ed . L eave th e q u estio n b la n k if
you d o n ot k n ow o r h ave no in fo rm a tio n .
(Adapted from North Central College)

Assign all 100 points. Those that do not apply leave blank.
1. More pertinent management in fondation

10

2. Improved timeliness of information
3. Improved accessibility / availability of information

150

4. Improved data quality

fso”

5. Support for organizational change and improvement
6. Improved support for fact-based decision making
7. Higher productivity / reduced costs
8.

Other:

Data mining and analytical modeling

Total

10

100

Figure 19. Fixed sum scale.

require responses to be in a valid date format or blank. Figure 20 illustrates the feedback
that is given to a respondent when these types o f input error are detected.
2. "O ther (Please specify) ” questions. The option to select a response other than
those provided in the survey is often made available to respondents. If a respondent
checks “Other” as a response, there is usually a field in which the respondent must enter
some text to describe what is meant by “Other.” Examples include questions 7, 10, 13,
14, and the questions on the extent o f use of data warehousing by Subject Area and
M anagement Level (15-22).
3. Response required questions. Some questions are phrased in such a way that it
is always possible to give a valid response. For example, this is often done by including
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an option for “No opinion.” See questions 3, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11, and 12 for examples of
questions where a response is required.

I am sorry, but som ething is preventing the survey from proceeding.
You have entered a non-numeric response where a number is expected.
W ould you please check all questions that are marked with
they all contain only numeric responses?

and make sure

You have entered a value in a date field that is not recognized as a valid date.
W ould you please check all questions that are marked with e
and make sure
they contain only valid dates ?____________________________________________
I IT Size Indicators:
Please enter the num ber o f IT FTEs in the following categories:

o

a. Total FTEs in IT
25-30

h. Total FTEs involved in data warehousing
1.5

W hen did the project formally begin (M M -DD-YY)?
Or, if you do not have a data warehouse hut are planning to implement
one, when is your target start date?
2002

Figure 20. Example of numeric and date validation errors.

Survey Sections
The subject matter is divided into seven sections, with a total o f 54 questions or
groups of questions. Because some questions are grouped as parts o f a single question
and some types o f questions have multiple topics, the actual number of separate
responses that could be entered is more than 250.
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Organizing the survey into groups of related questions simplifies the survey and
makes it easier for respondents to answer. Another benefit o f dividing the survey into
sections is illustrated in Table 12. The survey will be answered by different types of
respondents, and some sections o f the survey are specific to certain types of respondent.
For instance, senior administrators were not asked the technical questions from the last
two sections.
The first section o f the survey (A. School Details— see Table 12) collects sizing
information about the school and the technical team, and was presented only to the
respondents responsible for Institutional Research, Information Technology, and Data
W arehousing.
The second section (B. Data W arehousing Implementation Stage) asks just one
question and was presented to all respondents. For those institutions with no data
warehouse and no plans for implementing one, the survey ends with this question.

Table 12
Survey Sections, Numbers o f Questions, and Respondent Types

Survey Section

Respondent
Group*

Number of
Questions

A. School Details

2

IR/ IT/ DW

B. Data Warehousing Implementation Stage

1 All

C. Data Warehouse Project Assessment

11

All

D. Subject Areas by Management Level

9

All

E. Data Warehouse Team and Users

4

IT/DW

F. Data Warehousing Environment

27

IT/DW

Total

54

^Respondent Group Key: IR = Institutional Research; IT = Information Technology;
DW = Data W arehousing; All = All respondents, including senior administrators.
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The next two sections (C. Data W arehouse Project Assessment and D. Subject
Areas by M anagement Level) were presented to all respondents and are concerned with
how data warehousing is used in the institution. This is where the substance o f the
survey is to be found and where answers to questions about the extent of use weresought.
Questions in this section relate directly to the cover letter (email) explaining the purpose
o f the research, and as such, it is important for them to appear early in the questionnaire.
“A salient beginning to a questionnaire is partly a matter of meeting respondent
expectations and partly a matter o f identifying questions that respondents will find
interesting” (Dillman, 2000, p. 87).
The last two sections (E. Data Warehouse Team and Users and F. Data
W arehousing Environment) cover the technical aspects o f the data warehousing effort
and were presented only to the Information Technology and Data W arehousing
respondents. Answers to these questions provided useful benchmarking information for
data warehouse practitioners in higher education. The relationship between my research
questions and the questions in the survey is shown in Table 13.
The questions are grouped on pages so that each "page” corresponds roughly to a
single page o f hardcopy if sent to a printer. Sections A through D are presented over 10
such pages, and the remaining questions occupy a further 10 pages. The first 10 pages
cover the questions about the use o f data warehousing in decision making, and the next
10 pages cover questions about the technology environment.
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Table 13
Relationship o f Research Questions to Questions in the Survey

Research Question

Survey
Questions

0. Demographic

1-3

1. How is data warehousing used across the spectrum of management levels
(operational, tactical/managerial, and strategic/executive) in subject areas
of interest in higher education?

11, 15-22

2. To what extent is data warehousing used to support decision making in
higher education?

4 ,5 ,6 , 10, 12,
23, 43

3. How is data warehousing perceived by administrators and practitioners?

7, 8, 9, 13, 14

4. What configurations of resources and technologies are used to deliver
decision support through data warehousing?

24-54

An analysis o f the times taken to complete the survey reveals that the first 10
pages take 15 to 20 minutes to complete. The whole survey, including the questions
about the technology environment, takes 30 to 40 minutes on average to complete. These
results are shown in Table 14.

Table 14
Num ber o f Questions and Answ er Times by Respondent Type
Time
Estimate

Respondent Group

Number of
Questions

Senior Administrators

21

1 1 5- 20

IR— Institutional Research

23

15-20

IT/DW— Information Technology/Data Warehousing

54

30-40
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Survey Format
As well as asking the right questions, phrasing them correctly, and presenting
them in a style that most effectively elicits valid responses, the format o f the survey is
itself an important factor in obtaining a good response rate and good quality responses.
The survey must be visually appealing, clear in its layout, and simple to follow. This can
result in modest improvement in response rates and can also help reduce measurement
error.
I found Dillman (2000, pp. 79-148) to be very useful for practical advice on
constructing the pages o f the survey.
1. Navigation and Operation. The page headings, question layouts, and page
navigation buttons for moving forward and backward in the survey are consistent from
page to page in the survey. There are a considerable number of checkboxes and radio
buttons to click, and the amount of dexterity and visual acuity that is required demands
intense concentration and can become tiring fairly quickly. I extended the “clickable”
region in multiple choice questions so that in addition to the radio button or checkbox, the
respondent can click anywhere in the answer text for the response he or she wants to
give. 1 provided a “Resume Later” button so that if a respondent is interrupted, he or she
can leave the survey and come back to it at a later time, with all responses entered to that
point being recorded in the database.
2. Placement o f Instructions. Instructions are placed in the question space where
they apply, but in a different font and color to distinguish them from the questions
themselves. This is more useful than placing them all on the first page of the
questionnaire. There is also a link in the top right corner of each page that will open up a
new web page with instructions about each of the types o f questions.
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3. Visual Aids. The start of each new question is clearly indicated in a number of
ways.
a. The spacing to the start o f a new question is greater than the spacing
within the question.
b. There is a line ruled across the top of each new question.
c. The questions are numbered consecutively, from 1 through 54. They
are numbered in an inverse font which stands out readily on the page.
d. The pages are numbered and the total number o f pages in the survey is
also shown. This gives the respondent a sense o f progress, and an idea as they
move through the survey o f roughly how much effort is required to complete the
survey. Most “pages” of the survey fit on a single printed page or go a little way
on to the second page, so on a typical com puter monitor, there will be a little
scrolling to get to the bottom o f each page.
e. In the “matrix” type o f questions, the text for the heading for each
column is often of quite different lengths for each column, and it is important for
the columns to be about the same width so as to avoid biasing in favor o f more
widely spaced columns, for instance.
f. Instructions appear where they are needed, in a different font and color.
g. When validation errors occur, indicators are placed beside the offending
question for each type o f error. Examples o f errors include: response is required,
response must be numeric, response must be a valid date, the sum must total 100,
and Other cannot be left blank.
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Procedure
Obtaining the Address List
The approach I chose for contacting potential participants depended on
institutions being willing for their top administrators to receive invitations to take a webbased survey. For that approach to work, I had to have a credible reason for approaching
the Presidents of colleges and universities in the United States. I had access to the
Admissions Office email address for all institutions from US News and World Report, but
I knew there would be a high attrition rate if I were to depend on the Admissions Office
to forward my request to the President's Office.
I wanted to be sure I was using a properly authorized mailing list, and contacted a
number o f organizations in my attempts to obtain one. The organizations I contacted
include the Carnegie Foundation, EDUCAUSE, the National Association of College and
University Business Officers (NACUBO), the National Association o f State Universities
and Land-Grant Colleges (NASULGC), Higher Education Publications, the American
Association o f School Administrators (AASA), and the Association for Institutional
Research (AIR).
I was finally successful in negotiating a 12-month license with Higher Education
Publications (HEP) for the use o f an extract of their 2004 HED (Higher Education
Directory). See Appendix B for a copy of the Licensing Agreement. The HED extract
included email addresses for all college and university Presidents/Chancellors in the
United States. There were 3,852 records in the list I received from HEP, with multiple
records per institution in some cases. Some of the records were incomplete, or had
invalid email addresses.
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Choosing Survey Software
Once I had a reputable source for the list o f email addresses I needed, I turned my
attention to the survey. 1 developed a survey instrument for this research that asks
questions that address the use of management information for making decisions at
various levels within an organization, from the operational level through the tactical to
the strategic level. After creating a draft of the questions I wanted to ask in the survey, I
performed a brief search for a survey tool that I could use for collecting responses via a
web-based survey. However, I ultimately chose to develop my own survey software in
order to have greater control over format and presentation, and also because I needed
closer interaction with those I would be contacting than some packages allowed.
I defined the questions for the survey in a M icrosoft Access database and wrote
the survey tool in VBScript to run on a Microsoft IIS web server. Using the contact list
licensed to me by Higher Education Publications, I created invitation letters in Microsoft
Word and merged them to email and sent them via Microsoft Outlook.

Sending, Receiving, and Tracking Email
I had two separate mass mailings to execute and track. The first was to the
Presidents to invite them to participate and to give me contact details of potential
participants. The second was to the actual participants. In each case, I used Folders in
Outlook and Visual Basic code in my Access tracking database to record the various
types o f replies, such as Accepted, Declined, Bad Address, Out o f the Office, Request for
More Information, etc., as well as my acknowledgments and replies. This allowed the
creation o f personalized reminders to those who did not respond to earlier mailings. In
my communications with the Presidents, I sent two follow-up reminders spaced 10 to 14
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days apart. For those actually invited to participate, I sent invitations and three follow-up
reminders with similar spacing. W ith the initial invitation, the reminders, and my
acknowledgments, I sent over 10,000 email messages to the Presidents, and over 5,000 to
potential participants.
I used the tracking database to set the acceptance status of each institution and
each potential participant on the basis o f replies I had received. The survey software
generated email messages as each participant completed the survey, or terminated before
completion. I was able to semi-automate the processing of the email I received and to
update the acceptance status of institutions or participants accordingly. Five hundred and
forty respondents at least logged in to the survey, o f whom 290 completed the 10 pages
on perceptions about the use o f data warehousing. The large majority of responses were
entered between the dates o f July 11 and August 18, 2005 (inclusive). I closed the survey
on September 8, 2005.

Extracting the Data
The survey had 10 pages of questions relating to perceptions and perspectives
about the use of data warehousing, and a further 10 pages of questions about the
technology environm ent for benchmarking purposes. The responses for each web page
o f questions were recorded in separate tables in the Access database, so I used Visual
Basic routines to extract the data from the separate tables and collate them by respondent
ID into a M icrosoft Excel spreadsheet in a format suitable for importing into SPSS.

Data Analysis
Since respondents entered the data into a web form rather than onto a paper form,
data entry was performed online by the respondents themselves. Moreover, the quality of
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the data is typically better because simple error checking for valid numeric or date fields
can be done online, as can checking that responses fall within a required numeric range.
The survey software can also draw the attention o f the respondent to questions for which
a response is required if they leave it blank, which reduces the incidence o f “missing
values.” For open-ended questions where the respondent entered free text responses, the
responses were categorized and coded and recorded for analysis along with the data
entered by the respondents. The data collected in this study were analyzed primarily
using descriptive statistics, such as frequencies, means, standard deviations, and
percentages.
Once the data were coded, the analysis in general took one of two forms. The
responses to some questions were able to be analyzed quantitatively, and for these, I
typically reported number of responses, mean, and standard deviation. In some cases, I
also included percentages of the whole, and in other cases I grouped some combinations
o f responses. The other type o f analysis involved frequency counts and percentages. I
used this approach for categorized and coded values for questions with open-ended text
responses, and also for questions with numeric or date responses such as institution size
or project start dates. For these numeric and date responses, I defined categories or
“bins,” as they are called in Microsoft Excel, and used Excel’s Frequency Function for
calculating how often values occur. Although I formatted the data for import into SPSS,
I used SPSS only to confirm some of the initial analyses I did in Excel, and for Repeated
M easures ANOVA tests. For the qualitative, text-based responses, I used numeric codes
and lookup tables, and applied Excel’s Frequency Function to those coded values.
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Summary
This study explores the extent o f use of data warehousing at different
management levels and in different areas o f interest, and asks respondents for their
assessments of the importance o f their data warehouse, its success in supporting decision
making, and other related questions. This chapter explains how the respondents became
a part o f the study, describes the nature o f the survey instrument, and gives an overview
o f the kinds o f analyses that were performed on the data.
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CHAPTER FOUR

PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA

Introduction
This study investigates the use of data warehousing in higher education. It
surveys college and university administrators and IT/data warehousing staff regarding
their perceptions of the use of data warehousing to support decision making at various
management levels within the institution. It also seeks to characterize the technology
environment for benchmarking purposes. The results are grouped in this analysis to
correspond to my four research questions. The actual questions that were asked in the
survey can be seen in Appendix E.

Analysis of Response Rates
Table 15 summarizes the responses I received from the 3,079 institutions I
contacted. Note that N in this table refers to the number of institutions, not the number of
respondents.
Almost three quarters o f institutions did not respond at all, even after first and
second reminders. It was gratifying that there were some (more than 10%) who took the
time to tell me they were declining my invitation to participate. While only 318
institutions agreed to participate, the potential number o f respondents was much greater
than this, since I was asking for the contact details o f multiple individuals from each
institution.
96
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Table 15
Institutional Response to Invitation to Participate
Response

N

%

Definition

Accepted:

318

10.33

The President agreed to participate in the study by providing
contact details of administrators and technology directors.

Pending:

165

6.01

There was a response, typically in the form of a request for
further information, but there was no subsequent response.

Declined:

326

10.59

The President or a designate notified me that they would not
participate.

No
Response:

2250

73.07

1received either “Out of Office" messages or no response at
all.

Total
Institutions

3079

100.00

Table 16 summarizes the response status o f the 318 institutions that agreed to
participate in the study. For most of these 318 institutions, I was given contact details for
multiple respondents, and for questions that ask for personal experience, perspectives,
and opinions, this provides a broader data collection base. However, there are also
questions that ask for facts about the institution rather than opinions, and this gives rise to
the possibility of mixed and even conflicting responses from a given institution. For
instance, one person might complete the survey, another might indicate that there are no
plans for building a data warehouse, another might decline the invitation, and others may
simply not respond at all. In cases where multiple respondents have answered questions
of fact about the institution, I have used the respondent’s position title to determine the
most appropriate response to use, and discarded the other responses.
In order to classify institutional responses to invitations to take the survey
(completed, started, declined, etc.), I have followed a precedence in Table 16. All
institutions where at least one person completed the 10 pages of data warehousing
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questions are counted first. O f the remaining institutions, if at least one person indicated
that there were no plans to build a data warehouse, I counted this institution in the second
row o f Table 16. Note that because an institution was only counted once, institutions
where someone completed the survey are counted in the first row only, and were not
included in the second row even if someone from the institution indicated there were no
plans to build a data warehouse. Similar reasoning applies to the remaining rows o f the
table.
The 318 institutions that agreed to participate yielded a total of 1,438 (see
Table 17) names as potential respondents to the survey. O f these 318 institutions, 60
(18.87%) failed to respond or communicate with me in any way. At 148 (46.54%) o f the
participating institutions, at least one person completed the 10 pages of data warehousing
questions.

Table 16
Response to Invitation to Take Survey— by Institution
Status
Completed

N

148

% Definition
46.54 At least one person at the institution completed the data
warehousing use questions.

No DW Plans

69

21.70 Of the remaining institutions, at least one person indicated that
there were no plans for building a data warehouse.

Started but did
not complete

19

5.97 Of the remaining institutions, at least one person commenced
the survey, but terminated before completion.

Declined

22

6.92 Of the remaining institutions, at least one person declined.

No Response

60

18.87 No response at all was received from the remaining institutions.

Total
Institutions

318

100.00

Total
Responding

236

74.21

Total of first three rows of table
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Table 17 summarizes the response status of the 1,438 potential respondents whom
I invited to take my survey. Note that N in this table refers to the number of respondents.
O f the 1,438 possible respondents whose names were provided by Presidents or their
designates, 290 (20.17%) completed the 10 pages o f data warehousing questions in the
survey. These 290 respondents came from 148 institutions, and made up the data set for
the bulk of this study. A total of 540 respondents answered Question 3 in the survey,
which asked about the stage of implementation o f data warehousing. There were 136
(9.46%) respondents who answered that they do not have a data warehouse and have no
plans to build one, and for those respondents, the survey ended at that question. No
further data were collected from these respondents. There were a further 114 (7.93%)
respondents who began answering other questions but did not complete the survey.
Responses from participants who answered only some o f the questions but did not
complete the 10 pages of data warehousing questions are excluded from this analysis of
the data. A little over 50% o f those invited to take the survey did not respond at all.

Demographics: Description o f Participating Institutions
The first two questions that were asked give a view o f the size o f the institution
and of the IT and data warehousing workforce. These questions were presented only to
those who were identified as being involved with Institutional Research or IT. In a small
number o f cases (14), more than one person from the same institution answered these
questions but the results were often complementary, that is, the IT person answered the
questions about IT and Data W arehousing team sizes and the IR person answered the
student, faculty, and staff questions. Tables 18 and 19 summarize the responses given to
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these questions. The survey asked for numbers to be given in Full Time Equivalents
(FTEs).

Table 17
Response to Invitation to Take Survey— by Respondent
Status

N

%

Definition

Completed

290

20.16

Respondents who completed data warehousing use
questions.

No DW plans

136

9.46

Respondents indicating that there were no plans for
building a data warehouse.

Started but did
not complete

114

7.93

Respondents who commenced the survey, but
terminated before completion.

Declined

137

9.53

Respondents who declined.

No Response

761

52.92

Total
Respondents

1,438

100.00

Total starting

540

37.55

Contacts who did not respond.

Total respondents who answered at least one question.

In Table 18, the numbers reported in the # Institutions column represent the
number of institutions from which responses were received regarding the number of
students, faculty, and staff, out of a total of 159 institutions that participated in the study.
In institutions reporting numbers of undergraduate students, about half (50.78%)
have undergraduate populations of 4,000 or less, and nearly one quarter (23.44%) have
more than 10,000 undergraduate students. Nearly two thirds (62.82%) of institutions
reporting numbers o f graduate students have graduate populations o f 2,000 or less, and
one quarter (25.64%) have more than 3,000 graduate students.
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Table 18
Num ber o f Students, Faculty, and S ta ff at Participating Institutions
Variable

# Institutions

%

Number of Undergraduate Students
1.000 or less
1.001 -2 ,0 0 0
2,001 - 3,000
3,001 - 4,000
4,001 - 5,000
5,001 - 10,000
10,001 - 15,000
15,001 or more
Number of Institutions
4,000 or less
4001 - 10,000
More than 10,000
Number of Graduate Students

14
26
9
16
9
24
12
18
128
65
33
30

10.94
20.31
7.03
12.50
7.03
18.75
9.38
14.06
100.00
50.78
25.78
23.44

200 or less
201 - 1,000
1,001 - 2,000
2,001 - 3,000
3,001 or more
Number of Institutions
2,000 or less
More than 2,000
Number of Faculty

17
21
11
9
20
78
49
29

21.80
26.92
14.10
11.54
25.64
100.00
62.82
37.18

100 or less
101 -2 0 0
201 - 300
301 - 400
401 - 1,000
1,001 or more
Number of Institutions
300 or less
More than 300
Number of Staff

24
28
15
8
24
20
119
67
52

20.17
23.53
12.60
6.72
20.17
16.81
100.00
56.30
43.70

100 or less
101 -2 0 0
201 - 300
301 - 400
401 - 1,000
1,001 or more
Number of Institutions
300 or less
More than 300

14
20
13
6
31
29
113
47
66

12.39
17.70
11.50
5.31
27.43
25.67
100.00
41.59
58.41
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A little over half (56.30%) o f the institutions reporting faculty numbers indicate a
faculty population of 300 or less. Institutions with more than 1,000 faculty represent
16.81% of institutions answering this question. Regarding numbers o f staff, 41.59% of
institutions report a staff population of 300 or less, while one quarter (25.67%) of these
institutions report more than 1,000 staff FTEs.
Table 19 gives an indication o f the size of the technology teams involved in
supporting information technology in general and data warehousing in particular at
responding institutions. The numbers reported in the # Institutions column represent the
number of institutions from which responses were received regarding technology team
sizes, out o f a total o f 159 institutions that participated in the study. Almost half
(48.82%) of the institutions have 20 or fewer Information Technology (IT) staff, and a
little over half (55.84%) have data warehousing teams of 2 or less.
Table 20 presents a statistical summary o f the responses received concerning
institution and technology team sizes. There is a degree of positive skewness in the
distributions of each o f the variables, which is quite pronounced in some cases. Because
o f the skewness, the median is a better measure o f institution and technology team size
than the average. A factor contributing to this skewness is the fact that some institutions
reported on a state-wide system level, leading to very large numbers compared with the
majority o f individual reporting institutions. This effect is illustrated by the large
numbers in the Maximum column compared with the Mean and M edian columns. For
example. Undergraduates has a M aximum o f 139,852, a Mean o f 9,359, and a M edian of
3,970. The 139,852 was reported by a large school system made up of multiple smaller
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Table 19
Num ber o f IT and Data Warehousing S ta ff at Participating Institutions
# Institutions

Variable

%

Number of IT Staff
10 or less

35

27.56

11-20

27

21.26

21 - 30

13

10.24

30-100

30

23.62

101 or more

22

17.32

127

100.00

20 or less

62

48.82

More than 20

65

51.18

1

23

29.87

2

20

25.97

Number of Institutions

Size of Data Warehousing Team

3

10

12.99

4

4

5.20

5

8

10.39

6 or more

12

15.58

Number of Institutions

77

100.00

2 or less

43

55.84

More than 2

34

44.16

schools. In cases where this happened, results reported are those for the system and not
for the individual schools.

Stage o f Im plem entation o f Data W arehousing
Early in the survey, respondents were asked to indicate the stage their institution
was at in the implementation of data warehousing by selecting from a list of options.
W here more than one person from a given institution answered this question, I have taken
an “informed consensus” as the value for the institution. For instance, if the director of
IT Services says the data warehouse is in pilot, and a Dean says they have a mature data
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Table 20
Summary o f Institution and Technology Team Sizes
Variable

If

Maximum

Mean

Median

Skewness

SD

128

139,852

9,359

3,970

4.92

16,406

78

17,668

2,767

1,053

2.24

4,117

Faculty

119

8,690

780

251

3.70

1,437

Staff

113

15,911

1,524

475

3.23

2,989

IT Team

127

1,132

82

22

4.08

171

77

80

5

2

5.74

11

Undergraduates
Graduates

Data Warehousing Team

^Number o f institutions reporting.

warehouse, I have leaned towards the view of the IT person. In coding the data that are
summarized in Table 21,1 have taken into account responses to a question specifically
about the stage of data warehousing as well as responses to a question about decision
making situations where the data warehouse has provided assistance. I did this because I
found that while some institutions that said they were in the planning phase were unable
to give examples of how the data warehouse was helping them make decisions, others
were able to describe specific situations where they were receiving decision-making
assistance. I coded the latter group in Table 21 as “Planning, some DW now,” indicating
that there is some experience with data warehousing functionality at those institutions
now.
Respondents from a total o f 236 institutions answered the question about the stage
o f data warehousing, and o f these, respondents from 69 institutions indicated that they
had no plans for implementing a data warehouse. For respondents who said there were
no plans and no interest in data warehousing, no further questions were presented, and the
survey ended here. Those who said there were no plans hut were interested in data
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warehousing were given an opportunity to view all the questions in the survey, but any
responses they recorded are excluded from this study.
In summary, less than a third (29.24%) o f institutions indicated that they have no
plans for developing a data warehouse. About 17% of institutions stated that they are at
the planning stage and a further 35% are in an emerging phase, with some functionality
being available already. About 24% indicated that they are maturing or matured in their
use o f data warehousing.
In the analysis o f research questions that follows, responses from institutions that
reported no plans to build a data warehouse are always excluded. Responses from
institutions with a functioning data warehouse are always included. Institutions that have
an active data warehouse project but do not yet have even pilot functionality are excluded
from some o f the tables that are reported in the following sections. Institutions in data
warehouse stage categories marked with a superscript “ in Table 21 are completely
excluded from the reporting and analysis o f Research Question 1. The data warehouse
must be in use in order for respondents to be able to comment on its extent o f use. But
the existence o f an active data warehousing project will mean that the institution has
established the importance of data warehousing, has identified benefits as goals o f the
project, and has an awareness of and perhaps some experience in implementation
challenges. Responses from these institutions to these kinds of questions are included.
Apart from responses from institutions with no plans to build a data warehouse, it can be
assumed that all responses are included unless otherwise noted.
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Table 21
Stage o f Implementation o f D ata Warehousing
Groupings
Data Warehouse Stage

N

%

N

%

Dataset

69

29.24

Exclude

22

9.32

Include^

83

35.17

Include

57

24.15

Include

1

No Plans

46

19.49

2

No Plans, but Interested

23

9.75

3

Planning, no DW yet

22

9.32

4

Planning, some DW now

17

7.20

5

Building

33

13.98

6

In Pilot

10

4.23

7

Deploying

23

9.75

8

Maturing 1

23

9.75

9

Maturing 2

13

5.51

10

Mature

21

8.90

11

No Opinion

5

2.12

5

2.12

236

100.00

236

100.00

39

16.53

Emerging

83

35.17

Maturing to Mature

57

24.15

Total institutions reporting
3+4

Total in Planning Stage

Include®

Totals with DW Functionality
4+S+6+7
8+9+10

^Responses from these institutions are included except for questions requiring practical
experience with data warehouse functionality. W here this exception occurs, it is noted.

Research Question 1: Extent o f Use o f Data W arehousing Across
M anagem ent Levels and Subject Areas
Answers to Research Question 1, “To what extent is data warehousing used
across the spectrum o f management levels (operational, tactical/managerial, and
strategic/executive) in subject areas o f interest in higher education?” can be found in the
analysis o f responses to survey questions 11 and 15 through 22 (see Appendix E for the
text of these questions). Responses from institutions with a data warehouse project in the
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planning stage but with no functionality available as yet are excluded from all the results
connected with Research Question 1.

Use of Data W arehousing at M anagement Levels
The concept o f management levels is often referred to as A nthony’s Triangle after
Anthony (1965), who described three levels o f management— operational, tactical, and
strategic. Data warehousing can be used to support the decision making that takes place
across all management levels, and I wanted to get a broad idea of the extent of use o f data
warehousing at the different management levels before breaking it down by subject area
(see Definitions o f Terms). In the preamble to the broad subject area question in the
survey, I defined the management level terms as shown in Table 22.
Table 23 summarizes the extent of use of data warehousing at these three
management levels. If Moderate and Extensive Use are grouped together, the
management level with the highest extent o f use is Tactical/M anagerial (78.24%), with
Operational use close behind (77.00%). For both Strategic/Executive and
Tactical/M anagerial levels. M oderate Use is the highest single category of use (37.44%
and 45.83%), whereas for the Operational level. Extensive Use is the highest category of
use (40.83%).

Data W arehousing Subject Areas
The EDUCAUSE (2005) Decision Support/Data W arehousing Constituent Group
web site (http://www.educause.edu/DecisionSupport/DataWarehousingConstituentGroup/967)
has a link to an online directory containing about 80 institutions called Data W arehousing
in Higher Education (Heise, 2005). From an analysis of the entries for Subject Areas
listed by those institutions, seven broad subject areas can be identified— (a) Academic,
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Table 22
Definition o f M anagement Level Terms
Management Level

Definition

Strategic/Executive

Definition of goals, policies. Determination of organizational
objectives.

Tactical/Managerial

Acquisition and efficient use of resources in the accomplishment of
organizational goals. Establishment and monitoring of budgets.

Operational

Effective and efficient execution of specific goals using existing
facilities and resources to carry out activities within budget
constraints.

Table 23
Extent o f Use by M anagement Decision-making Level
2. Tactical /
Managerial

1. Operational
%

Extent of Use

2. Strategic /
Executive
%

%

Not at all

13

6.10

15

6.94

28

13.27

A little

36

16.90

32

14.82

53

25.12

Moderate

77

36.15

99

45.83

79

37.44

Extensive

87

40.85

70

32.41

51

24.17

Totals

213

100.00

216

100.00

211

100.00

Moderate + Extensive

164

77.00

169

78.24

130

61.61

^Number o f respondents reporting.

(b) Alumni/Development, (c) Enrollment, (d) Finance, (e) Financial Aid, (f) Human
Resources, and (g) Student. Respondents were asked to indicate the extent of their usage
o f data warehousing in each o f the three management levels defined in Table 22. This
question was asked for each of the broad subject areas, broken down into specific areas
within each broad area, as well as for a group o f miscellaneous subject areas. Table 24
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summarizes mean Extent of Use on a scale of 1 to 5 (where 1 = Least Use, to 5 - Most
Use) across the broad subject areas and the three management levels. A rating o f 3
corresponds to the middle o f the range. Mean ratings were spread from 2.28 for strategic
use in Alumni/Development to 3.58 for operational use in Enrollment.
It is interesting to note that across all subject areas, the greatest extent o f use is at
the operational level (3.14) whereas the least use is at the strategic level (2.86). Across
the three management levels, data warehousing is used to the greatest extent in
Enrollment (3.42), Student (3.39), and Finance (3.28). Excluding the miscellaneous
Other subject areas, data warehousing is used the least for Alumni/Development (2.32),
Academic (2.55), and Human Resources (2.78).

Analysis o f Results W ithin Broad Subject Areas
Tables 25 through 32 summarize the mean ratings for Extent o f Use o f Data
W arehousing across the three management levels (operational, tactical, and strategic) for
each of the seven broad subject areas listed in Table 24 as well as for other subject areas
specified by respondents. The means that are reported in these tables represent ratings on
a Likert Scale of 1 to 5, where 1 is least use and 5 is most use.
As can be seen in Table 25, the greatest use of data warehousing in Academic
subject areas occurs for Course/Curriculum/Scheduling at the operational management
level (3.41). Course/Curriculum/Scheduling also scores the highest when averaged
across all management levels (3.12). Over the five Academic Subject areas, data
warehousing is used least at the strategic management level (2.34).
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Table 24
Mean Extent o f Use o f D ata Warehousing by B road Subject Area
Mean Extent of Use
Operational
Broad Subject Area

SO

N

Tactical
N

Strategic
SD

N

Overall

SD

V»

SD

Academic

180 2.67

1.53

174 2.62

1.44

162 2.34

1.47

191

2.55

1.49

Alumni/Development

119 2.41

1.55

115 2.31

1.41

112 2.28

1.50

139 2.33

1.49

Enrollment

171

3.58

1.33

182

3.48

1.33

172 3.25

1.46

189 3.44

1.38

Finance

155

3.34

1.46

151

3.26

1.39

145 3.20

1.49

164 3.27

1.45

Financial Aid

129

3.28

1.52

131

3.13

1.45

112 2.92

1.54

140 3.12

1.50

Human Resources

137 2.98

1.51

132 2.77

1.40

125 2.59

1.45

147 2.79

1.46

Student

169

3.56

1.37

170 3.43

1.28

160 3.17

1.42

184 3.39

1.36

Ottier (Facilities, Directory)

129 2.61

1.49

117 2.40

1.38

105 2.38

1.50

140 2.47

1.46

Overall:

193 3.14

1.51

197 3.04

1.44

188 2.86

1.52

202

1.54

3.02

“Mean rating for Extent o f Use ( 1 = Least Use to 5 = Most Use). Values o f N reported
in the Overall column include all respondents who reported use in at least one of the three
management levels. As a result, they are usually greater than any of the values o f A at
the corresponding individual management levels.

In Alumni/Development (Table 26) subject areas, data warehousing is used more
evenly across the three management levels, with the greatest use still at the operational
level.
Some of the greatest uses o f data warehousing occurs in Enrollment (Table 27)
subject areas. The Enrollment detailed subject area scored higher than 3.50 at both the
operational and tactical management levels (3.79 and 3.69). Admissions and Recruiting
also scored higher than 3.50 at the operational level (3.65 and 3.53). Although
operational use outscored tactical and strategic use, all three management levels scored
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Table 25
Extent o f Use o f D ata W arehousing f o r A cadem ic Subject Areas
Extent of Use at Management Levels
Academic
Subject Areas

Operational

Course / Curriculum / Scheduling

144

3.41

1.46

139 3.21

1.29

Faculty Information / Awards

103

2.00

1.26

100

1.98

1.22

Faculty Loads

125 2.88

1.43

124 2.79

Faculty Research / Grant Management

107 2.20

1.46

106 2.38

25 2.12

1.67

2.67

1.53

SD

N

Other (Program quality assurance,
student outcomes)
Overall:

180

Tactical

Strateg ic
SD

N

Overall
/If® SD

SD

N
129 2.69

1.49

171

3.12

1.44

1.96

1.25

97

1.91

1.28

126

1.45

111

2.47

1.49

158 2.72

1.46

1.44

103

2.25

1.47

132 2.28

1.45

22 2.09

1.69

22

1.91

1.51

25

2.04

1.60

174 2.62

1.44

162 2.34

1.47

191

2.55

1.49

®Mean rating for Extent o f Use ( 1 = Least Use to 5 = M ost Use). ^Values o f N reported
in the Overall column include all respondents who reported use in at least one of the three
management levels. As a result, they are usually greater than any o f the values o f N at
the corresponding individual management levels.

Table 26
Extent o f Use o f Data Warehousing fo r Alumni/Development Subject Areas
Extent of Use at Management Levels
Alumni/Development
Subject Areas

Operational
N

/If® SD

Tactical
N

/If® SD

Strategic
N

Overall

/If® SD

/Vf® SD

Advancement/Development

97

2.57

1.55

97

2.53

1.41

95 2.49

1.54

123 2.53

1.50

Alumni

97

2.45

1.55

90

2.29

1.38

87 2.17

1.42

118

2.31

1.45

Other (Campaign reporting,
collating news)

24

1.58

1.35

23

1.52

1.20

23

1.78

1.57

25

1.63

1.36

119

2.41

1.55

115

2.31

1.41

112

2.28

1.50

139 2.33

1.49

Overall:

®Mean rating for Extent o f Use ( 1 = Least Use to 5 = M ost Use). Values o f N reported
in the Overall column include all respondents who reported use in at least one of the three
management levels. As a result, they are usually greater than any of the values o f N at
the corresponding individual management levels.
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above the overall mean (3.02 over all subject areas and management levels), with the
overall score across all management levels and all Enrollment subject areas being 3.44.

Table 27
Extent o f Use o f Data Warehousing fo r Enrollment Subject Areas
Extent of Use at Management Levels
Enrollment
Subject Areas

Operational
N

Tactical

SD

N

1.38

140

Strateg ic

Overall

N

M®

SD

/v"

1.34

126

3.15

1.41

168

3.42

1.39
1.28

M® SO

Af® SD

Admissions

137 3.65

Enrollment

141

3.79

1.25

144

3.69

1.20

144

3.45

1.37

178

3.64

Recruiting

131

3.53

1.33

141

3.45

1.32

129

3.19

1.51

167

3.40

1.39

Retention / Student Success

124

3.48

1.27

136 3.43

1.38

132

3.30

1.50

162

3.40

1.39

9

1.67

1.41

9

1.67

1.41

9

1.56

1.13

9

1.63

1.28

171

3.58

1.33

182

3.48

1.33

172

3.25

1.46

189 3.44

1.38

Other (Marketing, Student Services)
Overall:

3.45

^Mean rating for Extent of Use ( 1 = Least Use to 5 = M ost Use). '’Values o f N reported
in the Overall column include all respondents who reported use in at least one o f the three
management levels. As a result, they are usually greater than any o f the values o f N at
the corresponding individual management levels.

In Finance (Table 28) subject areas, strategic use of data warehousing for
budgeting scored the highest (3.58). Across all Finance areas, use is evenly spread across
operational, tactical, and strategic (3.34, 3.26, and 3.20).
The results for using data warehousing in Financial Aid are shown in Table 29.
As with most of the broad subject areas, the extent of use is greatest at the operational
management level (3.28), decreasing through tactical (3.13) to the strategic level (2.92).
The extent o f use of data warehousing for Human Resources (Table 30) subject
areas follows the same pattern (operational, tactical, and strategic in decreasing order) as
for other broad subject areas. Payroll (2.88) and general HR (2.91) make the greatest use
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of data warehousing within Human Resources when averaged across all management
levels.
The overall means across all the Student subject areas again follows the typical
pattern of decreasing use of data warehousing going from operational use (3.56) through
tactical (3.43) to strategic (3.17). However, as shown in Table 31, the area of
Demographics received slightly higher ratings for tactical (3.50) uses than for operational
uses (3.47). When averaged across all management levels. Student Records/Information
(3.50) and Demographics (3.46) received the highest ratings. Operational uses o f data
warehousing scored high ratings for Student Records/Information (3.73).
I asked respondents to indicate their use o f data warehousing in some
miscellaneous subject areas that did not fit under any of the broad subject headings. The
results for Campus Directory and Facilities are shown in Table 32. When averaged
across all miscellaneous subject areas, operational use of data warehousing (2.61)
outscored tactical use (2.40) and strategic use (2.38).

Analysis o f Results Across All Subject Areas
In Tables 33 through 35, the data presented by subject area in Tables 25 through
32 are presented by management level. All o f the detailed subject areas are presented in
each table, sorted in decreasing order by mean use of data warehousing. Table 36
summarizes the Extent o f Use o f Data W arehousing by detailed subject areas across all
management levels. A quick scan o f Tables 33 through 35 shows that the same subject
areas received high ratings at each o f the three management levels. Enrollment, Student
Records, Student Demographics, and Einancial Budgeting scored in the top five or six for
at least two of each of the three levels. This observation is confirmed in Table 36 which
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Table 28
Extent o f Use o f D ata Warehousing f o r Finance Subject A reas
Extent of Use at Management Levels
Finance
Subject Areas

Operational
nf

SD

N

Budgeting

126 3.48

1.42

128

Financial / Accounting

125 3.47

1.44

Purchasing / Accounts Payable

109

3.33

Revenue

111

Overall:

Strategic

Overall

SD

N

Af

SD

Af

Af

SD

3.42

1.41

125

3.58

1.47

155

3.49

1.43

118

3.40

1.33

112 3.18

1.44

148

3.35

1.41

1.46

98

3.02

1.37

92 2.71

1.40

124

3.04

1.43

3.23

1.46

102

3.29

1.34

100 3.37

1.47

131

3.29

1.42

14 2.00

1.36

12

1.92

1.44

11

1.82

1.47

14

1.92

1.38

155 3.34

1.46

151

3.26

1.39

145

3.20

1.49

164

3.27

1.45

N

Other (State mandated
reporting, planning)

Tactical

®Mean rating for Extent o f Use ( 1 = Least Use to 5 = M ost Use). ^Values of N reported
in the Overall column include all respondents who reported use in at least one of the three
management levels. As a result, they are usually greater than any of the values o f N at
the corresponding individual management levels.

Table 29
Extent o f Use o f Data Warehousing fo r Financial A id Subject Areas
Extent of Use at Management Levels
Financial Aid
Subject Areas

Operational
N

Af

SD

N

Af

SD

N

Af

SD

Af

Af

SD

Financial Aid

117

3.42

1.45

120

3.25

1.39

100

3.02

1.50

140

3.24

1.45

1.00 0.00

7

1.00

0.00

9

1.78

1.56

9

1.30

1.02

131

3.13

1.45

112

2.92

1.54

140

3.12

1.50

Other (Budgeting)
Overall:

7

129 3.28

1.52

Tactical

Strategic

Overall

®Mean rating for Extent o f Use ( 1 = Least Use to 5 = M ost Use). '’Values o f N reported
in the Overall column include all respondents who reported use in at least one of the three
management levels. As a result, they are usually greater than any o f the values o f N at
the corresponding individual management levels.
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Table 30
Extent o f Use o f D ata W arehousing f o r Human Resources Subject A reas
Extent of Use at Management Levels
Human Resources
Subject Areas

Operational

Human Resources

113 3.04

1.46

92

2.74

1.52

88

2.58

1.41

81

104

3.18

1.50

93 2.85

15 2.53

1.68
1.51

Labor Distribution
Payroll
Other (Benefit administration,
succession planning,
salary budgeting)
Overall:

N

137

Af® SD

2.98

Tactical

Strategic

Overall

Af

SD

V

Af

SD

102 2.77

1.44

138 2.91

1.41

2.43

1.42

111

2.59

1.45

1.39

88 2.57

1.44

122 2.88

1.46

13 2.23

1.79

13 2.31

1.80

16 2.37

1.71

132 2.77

1.40

125 2.59

1.45

147 2.79

1.46

N

SD

110 2.92

1.33

N

®Mean rating for Extent o f Use (1 = Least Use to 5 = Most Use). ^Values o f N reported
in the Overall column include all respondents who reported use in at least one o f the three
management levels. As a result, they are usually greater than any of the values o f N at
the corresponding individual management levels.

Table 31
Extent o f Use o f Data Warehousing fo r Student Subject Areas
Extent of Use at Management Levels
Student
Subject Areas

Operational

Degrees / Majors

Af

SD

133

3.52

1.28

Demographics

136

3.47

Registration

133

Student Records / Information
Other (Student outcomes. State
mandated reporting)
Overall:

Tactical

Strateg ic

Overall

Af

SD

Af

Af

SD

ff

Af

SD

137

3.37

1.23

126

3.17

1.38

166

3.36

1.30

1.35

143

3.50

1.27

135

3.41

1.41

171

3.46

1.34

3.62

1.36

125

3.46

1.27

116

2.97

1.35

155

3.37

1.35

135

3.73

1.38

131

3.53

1.30

117

3.21

1.45

166

3.50

1.39

9

1.89

1.76

9

1.44

1.01

9

1.33

1.00

9

1.56

1.28

169

3.56

1.37

170

3.43

1.28

160

3.17

1.42

184

3.39

1.36

Af

Af

^Mean rating for Extent of Use ( 1 = Least Use to 5 = M ost Use). Values o f N reported
in the Overall column include all respondents who reported use in at least one o f the three
management levels. As a result, they are usually greater than any o f the values o f N at
the corresponding individual management levels.
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Table 32
Extent o f Use o f D ata W arehousing f o r O ther Subject A reas
Extent of Use at Management Levels
Other
Subject Areas

Operational

Campus Directory

100 2.69

Facilities / Property / Space Utilization
Other (Student employment)
Overall:

N

Strategic

Tactical

SD

N

1.57

81

SD

N

2.07

1.36

73

Overall

SD

w"

/If®

SD

1.90

1.31

115

2.27

1.47

125 2.74

1,41

98

2.66

1.41

98

2.73

1.33

91

2.84

1.50

9

1.22

0.44

10

1.80

1.40

8

1.50

1.41

129 2.61

1.49

117 2.40

1.38

105 2.38

1.50

12

1.52

1.16

140 2.47

1.46

^Mean rating for Extent of Use ( 1 = Least Use to 5 = M ost Use). Values o f N reported
in the Overall column include all respondents who reported use in at least one o f the three
management levels. As a result, they are usually greater than any o f the values of N at
the corresponding individual management levels.

aggregates the ratings across the three management levels. The top four subject areas in
this table are Enrollment (3.64), Student Records (3.50), Financial Budgeting (3.49), and
Student Demographics (3.46).
It is interesting to note that at the strategic management level (see Table 35), two
o f the top four subject areas come from Finance— Budgeting (3.58) and Revenue (3.37).
Accounting (3.18) is in a cluster that follows the top five. Perhaps this is a measure of
the importance that institutions attach to financial viability. It may also be that financial
information lends itself more easily than academic and other information to the kinds of
analysis made possible by data warehousing.
The subject areas that were rated in the top 10 overall are reported in Table 37
along with their ratings at each o f the three management levels, for comparison purposes.
The three areas where data warehousing gets the greatest amount of use are Enrollment
(3.64), Student Records/Information (3.50), and Financial Budgeting (3.49). Two of the
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top 10 are financial in nature, while the others have to do with students or enrollment.
Understanding student demographics and analyzing student records/information,
recruiting, admitting, enrolling, registering and analyzing degrees/majors taken are the
areas where data warehousing is used the most.
As previously noted, observation reveals that the trend in the use o f data
warehousing across management levels is for the greatest use to be at the operational
level, then tactical, and finally strategic. Are any of these observed differences in extent
o f use significant? Table 38 shows the results o f a repeated measures analysis of
variance. Note that the descriptive statistics in Table 38 differ from the values in Tables
25 to 32 because for the Repeated M easures analysis, cases where respondents reported
some use at all three management levels are the only ones included.
Statistically significant differences (see Table 38) in the extent o f use were found
in the academic, enrollment, financial aid, human resources, and student subject areas
(p<0.05). Pairwise comparisons with Bonferroni adjustments indicate that:
1. In the Academic broad subject area, data warehousing is used to a higher
extent for operational (M=2.86, SD=1.20) and tactical (M=2.73, 5D=1.17) management
decision making than for strategic (M=2.38, SD= 1.22) decision making. No difference
was found between the operational and tactical levels.
2. There were significant differences between all three pairs of comparisons in
the Alumni/D evelopment subject area. Data warehousing is used to a higher extent for
operational (M=2.52, 5D=1.53) and tactical (M=2.33, 5D=1.35) management decision
making than for strategic (M=2.13, 5D=1.29) and it is also used more for operational than
for tactical decision making.
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Table 33
O perational Use o f D ata W arehousing by Subject Area
0 perational

Subject Areas

N

M

SD

Enrollment

141

3.79

1.25

Student

Student Records / Information

135

3.73

1.38

Enrollment

Admissions

137

3.65

1.38

Student

Registration

133

3.62

1.36

Enrollment
Student

Recruiting

131

Degrees / Majors

133

3.53
3.52

1.33
1.28

Finance

Budgeting

3.46

1.42

3.48

1.27

Broad Area

Sub-Area

Enrollment

Enrollment

Retention / Student Success

126
124

Finance

Financial / Accounting

125

3.47

1.44

Student

Demographics

136

3.47

1.35

Financial Aid

117

3.42

1.45

Academic

Financial Aid
Course / Curriculum / Scheduling

144

3.41

1.46

Finance

Purchasing / Accounts Payable

109

3.33

1.46

Finance

Revenue

111

1.46

Human Resources

104

1.50

Human Resources

Payroll
Human Resources

3.23
3.18

113

3.04

1.46

Academic
Human Resources

Faculty Loads
Labor Distribution

125
92

2.88
2.74

1.43
1.52

Other

Campus Directory

100

2.69

1.57

Other

Facilities / Property / Space Utilization

98

Alumni/Development

Advancement/Development

2.66
2.57

1.41

97

Human Resources

Other

15

2.53

1.68

Alumni/Development

Alumni

Academic

Faculty Research / Grant Management

Academic

Other

1.55

97

2.45

1.55

107

2.20

1.46

25

2.12

1.67

Academic

Faculty Information / Awards

1.26

Other

103
14

2.00

Finance

2.00

1.36

Student

Other

9

1.89

1.76

Enrollment

Other

9

1.67

1.41

Alumni/Development

Other

24

1.58

1.35

Other
Financial Aid

Other
Other

9
7

1.22
1.00

0.44
0.00

193

3.15

1.51

Overall Mean for Operational
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Table 34
Tactical Use o f D ata Warehousing by Subject Area
Tactical

Subject Areas
Broad Area

Sub-Area

Enrollment

Enrollment

Student

Student Records / Information

131

3.53

1.30

Student

Demographics

143

3.50

1.27

Student

Registration

125

3.46

1.27

Enrollment

Recruiting

141

3.45

1.32

Enrollment

Admissions

140

3.45

1.34

Enrollment

Retention / Student Success

136

3.43

Finance
Finance

Budgeting

128
118

3.42

1.38
1.41

Student

Degrees / Majors

Finance

Revenue

Financial Aid
Academic

Financial Aid
Course / Curriculum / Scheduling

Finance

Purchasing / Accounts Payable

Human Resources

Human Resources

Financial / Accounting

N

M

SD

144

3.69

1.20

137

3.40
3.37

1.33
1.23

102

3.29

1.34

120

3.25

1.39

139

3.21

1.29

98

3.02

1.37

110

2.92

1.33

93

2.85

1.39

124

2.79

1.45

Facilities / Property / Space Utilization

98

2.73

Labor Distribution

88

2.58

1.33
1.41

97
106

2.53
2.38

1.44

Alumni

90

2.29

1.38

Human Resources

Other

13

2.23

1.79

Academic
Other

Other

22

Campus Directory

81

2.09
2.07

1.36

Academic

Faculty Information / Awards
Other

100
12

1.98
1.92

1.22
1.44

10

1.80

1.40

Human Resources

Payroll

Academic
Other

Faculty Loads

Human Resources
Alumni/Development
Academic

Advancement/Development
Faculty Research / Grant Management

Alumni/Development

Finance
Other

Other

1.41

1.69

Enrollment

Other

9

1.67

1.41

Alumni/Development

Other

23

1.52

1.20

Student
Financial Aid

Other
Other

9
7

1.44
1.00

1.01
0.00

197

3.05

1.43

Overall Mean for Tactical
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Table 35
Strategic Use o f D ata W arehousing by Subject Area
Strategic

Subject Areas
Broad Area

Sub-Area

N

M

Finance

Budgeting

125

3.58

1.47

Enrollment

Enrollment

144

3.45

1.37

Student

Demographics

135

3.41

1.41

Finance

Revenue

100

3.37

1.47

Enrollment
Student

Retention / Student Success
Student Records / Information

132
117

3.30
3.21

1.50

Enrollment

Recruiting

129

3.19

1.51

Finance

Financial / Accounting

112

3.18

1.44

Student

Degrees / Majors

126

3.17

1.38

Enrollment

Admissions

126

3.15

1.41

Financial Aid

Financial Aid
Registration

100

3.02

1.50

116

2.97

1.35

91

2.84

1.50

Student
Other

Facilities / Property / Space Utilization

SD

1.45

Human Resources

Human Resources
Purchasing / Accounts Payable

102
92

2.77
2.71

1.44

Finance
Academic

Course / Curriculum / Scheduling

129

2.69

Human Resources
Alumni/Development

Payroll
Advancement/Development

88

2.57

1.49
1.44

95

2.49

1.54

Academic

Faculty Loads
Labor Distribution

111

2.47

1.49

81
13

2.43
2.31

1.42

Human Resources
Human Resources

Other

1.40

1.80

Academic

Faculty Research / Grant Management

103

2.25

1.47

Alumni/Development

Alumni

87

2.17

1.42

Academic

Other

22

1.91

1.51

Academic
Other

Faculty Information / Awards
Campus Directory

97

1.91

1.28

1.90
1.82

1.31
1.47

Finance

Other

73
11

Alumni/Development

Other

23

1.78

1.57

Financial Aid

Other

9

1.78

1.56

Enrollment
Other

Other

9

1.56

Other
Other

8
9

1.50
1.33

1.13
1.41

188

2.86

Student

Overall Mean for Strategic
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Table 36
Use o f D ata W arehousing by Subject Area A cross A ll M anagem ent Levels
All Management Levels

Subject Areas
Broad Area

Sub-Area

Enrollment

N

M

SD

Enrollment

178

3.64

1.28

Student

Student Records / Information

166

3.50

1.39

Finance

Budgeting

155

3.49

1.43

Student

Demographics

171

3.46

1.34

168
162

3.42

1.39

3.40

1.39

Enrollment

Admissions
Retention / Student Success

Enrollment
Enrollment

Recruiting

167

3.40

1.39

Student

Registration

155

3.37

1.35

Student

Degrees / Majors

166

3.36

1.30

Finance

Financial / Accounting

148

3.35

1.41

Finance

Revenue

131

3.29

1.42

Financial Aid

Financial Aid

140

3.24

1.45

Academic

Course / Curriculum / Scheduling

171

3.12

1.44

Finance

Purchasing / Accounts Payable

124

3.04

1.43

Human Resources

Human Resources

1.41

Payroll

138
122

2.91

Human Resources
Other

2.88

1.46

Facilities / Property / Space Utilization

125

2.74

1.41

Human Resources

Faculty Loads
Labor Distribution

158
111

2.72
2.59

1.46
1.45

Alumni/Development

Advancement/Development

123

Human Resources

Other

16

2.53
2.37

1.50
1.71

Alumni/Development

Alumni

118

2.31

1.45

Academic

Faculty Research / Grant Management

132

2.28

1.45

Other

Campus Directory

115

2.27

1.47

Academic

Other

25

2.04

1.60

126
14

1.96
1.92

1.25

Academic

Academic

Faculty Information / Awards

Finance
Enrollment

Other
Other

9

1.63

1.28

Alumni/Development

Other

25

1.63

1.36

Student

Other

9

1.56

1.28

Other

Other
Other

12
9

1.52
1.30

1.16
1.02

202

3.02

1.53

Financial Aid

Overall Mean across All Management Levels
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Table 37
Comparing M eans o f the Top Subject Areas
Subject Areas

Means

Broad Area

Sub-Area

Overall

Operational

Tactical

Strategic

Enrollment

Enrollment

3.64

3.79

3.69

3.45

Student

Student Records / Information

3.50

3.73

3.53

3.21

Finance

Budgeting

3.42

Demographics

3.49
3.46

3.48

Student

3.47

3.50

3.58
3.41

Enrollment

Admissions

3.42

3.65

3.45

3.15

Enrollment

Retention / Student Success

3.40

3.48

3.43

3.30

Enrollment

Recruiting

3.40

3.53

3.45

3.19

Student

Registration

3.37

3.62

3.46

2.97^

Student

Degrees / Majors

3.36

3.52

3.37

3.17

Finance

Financial / Accounting

3.35

3.47

3.40

3.18

3.02

3.15

3.05

2.86

Overall*’

®This item ranked 12'^ in Strategic. '’These values are Means for all Subject Areas, not
just the ones in this table.

3. In the Enrollment broad subject area, data warehousing is used to a higher
extent at the operational (M=3.70, 5D=1.08) level and tactical (M=3.54, 5D=1.09) level
than at the strategic (M=3.19, SD= 1.25) level. No difference was found between the
operational and tactical levels.
4. No difference was found among management levels in the Finance subject
area. It is noteworthy that only in the Finance subject area is data warehousing used at
the strategic level to an extent that is not significantly less than its use at the operational
or tactical levels.
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5. There were significant differences between all three pairs of comparisons in
the Financial A id subject area. Data warehousing is used to a higher extent for
operational (M=3.55, 5D=1.46) and tactical (M=3.25, SD = \.42) management decision
making than for strategic (M=2.89, 5D=1.47) and it is also used more for operational than
for tactical decision making.
6. In the Human Resources broad subject area, data warehousing is used to a
higher extent at the operational (Af=3.07, 5D=1.22) level and the tactical (M =2.94,
5D=1.19) than at the strategic (M=2.58, 5D=1.21) level. No difference was found
between the operational and tactical levels.
7. In the Student broad subject area, data warehousing is used to a higher extent
for operational (M =3.70, 5D=1.20) and tactical [M=3.52, 5D= 1.08) management decision
making than for strategic (M =3.11, SD= 1.30) decision making. No difference was found
between the operational and tactical levels.
8. Other subject areas are a miscellaneous grouping, so differences here may not
be relevant. However, significant differences were found between Operational (M=2.73,
5D=1.36) and Tactical (M=2.46, SD=1.28) uses and between Operational (M=2.73,
5D=1.36) and Strategic (M=2.45, 5D=1.32) uses.
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Table 38
Repeated M easures Analysis o f Extent o f Use
Area/Management
1. Academic

F

N

M

SD

A

df

104

2.86

1.20

0.80

2,104

12.67®

0.000

104
104

2.73
2.38

1.17
1.22

Operational

70

2.52

1.53

0.90

2,68

O.OO**

0.025

Tactical
Strategic
3. Enrollment

70
70

2.33
2.13

1.36
1.29
0.87

2,107

7.77“=

0.001

Operational
Tactical
Strategic
2. Alumni/Development

P

Operational

109

3.70

1.08

Tactical
Strategic
4. Finance
Operational
Tactical
Strategic
5. Financial Aid

109
109

3.54
3.19

1.09
1.25

92
92
92

3.46
3.36
3.11

1.34
1.25
1.33

0.94

2,90

2.83

0.065

Operational

75

3.55

1.46

0.84

2,73

6.85“'

0.002

75
57

3.25
2.89

1.42
1.47

82

3.07

1.22

0.78

2,80

11.21®

0.000

82
82

2.94
2.58

1.19
1.21

107

3.70

1.20

0.83

2,105

11.06'

0.000

107
Tactical
Strategic
107
8. Other (Facilities, Directory, etc.)

3.52
3.11

1.08
1.30
0.91

2,64

3.16^

0.049

Tactical
Strategic
6. Human Resources
Operational
Tactical
Strategic
7. Student
Operational

Operational

66

2.73

1.36

Tactical
Strategic

66
66

2.46
2.45

1.28
1.32

^Operational > Strategic; Tactical > Strategic. Operational > Tactical; Operational >
Strategic; Tactical > Strategic. “^Operational > Strategic; Tactical > Strategic.
“^Operational > Tactical; Operational > Strategic; Tactical > Strategic. ^Operational >
Strategic; Tactical > Strategic. ^Operational > Strategic; Tactical > Strategic.
^Operational > Tactical; Operational > Strategic.
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Research Question 2: Data Warehousing and Decision Support
Answers to Research Question 2, “ How is data warehousing used to support
decision making in higher education?” are found in responses to survey questions 4, 5, 6,
10, 12, 23, and 43 (see Appendix E for the text o f these questions). These questions
specifically ask respondents, in various ways, to relate their use o f data warehousing to
the assistance this gives them in making decisions. They are asked to rate the importance
o f their data warehouse to decision-making processes, to describe decision-making
situations enhanced by data warehousing, and to com ment on their use o f data
warehousing for balanced scorecards and digital dashboards as decision-making aids.
They are asked questions about the amount of querying and interactive analysis they do
with the data warehouse, some questions that include statements about the way data
warehousing improves decision making, and, finally, some questions about the
integration of information from different sources and across different subject areas.

Importance o f Data W arehousing to Decision Making
Respondents were asked to rate the importance (see Table 39) of their institution's
data warehouse to decision-making processes within their institution, using a scale o f 0 to
6 where 0 means “Not necessary” and 6 means “Critically important.” Excluding those
who reported “No opinion,” there were 227 responses to this question, with a mean of
4.19 and a standard deviation o f 1.39. This suggests that the respondents consider data
warehousing to be important overall. A rating o f important through to critically
important was given by two thirds of respondents, while no respondents said it was
unnecessary and only 2.64% said data warehousing was not important for decision
making.
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Table 39
Im portance o f D ata W arehousing to D ecision Making
Assessment of Importance

N

%

0 = Not necessary

0

0.00

1 = Not important

6

2.64

2 = Slightly important

22

9.69

3 = Moderately important

47

20.70

4 = Important

54

23.79

5 = Very important

45

19.82

6 = Critically important

53

23.36

227

100.00

Total respondents reporting (out of 290)
% responding

78.62

Important to Critically important

152

67.11

General Areas of Use o f Data Warehousing
I asked respondents to describe situations where their decision making has been
enhanced through using their institution’s data warehouse (see Table 40). To set the
context, I introduced the question by stating that “data warehousing aims to address the
needs o f data-driven decision making." This was not a mandatory question, hut o f the
290 respondents this question was presented to, 194 valid responses were entered.
Respondents were able to “vote" for one or more situations where their decision making
has been enhanced because o f their data warehouse, and many respondents “voted" for
multiple situations, resulting in a total of 379 “votes” being reported. Table 40
summarizes the responses to this question. I have itemized decision-making areas
recorded by 10 or more respondents, and grouped the rest under the heading “Other."
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Something that can be observed from this table is that there is a wide spread in
situations where decision making has been enhanced by data warehousing. A little less
than half (48.03%) of the situations reported were mentioned by fewer than 10
respondents. The decision-making situation that stood out as the one most enhanced by
data warehousing was Enrollment, which was mentioned by 20.10% of respondents.
Program review/development was the next most frequently mentioned (13.92%),
followed by Budgeting (11.34%) and Financial (10.82%). All other decision-making
situations were mentioned by less than 10% o f respondents.
At first reading, there may seem to be a discrepancy between the numbers of
respondents reporting in Table 40 (Decision-making Situations Enhanced by Data
W arehousing— see Question 4 in the survey instrument in Appendix E) and Table 24
(Mean Extent o f Use of Data W arehousing by Broad Subject Area— see Questions 15 to
22 in the survey instrument in Appendix E). For instance, in Table 24, 136 respondents
report using data warehousing to some extent in the broad subject area of Enrollment,
while in Table 40, the value of N for Enrollment is only 39.
In Table 24, the results are summarized from responses to questions where
respondents were asked to indicate the extent of their use of data warehousing for up to 5
detailed subject areas within the broad subject area (for example, recruiting, admissions,
enrollment, retention/student success, and other areas within the enrollment subject area).
M oreover, they were asked to respond separately for each o f the three management levels
(operational, tactical, and strategic). By contrast, the results in Table 40 were taken from
an analysis o f open-ended responses to a question that stressed the data-driven decision
making goals o f data warehousing, and specifically asked respondents to describe
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situations where their decision making has been enhanced because o f their data
warehouse. This is a much more narrow question, and it was to be expected that the
numbers would be lower than in the series o f questions summarized in Table 24.
Table 25 includes even low usage, while Table 40 asks only for situations where decision
making has been enhanced.

Table 40
Decision-making Situations Enhanced by Data Warehousing
Decision-making Situation

%*’

%*=

Enrollment

39

10.29

20.10

Program review/development

27

7.12

13.92

Budgeting

22

5.81

11.34

Financial

21

5.54

10.82

General reporting

18

4.75

9.28

Class/classroom utilization/scheduling

16

4.22

8.25

Recruitment

14

3.69

7.22

Trend reporting and analysis

14

3.69

7.22

Admissions

13

3.43

6.70

Retention

13

3.43

6.70

Others (e.g., Facilities Planning, Hiring)

182

48.03

Total responses entered

379

100.00

Note. Only responses from institutions with functioning data warehouses are included in
this table.
^Number o f “votes” given, respondents able to give multiple “votes.”
“votes.”
of the 194 respondents reporting.

of the 379

Table 41 summarizes respondents’ descriptions of their use of data warehousing
for supporting Balanced Scorecards, Digital Dashboards, and KPIs (Key Performance
Indicators). These three terms are defined in the survey Glossary, which was available to
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the respondent at all times by clicking the Help link at the top right of each survey page.
See Appendix F for a copy of the glossary. Collectively, scorecards, dashboards, and
KPIs provide high level strategic information using colors and graphics for presenting
business intelligence and decision support information, allowing monitoring o f important
performance measures.
One hundred and eighty-seven respondents answered this question, and o f those,
64 respondents stated that they did not use data warehousing for any of those
management methodologies, and had no plans to do so. Their responses are excluded
from Table 41. All o f the remaining 123 respondents indicated that they were planning to
use or were already using data warehousing in at least one o f these ways, with 10 using it
or planning to use it in all three ways. It can be seen that a little over a half (53.93%) of
reported usages are for actually using data warehousing in one or more o f these ways.
The percentage actually using data warehousing rather than merely planning to use it for
one o f these executive information management systems was highest for KPIs (63.53%).
Only 10.11 % o f respondents reported that they are using or planning to use data
warehousing to support the Balanced Scorecard. The percentage of respondents in the
Planning to Use category was highest for the Balanced Scorecard (77.78%), suggesting
that the use o f the Balanced Scorecard in higher education can be seen as an emerging
approach to management decision making.
In another question, respondents were asked to indicate the degree to which they
used the data warehouse for a number o f typical tasks, with the option o f specifying and
naming other uses. The uses that were listed in the question are typical uses o f business
intelligence systems. Responses are summarized in Table 42.
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Table 41
Use o f Data Warehousing fo r Supporting Balanced Scorecards, Digital Dashboards, and
KPIs
Scorecard

Dashboard

Overall^

KPIs

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

14

77.78

37

49.33

31

36.47

82

46.07

Using For:

4

22.22

38

50.67

54

63.53

96

53.93

Overall: A/

18

100.00

75

100.00

85

100.00

178

100.00

Planning to Use For:

%

10.11

42.13

47.75

100.00

Note. Only responses from institutions with functioning data warehouses are included in
this table.
^The Overall usage column can include a given respondent more than once, since
institutions may use more than one of these management tools. Hence the total (178) is
greater than the number o f respondents who answered this question in the affirmative
(123).

The data warehouse is used for query and reporting purposes moderately or
extensively by 76.55% o f all respondents from institutions with functional data
warehouses. The mean responses for “Query and reporting” and “Download to
spreadsheets and databases” indicate a “M oderate” degree of use (mean scores 3.14 and
2.89 respectively) for these purposes. Both online analytical processing (OLAP) and data
mining are used only “A little” (mean scores 2.11 and 2.12 respectively).
A wide variety o f other uses was reported, including information availability and
integration with other systems (12 cases), verifying data quality (3 cases) and externally
mandated reporting (3 cases). It was also found to be helpful in presenting digital
dashboards, forecasting, and facilitating data comparisons.
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Since all respondents were required to chose a degree o f use (on a scale from
“Not at all” to “Extensive” ), all 226 respondents eligible to answer this question entered a
response.

Table 42
Uses o f Data Warehousing
Purpose of Data Warehousing

l\^

SD

Percent"^

Query & reporting

226

3.14

0.98

76.55

Download to spreadsheets and databases

226

2.89

1.02

70.35

Interactive analytical processing (OLAP)

226

2.11

1.02

31.86

Data mining

226

2.12

1.00

29.65

Other (e.g. data quality)

226

1.50

0.94

15.93

Note. Only responses from institutions with functioning data warehouses are included in
this table.
^The survey software required a response, on a scale of 1 to 4, to be entered for this
question, so N is always 226, respondents those from institutions eligible to respond.
*’Mean (degree of use) is on a scale of 1 to 4, where l=N ot at all, 2=A little, 3=M oderate,
and 4=Extensive "^Percentage o f respondents indicating moderate to extensive use.

I asked respondents to indicate their agreement or disagreement with statements
adapted from a document developed by Monash University (1996). The theme o f each of
the statements is summarized in Table 43 (you can see the full text o f the statements in
the survey instrument. Question 12, in Appendix E). Most of the statements describe
potential benefits from data warehousing, and mention decision making either
specifically or indirectly.
The data in Table 43 are sorted in descending order on Mean, with the themes
with the strongest agreement first in the table. The statement with the lowest degree of
agreement had to do with ease o f access to the information in the data warehouse, with
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just over half (52.97%) of those expressing an opinion agreeing that information was easy
to obtain. Statements about being able to make better decisions with the data warehouse
scored the highest level o f agreement (91.46%). Statements about the system being
important and improving communication also scored better than 80% agreement (89.52%
and 84.95% respectively).

Table 43
Agreem ent With Various Data Warehousing Statements

Theme of Statement

N

SD

% Dis
agreeing

%
Agreeing

g. Important

210

4.38

0.77

2.86

89.52

a. Better decisions

199

4.28

0.64

1.01

91.46

0.

206

4.15

0.74

2.91

84.95

b. Quicker decisions

199

4.08

0.84

4.52

77.89

f. Better control

197

3.82

0.81

5.58

68.02

e. Better planning

198

3.79

0.87

9.09

67.68

h. Closely involved

204

3.66

1.30

24.51

59.80

d. Easy to obtain

202

3.56

1.06

18.81

52.97

Better communication

Note. Only responses from institutions with functioning data warehouses are included in
this table.
^Mean (degree of agreement) is on a scale of 1 to 5, where l=Strong Disagree, through to
5=Strong Agree.

Degree of Integration
There are two schools of thought on integrating all the information available to an
enterprise. One is to build a single enterprise-wide data warehouse, designed top-down,
where data marts source their data from the data warehouse. This is the Bill In mon
ideology. The other approach uses a bottom-up design with multiple data marts built with
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conformed dimensions using a standardized “bus structure.” This is the Ralph Kimball
ideology, and here the data warehouse is the “conglomerate of all data marts within the
enterprise” (Data W arehousing and Business Intelligence site, n.d., p. 1).
W ith the Inmon approach, integration comes by virtue of the effort that goes into
the top-down, enterprise-wide design. W ith the Kimball approach, discipline is required
to ensure that the various departmental data marts that spring up conform to an agreed
“bus structure,” otherwise integration across subject areas will be difficult or impossible.
For decision making at the enterprise level, integration is essential.
I asked respondents to com ment on the degree of integration across different
subject areas that was available from their data warehouses. The results are categorized
in Table 44. The largest single category o f response was “No integration, independent
data marts” (26.24%). Since one of the reasons often given in support o f data
warehousing projects is the integration that this technology makes possible, it was a little
surprising that the non-integrated approach scored as high as this. Nevertheless, some
institutions did report using the Inmon approach (single integrated enterprise data
warehouse— 14.18%) and the Kimball approach (data marts with conformed
dimensions— 11.35%). But even when combined (25.53%), these two approaches
together were reported less frequently than “no integration” (26.24%).
In addition to asking for general comments about the degree o f integration across
subject areas, I also asked about integration in the technology environment section o f the
survey. I listed three alternate approaches to data warehouse integration (see Table 45)
and asked respondents to indicate the percentage o f their data warehouse effort using
each approach. It is interesting to note that, according to responses to this question, the
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Table 44
D egree o f D ata W arehouse Integration A cross Subject A reas
Degree of integration

N

%

No integration, independent data marts

37

26.24

Limited integration

36

25.53

Integration within data marts, but not between data marts

31

21.99

Single integrated enterprise data warehouse

20

14.18

Data marts with confirmed dimensions

16

11.35

1

0.71

141

100.00

Data is somewhat integrated, but access is restricted or inconsistent
Total respondents reporting (out of 290)
% responding
Integrated via conformed dimensions or enterprise data warehouse

48.62
36

25.53

integrated enterprise data warehouse is the approach most commonly taken (used to some
extent for 87.50% of data warehousing efforts), whereas the results in Table 44 show
that, in the opinion of respondents who answered that question, the most common degree
o f integration is no integration (26.24% of respondents). The explanation for this
apparent discrepancy could be partly due to the fact that the results in Table 45 came
from IT and data warehousing professionals who could be expected to have a better
understanding of the technology being used, whereas the results in Table 44 came from a
larger group including those technical staff as well as various administrators from
elsewhere in the college or university. The technology may be in place to achieve a high
degree o f integration, but for those using the data warehouse, all that matters is that
seamless integration be delivered, and in practice, this may not be happening.
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Table 45
P ercentage o f Use o f A pproaches to D ata W arehouse Integration
25%

50%

75%

100%

Totals

Mean %^

0

4

12

24

40

87.50

%

0.00

10.00

30.00

60.00

100.00

Architected datamarts
(conformed dimensions,
etc.)

ff

5

5

4

4

18

%

27.78

27.78

22.22

22.22

100.00

Standalone departmental
datamarts

A/"

9

5

2

1

17

%

52.94

29.41

11.77

5.88

100.00

1

0

1

1

3

33.33

0.00

33.33

33.34

100.00

Integration Approach
Integrated enterprise data
warehouse

Other (Single vendor)
%

59.72

42.65

66.67

^Number o f institutions (out o f 57) that responded, excluding those who reported 0% use.
^This is the weighted mean percentage used.

Research Question 3: Perceptions o f Data W arehousing
Answers to Research Question 3, “How is data warehousing perceived by
administrators and practitioners?” are found in responses to survey questions 7, 8, 9, 13,
and 14 (see Appendix E for the text o f these questions). These questions asked
respondents to give their personal opinions, perceptions, and perspectives on a range of
topics to do with data warehousing. Examples include assessments o f the success o f data
warehousing at the institution, comparisons between business and higher education
regarding use o f data warehousing, challenges, and benefits from data warehousing.

Assessment o f Data W arehousing Success
I asked respondents to rate the success of their institution’s data warehouse by
picking one scenario from a list o f five possible responses or to specify another response.
The results are summarized in Table 46. As the table shows, “M eeting expectations”
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(24.17%) is on a par with “Experiencing difficulties” (23.22%). Excluding those who
reported “Other,” expectations are being met or exceeded for 68.94% o f respondents.

Table 46
Assessm ent o f the Success o f Data Warehousing
Success Scenario

N

%»

%»

A potential failure

1

0.47

0.62

Experiencing difficulties

49

23.22

30.43

fvleeting expectations

51

24.17

31.68

Doing better than expected

42

19.91

26.09

An outstanding success

18

8.53

11.18

Other (e.g. not implemented yet, too early)

50

23.70

211

100.00

100.00

50

23.69

31.05

111

52.61

68.95

50

23.70

Total respondents reporting
Expectations not met
Expectations met or exceeded
Other

Note. Only responses from institutions with functioning data warehouses are included in
this table.
^Includes all valid responses. '’Excludes those who selected “Other.”

Higher Education and the Business World
It is sometimes argued that practices that may be successful in the business world
do not apply in higher education, because higher education is not a business. W hatever
the merits o f that argument may be in general, it is important to gain an understanding of
its possible application to the use of data warehousing and decision support in higher
education.
Respondents were asked to indicate their agreement or disagreement with the
statement, “Higher education is different from the business world with respect to the use
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o f data warehousing and decision support systems.” On a scale o f 1 to 5, where 1
indicates strong agreement with this statement, 3 is neutral, and 5 indicates strong
disagreement, the mean was 3.23, which suggests a fairly even split o f opinion (standard
deviation was 1.22), just slightly favoring disagreement. However, a comparison o f the
total percentage disagreeing (47.70%) with the total percentage agreeing with the
statement (35.56%) suggests that the preferred view is that higher education is not really
different from the business world when it comes to using data warehousing and decision
support systems.
Respondents who agreed with the statement about higher education being
different from the business world were asked to explain why they agreed that there were
differences. One hundred and forty-three respondents reported one or more reasons for
agreeing that higher education is different from the business world in this respect. A total
o f 173 “reason” responses were given (some respondents gave more than one reason),
and these have been categorized into the 14 reasons shown in Table 47. The reason with
the highest support reflected the non-commercial nature of the majority of higher
education institutions (21.39%).
Two reasons tied for second place with 16.18% of respondents mentioning each
o f them. These were differences in governance, decision-making supporting structures,
and committees, and the fact that “Higher Education is about people not product.” As a
statement o f contrast between higher education and business, this is more true o f some
segments o f the business world, such as primary producers and manufacturers, than of
other segments, such as consulting and law firms.
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While there were more respondents disagreeing than agreeing with the statement
(47.70% vs. 35.56%), data warehousing projects in higher education would benefit by
noting some o f the differences given here. Cycle times tend to be in lO-to-15-week terms
rather than 4-to-5-week months, and decision-making structures and processes are
different. These are differences that need to be acknowledged. It is not that data
warehousing cannot be used to support decision making in higher education, but that
implementers need to be aware that, at least in some areas, it needs to be used differently
from the way it is used in business.

Challenges and Benefits o f Data Warehousing
I presented a list of possible challenges that might be faced when implementing a
data warehouse, and asked respondents to rank these challenges in descending order of
importance by assigning points out o f 100, giving more points to more serious
challenges. The survey software did not require a response to this question, so if the
respondent had no information on which to base a response to this question, they could
leave it blank. The question received 223 responses. Because the survey was being
taken online, the software was able to provide a running total which helped respondents
ensure that exactly 100 points were distributed among the implementation challenges felt
to be the most important. The survey was also able to alert any respondent who
attempted to move to the next page of the survey after assigning a number of points other
than 100. The points allocated to the each o f the implementation challenges listed in the
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Table 47
Reasons fo r Differences Between H igher Education and the Business World
Reason for Difference

AT

%

Higher education is “Not for profit”

37

21.39

Decision making is different because of hierarchies,
committees, stakeholders, and culture

28

16.18

Higher education is about people not a product

28

16.18

There is less emphasis on fact-based decision making

15

8.67

Cycle time is longer

12

6.94

Sources and types of data are different

12

6.94

KPIs are different, less clear

9

5.20

Higher Education lags behind business

8

4.62

Outcomes not measurable or difficult to measure

8

4.62

Funding types and amounts are different

7

4.05

Service product, difficult to measure

6

3.47

Distrust of data

1

0.58

Higher Education adapts more quickly

1

0.58

Information sharing culture

1

0.58

173

100.00

Total reasons given

^Respondents who gave this reason.

survey were averaged across the 223 responses, and these averages are shown in
Table 48. As with many of the questions in this survey, respondents were asked to give
opinions based on their personal experience, so it should be no surprise that there is a
wide variation in the results. This is reflected in this question in the rather large standard
deviations.
It is amazing how tolerant o f data inconsistencies transaction processing systems
seem to be. M any problems o f this sort, such as duplicate master records and missing
values, become important only when data sourced from multiple systems are integrated
for decision support purposes. “ Issues with data quality” was identified as the number
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one implementation challenge by the respondents who answered this question, gaining
20% o f the points being allocated. The second highest challenge (15.56%) was
“Resourcing,” suggesting that the value of information-driven decision making is not
fully recognized as yet by administrators in higher education. The third highest challenge
( 11.32%), “Technical challenges,” supports the view that executives are not yet
convinced o f the value of resourcing data warehousing. “Gaining executive buy-in” was
the fourth implementation challenge to score more than 10% of the points. Only 1.65%
o f the points were allocated to “Other,” which included challenges such as “competing
with your own IT organization” and “getting users to see themselves as partners and
partial owners.”

Table 48
Data Warehousing Implementation Challenges (N=224)
/W*

SD

Issues with data quality

20.16

14.75

Resourcing

15.56

14.00

Technical challenges

11.32

10.84

Gaining executive buy-in

10.53

14.39

Metadata issues

9.48

8.94

Political issues

8.92

9.40

User training

8.63

7.96

Managing change

7.10

8.73

Managing expectations

6.65

7.38

Other (IT support, ownership issues)

1.65

8.89

Implementation Challenge

100.00

^Mean allocations out of 100 points.
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I presented respondents with a list of potential benefits from implementing a data
warehouse and asked them to rank these benefits in descending order o f importance by
assigning points out o f 100, giving more points where greater benefit was achieved. The
points allocated to each o f the potential benefits listed in the survey were averaged across
the 220 responses, and these averages are shown in Table 49.
“Improved accessibility/availability o f information” and “Improved support for
fact-based decision making” earned 38.07% of the points between them, coming in first
and second in the ranking. “Issues with data quality” was seen as the greatest challenge
for implementing a data warehouse (see Table 48), so it is interesting to see that
“Improved data quality” rates highly (third) in the list o f benefits that can be achieved
with data warehousing. There were only 12 (0.87%) respondents who entered other
benefits not included in the list, and some of those merely expressed the same ideas in
different wording. Some o f the other benefits recorded by respondents include “better
coordination among people in different parts o f the organization,” “reduction in perceived
risk,” and “reduction in staff.”

Extent of Use o f Data W arehousing by Subject Area and
Assessment o f Success
The mean extent o f use that was reported for each of the broad subject areas
shows a relationship to the degree of success that is assessed by respondents. Table 50
shows extent of use means for the broad subject areas cross tabulated with assessment of
success of the data warehouse. The success o f the data warehouse was reported to be a
Potential Failure by no more than one respondent in each of the broad subject areas, and
except for Alumni/Development, the lowest extent of use was reported by this person.
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T able 49
D ata W arehousing Benefits
W*

Af(>0)"

Improved accessibility of information

220

261

22.84

14.41

Fact-based decision making

220

248

15.23

11.69

Improved data quality

220

238

14.99

12.61

Improved timeliness of information

220

241

14.95

10.44

More pertinent management information

220

226

13.99

12.03

Support for change and improvement

220

223

10.25

8.91

Higher productivity

220

171

6.89

8.19

Other (better coordination, risk reduction)

220

12

0.87

7.18

Benefit

Top two benefits

SD

38.07

*220 respondents answered this question. Where no points were assigned to a particular
benefit, this is treated as a zero rather than a missing value. ^This is the number of
respondents who assigned 1 or more points to a benefit. *^Mean allocations out o f 100
points.

Conversely, the average response of respondents who regard their institution’s
data warehouse as an Outstanding Success corresponds with the highest extent o f use.
The relationship would be continuously increasing (when moving from failure to success)
if it were not for those who reported Experiencing Difficulties. This group of
respondents reported a higher extent o f use than a linear relationship would predict,
possibly reflecting the newness o f most data warehouses (see Table 55), since
experiencing difficulties would be consistent with “teething problems’’ associated with
new implementations.
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Table 50

O

Extent o f Use o f Data Warehousing by Subject Area and Assessm ent o f Success
8
Assessment of Success
(O '

Broad
Subject Area

A potential failure

Experiencing
difficulties

Meeting expectations

Doing better than
expected

An outstanding
success

Overall®

N

M

SD

N

M

SD

N

M

SD

N

M

SO

N

M

SO

N

M

SO

Academic

1

1.00

0.00

30

2.45

1.48

28

2.38

1.43

32

2.44

1.56

12

3.10

1.50

103

2.49

1.51

CD

Alumni/Development

1

2.50

1.38

24

1.93

1.31

22

2.12

1.49

20

2.28

1.37

5

3.03

1.64

72

2.18

1.43

CD

Enrollment

1

3.08

1.38

32

3.14

1.32

29

3.48

1.38

31

3.62

1.43

11

3.90

1.39

104

3.46

1.40

Finance

0

0.00

0.00

28

3.25

1.50

26

3.02

1.49

27

3.31

1.39

13

3.75

1.33

94

3.28

1.46

Financial Aid

1

2.33

0.58

21

2.61

1.47

22

3.30

1.53

22

3.32

1.47

8

4.07

1.30

74

3.17

1.53

Human Resources

0

0.00

0.00

19

2.58

1.46

24

2.55

1.38

25

2.79

1.46

13

3.45

1.37

81

2.77

1.46

Student

1

2.83

0.75

34

3.09

1.38

28

3.44

1.20

29

3.47

1.52

10

4.13

1.12

102

3.41

1.38

Ottier

1

1.00

0.00

21

2.31

1.36

18

2.31

1.43

17

2.48

1.46

8

3.19

1.62

65

2.42

1.45

Overall

1

2.09

1.28

39

2.81

1.47

40

2.90

1.48

37

3.07

1.54

14

3.64

1.42
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3.00

1.51
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Note. Only responses from institutions with functioning data warehouses are included in this table. Data values represent the mean on
a scale o f 1 to 5 w here l=Little Use and 5=Extensive Use.
“These values exclude respondents who reported No Opinion or Other regarding Assessment o f Success, so they willdiffer from
values shown in Table 24 and Tables 25 to 32.
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Research Question 4: Configurations of Resources and Technologies
Benchmarking matters raised in Research Question 4, “W hat configurations of
resources and technologies are used to deliver decision support through data
warehousing?” are addressed in survey questions 24 through 54 (see Appendix E for the
text o f these questions). These questions were presented only to Information Technology
and Data W arehousing staff (see Table 51 for the way respondents were classified into
groups). O f the 290 respondents whose responses to the data warehouse-use questions
were included, only 80 were designated as IT staff (23) or data warehousing staff (57).
Sixty-six of these completed the technology questions, representing 57 institutions (see
Table 10). Their responses make up the data set for Research Question 4.

Table 51
Respondent Groups
Respondent Group

N

%

162

55.86

Institutional Research Directors

48

16.55

IT Staff

23

7.93

Data Warehousing Staff

57

19.66

Total Respondents

290

100.00

Total Non-IT

210

72.41

80

27.59

Senior Administrators

Total IT & DW

In questions that relate to facts about the institution rather than personal opinion,
only one answer per institution has been used. In the majority o f institution-based
questions, where there is more than one respondent from the same institution, only one of
the respondents answered the question. In other cases, I chose the answers o f one of the
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respondents based on their job title. For instance, I chose the answers given by the data
warehouse project manager over those o f a programmer/analyst.

Characteristics o f the Project
Sponsorship
I was interested to know where executive sponsorship for data warehousing was
coming from within the institution. While this is not a technology question in a direct
sense, having the right kind o f executive sponsorship is a key factor in the success o f data
warehousing projects. Table 52 summarizes the titles or positions o f the executive
sponsors in the 46 institutions that responded to this question. In three quarters o f the
cases reported (76.09%), the executive sponsor was at presidential or vice-presidential
level within the executive administrative structure. However, if the CIO/VP Technology
is excluded, the level o f executive sponsorship by senior executives drops to less than
50%. The C hief Information O fficer (CIO) or the Vice President for Technology was
the executive sponsor in more than a quarter o f cases (28.26%). Sponsors coming from
IT were reported in 43.48% of the responses.
In less than half of the cases (45.24%), there was direct and extensive
involvement by the executive sponsor, who also provided strong funding support (see
Table 53). While some encouragement can be taken from this, it still leaves a little more
than half the institutions with moderate or less involvement by the executive sponsor in
the data warehousing project.
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Table 52
Executive Sponsors f o r D ata W arehouse P roject
N

%

Chief Information Officer / VP Technology

13

28.26

Vice President / Provost / Vice Chancellor

9

19.57

Chief Financial Officer / VP Finance

8

17.40

Director, IT

5

10.87

Director Institutional Research

3

6.52

President / Chancellor

3

6.52

Associate Vice President

2

4.35

System Administrator

1

2.17

Programmer Analyst

1

2.17

Senior Planner

1

2.17

46

100.00

Sponsor

Total institutions responding (out of 57)
% institutions responding

80.70

Executive (President, Vice President)

35

76.09

Non-IT Executive

22

47.83

IT Professional

20

43.48

Table 53
Level o f Involvement o f Executive Sponsors in Data Warehouse Project
N

%

Extensive, strong funding support, direct involvement

19

45.24

Moderate, periodic reviews, funding

13

30.95

Limited, hands off

9

21.43

None

1

2.38

42

100.00

Involvement Level

Total institutions responding (out of 57)
% institutions responding

73.68
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Project Dates
In the sample o f 45 institutions that responded to the question about the start date
for the data warehouse project, over 80% o f projects started or will start after the mid1990s (see Table 54). More than half (60.00%) of current data warehousing projects
were started in the last 5 years. The figures for actual or planned “Go Live” date (see
Table 55) are similar, with the largest single difference being a higher percentage of
institutions in the 2006-2010 date range. For Date of Go Live, the figure is 19.05%,
whereas for Date of Project Commencement, the figure is 13.34%.

Table 54
Data Warehousing Project— Date o f Commencement
(Actual or Planned)
Project Commencement Date

N

%

1981 - 1985

1

2.22

198 6 -1 99 0

1

2.22

1991 - 1995

6

13.33

199 6 -2 00 0

10

22.22

2001 - 2005

21

46.67

2 00 6 -2 0 1 0

6

13.34

45

100.00

Total institutions responding (out of 57)
% institutions responding

78.95

Since 1996

37

82.22

Since 2001

27

60.00
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Table 55
Data Warehousing Project— Date o f Go Live
(Actual or Planned)
Project Go Live Date

N

%

1 986-1990

1

2.38

1991 - 1995

6

14.28

1996 - 2000

7

16.67

2001 - 2005

20

47.62

2 00 6 -2 0 1 0

8

19.05

42

100.00

Total institutions responding (out of 57)

73.68

% institutions responding
Since 1996

35

83.33

Since 2001

28

66.67

Key Project Objectives
I asked respondents to describe some o f their key objectives for the data
warehouse project. Forty-nine respondents participated in this question, some giving
multiple objectives. I categorized all the responses, of which there were a total o f 117,
and these are presented in Table 56. The top five responses accounted for 80% o f the
total, and it is no surprise that the top key objectives include data integration, decision
support, user reporting, data quality, and accessibility.

Characterizing the Technology Environment
The survey included a number of questions that college and university data
warehouse users and technical staff have been asking in meetings and email listserv
discussions affiliated with the EDUCAUSE Decision Support/Data W arehousing
Constituent Group and with the Data W arehousing Forum that was started at
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Table 56
D ata W arehouse P roject—K ey O bjectives
Objective

N

%

Data integration

22

18.80

Provide decision support information

20

17.09

Better user query/reporting

18

15.38

Data quality/integrity

18

15.38

Improve data accessibility

16

13.68

Timeliness of information

6

5.13

Ability to respond to particular business questions

4

3.42

Allow historical data analysis

3

2.56

Reduce costs

3

2.56

ERR functionality

2

1.71

Move query/reporting off the transaction system

2

1.71

Standardize data definition and management

1

0.86

Benchmarking

1

0.86

Retain legacy reporting

1

0.86

117

100.00

Top five responses

94

80.34

Total respondents responding (out of 66)

48

72.73

Total responses entered

Northwestern University in Chicago, Illinois. Some o f these questions serve to
characterize the technology environment in which data warehousing is being carried out.
Only one response per institution is included in this analysis, and where more than one
respondent from the same institution has answered a question, and the answers differ, I
have taken the answers given by the person most closely associated with the technical
aspects of the project, based on respondent position titles.
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Adm inistrative Software Packages in Use
Table 57 summarizes the numbers o f institutions using various administrative
software packages. In the responses I received, packages from PeopleSoft and
Sungard/SCT were being used the most (both with 22.97%). In-house development was
the third highest (17.57%) source o f administrative software.

Table 57
Administrative Software Packages in Use
Administrative Software Package

N

%

PeopleSoft

17

22.97

SunGard / SCT Banner

17

22.97

In-house package

13

17.57

SIS Plus

5

6.76

Datatel

3

4.05

Jenzabar

1

1.35

Outsourced

0

0.00

Other (SAP, SunGard BSR & Bi-Tech)

18

24.33

Total responses entered

74

100.00

Total institutions responding (out of 57)

52

91.23

Database M anagem ent System s in Use
I asked questions about the database management systems used for storing source
data as well as that used for the data warehouse itself (see Tables 58 and 59). In both
cases, Oracle (41.89% and 47.46%) and SQL Server (22.97% and 30.51%) took the top
two positions, accounting for more than 60% of institutions reporting in the case of
source data and more than 75% in the case of data warehousing.
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Table 58
D atabase M anagem ent System s U sed f o r Source Data
Database Management System

N

%

Oracle

31

41.89

SQL Server

17

22.97

DB2

7

9.46

Informix

4

5.41

Sybase

1

1.35

Other (Adabas, Ingres, Access, FoxPro)

14

18.92

Total responses entered

74

100.00

Total institutions responding (out of 57)

51

89.47

Table 59
Database M anagement Systems Used fo r Data Warehouse Data
Database Management System

N

%

Oracle

28

47.46

SQL Server

18

30.51

DB2

3

5.09

Sybase

1

1.69

Informix

0

0.00

Other (Access, Adabas, fVlySOL, Ingres)

9

15.25

Total responses entered

59

100.00

Total institutions responding (out of 57)

49

85.96

Hardware Platforms and Operating Systems
I also asked questions about the hardware and software platforms that are used for
running the data warehouse (see Tables 60 and 61). Dell and Sun servers are each used
by more than 20% of the institutions reporting (Dell servers alone are used by nearly one
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third— 32.79%), and HP/Compaq servers are used by almost 20% of institutions,
accounting for more than 75% of institutions between them. Since the Dell and
HP/Compaq servers are based on Intel architecture, they will typically be running
W indows or a version of Linux as their operating system. Fifty percent o f institutions run
their data warehouse on some flavor of UNIX/Linux (combining the 38.33% and
11.67%). The largest single operating system number reported is 40.00% for W indows.

Table 60
Hardware Platform Data Warehouse Runs On
N

%

Dell

20

32.79

Sun

15

24.59

HP/Compaq

12

19.67

IBM

10

16.39

Fujitsu

0

0.00

Other (migrating from one platform to another)

4

6.56

Total responses entered

61

100.00

Total institutions responding (out of 57)

46

80.70

Hardware Platform

M odeling and Adm inistrative Tools
Thirty-nine institutions reported using tools for modeling the structure of their
data warehouses (see Table 62). Visio is the most popular, used by 30.19% of
institutions, whereas ERW in (16.98 %) is the next most commonly used modeling
package.
As Table 63 shows, tools for handling metadata are not used to any great extent in
higher education. Nearly half (44.45) of the 27 institutions that do use tools for this
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Table 61
O perating System s the Data W arehouse Runs Under
Operating System

N

%

Windows

24

40.00

UNIX

23

38.33

Linux

7

11.67

Other (OpenVMS, OS/390)

6

10

Total institutions responses

60

100.00

Total institutions responding (out of 57)

47

82.46

purpose use ones developed in-house. Tools from Cognos and Informatica are each used
by 11% of institutions.
One o f the technology benchmarking questions that data warehousing
professionals are interested in is the kinds o f schema designs that are in use (see
Table 64). It might be expected that the Star schema would be the logical choice for
storing data for multi-dimensional analysis. However, the Denormalized E/R design is
used the most (29.17% at the 76-100% level), followed by the Star Schema (22.73%).
The process o f taking data from transactional databases and other sources,
integrating and aggregating it, and loading it into the data warehouse is referred to as
Extract, Transform, and Load (ETE) (see Table 65). More institutions use in-house
developed ETE solutions (39.13%) than any commercial ETE tool. Commercially
available tools in use include Informatica (15.22%) and M icrosoft’s tool built into its
SQL Server database (13.04%).
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Table 62
D ata M odeling Tools in Use
Data Modeling Tool

N

%

16

30.19

ERWin

9

16.98

Oracle Designer

5

9.43

DBArtisan

3

5.66

PowerDesigner

2

3.77

ER/Studio

1

1.89

SmartDraw

0

0.00

Visible Advantage

0

0.00

Other (tools from Oracle, Cognos, Hummingbird, etc.)

17

32.08

Total responses entered

53

100.00

Total institutions responding (out of 57)

39

68.42

Visio

Table 63
Sources o f M etadata Handling Tools in Use
Source of Metadata Tool

N

%

12

44.45

Cognos

3

11.11

Informatica

3

11.11

Oracle

2

7.41

SQL Server

2

7.41

WebFocus

2

7.41

Bl/Query

1

3.70

PeopleSoft

1

3.70

SunGard SCT

1

3.70

27

100.00

In-House

Total institutions responding (out of 57)
% institutions responding

47.37
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Table 64
P ercentage o f Use o f D ata W arehouse Schema D esigns
Schema Design
Normalized E/R

Denormalized E/R
o/o"
Star Schema

Snowflake Schema

Flat extract files

Other (Migrating from 3rd
Normal to Star Schema)

1-25%

26-50%

51-75%

76-100%

Totals

10

3

3

4

20

50.00

15.00

15.00

20.00

100.00

2

8

7

7

24

8.33

33.33

29.17

29.17

100.00

7

6

4

5

22

31.82

27.27

18.18

22.73

100.00

7

3

0

0

10

70.00

30.00

0.00

0.00

100.00

8

1

0

3

12

66.67

8.33

0.00

25.00

100.00

1

0

0

3

4

25.00

0.00

0.00

75.00

100.00

^Number of institutions who report using each design methodology to some degree
(excluding those who reported not using it at all). ^Mean percentage o f use reported for
each design methodology.

In addition to having tools for loading the data into the data warehouse, another
tool is needed for automating the scheduling o f when the various data loads should be
run. Certain student loads may need to be done on a daily basis leading up to and
following registration, while other loads may happen at different intervals, such as
weekly for human resources, monthly for finance, once or twice a term for student
records, etc. As with the ETL tools themselves, scheduling solutions are more frequently
developed in-house (20.69%). See Table 66 for these results. Table 67 depicts the
frequencies with which data warehouse refreshes are done. Most institutions (33 of the
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Table 65
Extract, Transform, and Load (ETL) Solutions Implemented
ETL Tool

N

%

18

39.13

Informatica

7

15.22

SQL Server ETL

6

13.04

Cognos DecisionStream

5

10.87

Oracle Warehouse Builder

4

8.70

Ascential Datastage

3

6.52

Connectics

0

0.00

Other (Embarcadero DT Studio, WebFocus ETL)

3

6.52

46

100.00

In-house code

Total institutions responding (out of 57)
% institutions responding

80.70

36 reporting) do a daily refresh, usually overnight. Some do other refreshes at longer
intervals, and at two institutions, there is no daily refresh, only a weekly or a monthly.
One institution refreshes the data warehouse twice a day.

End-User Tools and Technologies
Tables 68, 69, and 70 present results about end-user tools used for query and
reporting and multidimensional analysis and reasons for selecting those tools. The top
two tools used for both query/reporting and multidimensional analysis are Microsoft
Excel (21.68% and 20.26%), Business Objects/Crystal Reports (12.58% and 11.39%).
Tools provided as part o f the Enterprise Resource Planning (ERF) software (11.19% and
8.86%), Cognos tools (8.39% and 8.86%), and Hyperion/Brio (8.39% and 11.39%) were
the next most frequently used, person or persons (16.07%) or a special committee
(12.50%) to supervise dealing with data quality issues.
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Table 66
Extract, Transform, and Load (ETL) Scheduling Solutions
Implemented
Scheduling Solution

N

%

In-house

6

20.69

Informatica

4

13.79

SQL Server

4

13.79

Ascential Director

3

10.34

Oracle

3

10.34

OpenVMS

2

6.90

Appworx

1

3.45

Banner ODS/EDW

1

3.45

DecisionStream ETL

1

3.45

□ IS Packages

1

3.45

Hyperion

1

3.45

Maestro

1

3.45

Unicenter TNG

1

3.45

29

100.00

Total institutions responding (out of 57)
% institutions responding

50.88

Table 67
Extract, Transform, and Load (ETL) Scheduling Erequencies
Frequencies
Used

Highest
Frequency

1

1

33

33

Weekly

6

1

Monthly

3

1

Once a term

4

0

Annually

2

0

Scheduling Frequencies
Twice daily
Daily

Total institutions responding (out of 57)
% institutions responding

36
63.16
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Table 68
Query and Reporting Tools U sed by Respondents
Query and Reporting Tools

N

%

Microsoft Excel

31

21.68

Business Objects/Crystal Reports

18

12.58

ERR (S C I Banner, PeopleSoft, etc.)

16

11.19

Cognos

12

8.39

Hyperion/Brio

12

8.39

SAS

9

6.29

Oracle Discoverer

7

4.90

Focus

5

3.50

Microsoft Reporting Services

5

3.50

Oracle Reports

4

2.80

24

16.78

143

100.00

54

81.82

Other (Access, Hummingbird, SPSS, in-house)
Total responses entered
Total respondents reporting (out of 66)

Reasons for choosing particular reporting or analytical tools are presented in
Table 70. Although reasons other than ones I listed in the question scored the highest
mean rating (57.00), “Other” was selected by only 15 respondents, which is fewer than
for any o f the reasons listed in the question. The three reasons that singly stood out the
most were “Intuitive, user friendly interface” (rating 30.72), “Compatible with DBMS
and/or administrative software” (29.72), and “Good data analysis and visualization
capabilities” (21.78).
Table 71 lists a variety of mechanisms that can be used for delivering decision
support information. The essence o f OLAP— Online Analytical Processing— is the
ability to perform interactive analysis on the data. So called slice-and-dice and drill
down operations take advantage of the multidimensional capabilities o f data warehousing
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Table 69
OLAP o r M ultidim ensional A nalytical Tools in Use
OLAP Tools

N

%

16

20.26

Business Objects/Crystal Reports

9

11.39

Hyperion/Brio

9

11.39

Cognos

7

8.86

ERR (SOT Banner, Peoplesoft, etc.)

7

8.86

Oracle Discoverer

5

6.33

SAS

5

6.33

Microsoft Reporting Services

4

5.06

Oracle Reports

4

5.06

Focus

3

3.80

Other (WebFocus , SPSS, Access)

10

12.66

Total responses entered

79

100.00

Total respondents reporting (out of 66)

42

63.64

Microsoft Excel

Table 70
Points Assigned fo r Selecting Reporting and Analytical Tools
Reason For Selecting

SD

Intuitive, user friendly interface

43

30.72

18.74

Compatible with DBMS and/or administrative software

39

29.72

23.41

Good data analysis and visualization capabilities

36

21.78

10.14

Handles large volumes of data

28

18.86

8.64

Meets single-vendor goal

17

17.29

14.64

Has built-in tool for extraction from multiple data sources

23

14.09

5.94

Able to run on multiple platforms

24

13.96

7.54

Other

15

57.00

35.65

“Number of respondents out o f a possible 66.

Mean rating out 100 points.
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technology. M oderate to extensive use of interactive slice-and-dice and drill-down
technologies was reported by 36.67% o f respondents. However, the “bread and butter”
mechanisms for delivering decision support information are Static or “Canned” reports
and Dynamic reports with run-time parameters, each being reported by 73.33% of
respondents (note that respondents were able to select more than one information delivery
mechanism). Although data warehousing offers help for making decisions at the strategic
level in ways not previously available, it also offers a lot of value at the operational and
tactical levels. This is reflected in the high levels o f use of standard reports, both static
and with run-time parameters.

Other Technology Issues
Data warehousing is seen as a predominantly enterprise-level initiative, as
indicated by the results in Table 72. M aintenance and support is centralized in 80% of
institutions, with those remaining using a combination o f centralized and decentralized.
Eighty percent o f respondents described some o f the data quality issues that have
to be dealt with as part o f their data warehousing efforts (see Table 73). Nearly one third
o f those responding to this question report that their institution identifies data quality
problems using special audit reports and validation scripts. In some cases (12.50%), error
detection is a standard part of ETL (Extract, Transform, and Load) processing when data
in the data warehouse are loaded or refreshed. Business rules are sometimes (14.29%)
enabled in the Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) software. Some institutions have
acknowledged the importance o f the data stewardship role, and have appointed a
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Table 71
Use o f Various Information D elivery M echanism s
Information Delivery Mechanisms

AT

Static or “Canned” reports

60

2.95

1.05

73.33

Dynamic reports with run-time parameters

60

2.93

1.07

73.33

Ad-hoc user-defined queries

60

2.78

1.08

60.00

Interactive slice-and-dice and drill-down

60

2.17

1.04

36.67

Executive dashboards

60

1.50

0.79

8.33

Distributed via paper

60

1.58

0.83

15.00

Distributed via email

60

2.07

0.99

35.00

Distributed via web/portai/lntranet

60

2.62

1.22

56.67

Microsoft Reporting Services

60

1.20

0.66

6.67

SOT e-Print

60

1.17

0.67

5.00

Other

60

1.07

0.31

1.67

SD

®The survey software required a response from all who were presented with this question,
on a scale o f 1 to 4, to be entered for this question, so N is always 60 out o f a possible 66.
^Mean (degree of use) is on a scale of 1 to 4, where l=N ot at all, 2=A little, 3=M oderate,
and 4=Extensive. “^Percentage of respondents indicating moderate to extensive use.

Table 72
Centralized or Decentralized M aintenance and Support
N

%

40

80.00

Decentralized

0

0.00

Combination

10

20.00

Total institutions responding (out of 57)

50

100.00

Maintenance/Support
Centralized

% institutions responding

87.72
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Table 73
How Quality Issues Are Addressed
Quality Assurance Approach

N

%

18

32.14

Verified by data steward/department head

9

16.07

Enforced by ERP/business rules

8

14.29

Part of ETL processing

7

12.50

A committee supervises data stewardship/integrity

7

12.50

Discovered by knowledge workers

6

10.71

Created a data cleanup group

1

1.79

Total responses entered

56

100.00

Total respondents responding (out of 66)

51

77.27

Corrected in source system

15

75.00

5

25.00

Special validation scripts/audit reports

Corrected in source system where possible

Access to the data warehouse is typically controlled by login authentication (see
Table 74). In 38.71% o f cases, this login is integrated with the administrative software
package. In a further 35.48% of cases, the login is managed separately in the business
intelligence tools themselves. These two approaches account for more than three quarters
o f the responses given. Only one respondent reported that access to the data warehouse
was not controlled by login.

Summary o f M ajor Findings
Extent o f Use Across M anagement Levels by Subject Area
This study reveals patterns in the extent o f use across management levels, and
identifies subject areas where the greatest and the least use o f data warehousing is being
made. Even where the use is greatest, it is still quite modest. Recognizing the
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Table 74
Security— Controlling A ccess to the D ata W arehouse
N

%

Single login integrated with administrative software package

24

38.71

Separate login managed in the Business Intelligence tools

22

35.48

Data warehouse RBMS

6

9.68

Combination of ERP and Bl tool

5

8.07

Network login (Windows Active Directory, LDAP, etc.)

4

6.45

Access not controlled by login

1

1.61

62

100.00

Security— Access Control

Total respondents reporting (out of 66)
% respondents reporting

93.94

importance of well-informed, evidence-based decision making, this suggests potential
opportunities for obtaining greater value from an institution’s information resources.
1. In most subject areas, data warehousing is used to the greatest extent at the
operational level, followed by the tactical then the strategic levels (Tables 25 to 32).
2. The Enrollment, Finance, and Student broad subject areas make the greatest use
o f data warehousing (Tables 24 and 37).
3. It is used the least for Academic, Financial Aid, and Human Resources (Tables
24 and 37).
4. On a scale o f 1 to 5, where 1 is least use and 5 is most use, data warehousing
was used the most for operational and tactical use in Enrollment (3.77 and 3.68), for
operational use in Student Records/Information (3.74), and for strategic use in Finance
Budgeting (3.59) (Table 37).
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Data W arehousing and Decision Making
Although the use of data warehousing is still quite modest in higher education, the
predominant view of those who took the survey is that it is important to decision making.
1. O f the 227 respondents, 66.96% believe that data warehousing is important,
very important, or critically important to decision making (Table 39).
2. No respondents said data warehousing was not necessary and only 2.64% of
respondents said not important for decision making (Table 39).
3. When asked about situations where data warehousing specifically enhances
decision making, enrollment was mentioned much more often than anything else (Table
40).
4. Data warehousing support for executive information systems is greatest for
KPIs and least for Balanced Scorecards, although the ratio of planned use to current use
is much higher for Balanced Scorecard, suggesting emerging interest in that management
information approach (Table 41).
5. The greatest personal uses of data warehousing are for query and reporting and
spreadsheet analysis, while the least use is interactive analysis using multidimensional
tools and data mining (Table 42).
6. In a list o f statements describing possible benefits arising from the use o f data
warehousing, better and quicker decision making rated highly, as did better
communication and acknowledgment o f the importance of data warehousing (Table 45).
7. Integration across subject areas is seen as poor, even though the majority of
institutions had implemented integrated enterprise data warehouses or architected data
marts with conformed dimensions (Tables 44 and 45).
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Perceptions o f Data Warehousing
Respondents were asked to give their personal opinions, perceptions, and
perspectives on a range o f topics to do with data warehousing.
1. Given a list o f options describing the success o f their data warehouses, 68.94%
o f respondents said that their data warehouse is meeting or exceeding expectations (Table
46).
2. Regarding higher education and business being different with regard to the use
of data warehousing for decision making, 35.56% agreed that they were different,
whereas 47.70% disagreed about any difference in this respect.
3. The reasons given most frequently for differences include:
a. Higher education is “Not for profit” .
b. Decision making is different because o f hierarchies, committees,
stakeholders, and culture.
c. Higher education is about people, not a product (Table 47).
4. Data quality issues topped the list o f data warehousing implementation
challenges, with resourcing as the next in the list (Table 48).
5. Improvements in data quality was listed as a benefit of data warehousing, but it
came after improved accessibility of information and fact-based decision making (Table
49).

Configurations o f Resources and Technologies
This section was presented only to the information technology and data
warehousing professionals, of whom 66 completed the questions.
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1. O ver 80% o f projects were started in the last 10 years, and a third o f current or
planned data warehouse projects have a “Go Live” date o f 2001 or later (Tables 54 and
55).
2. The top key data warehouse project objectives include data integration,
decision support, user reporting, data quality, and accessibility (Table 56).
3. Prominent sources o f hardware and software tools:
a. PeopleSoft, Sungard/SCT, and in-house development for administrative
software packages (Table 57)
b. Oracle and Microsoft for database management systems for both source
data and data warehouses (Tables 58 and 59)
c. Dell, Sun, HP/Compaq, and IBM for hardware platforms (Table 60)
d. W indows and UNIX/Linux for operating systems (Table 61)
e. Visio and ERWin for data modeling (Table 62)
f. In-house for handling metadata, data warehouse loading, and scheduling
(Tables 63, 65, and 66)
g. M icrosoft Excel, Business Objects/Crystal Reports, and the ERP for
query/reporting and multidimensional analysis (Tables 68 and 69).
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CHAPTER FIVE

SUM M ARY, DISCUSSION, CONCLUSIONS,
AND RECOM M ENDATIONS

Summary
In this final chapter, the purpose and research questions are restated. The research
methodology and literature are summarized and the major findings presented. These
findings are then discussed and explained. I will draw conclusions from the results, and
suggest implications for the application o f data warehousing in higher education and
possible directions for future research. A data warehouse is a “subjected oriented,
integrated, non-volatile, time variant collection of data in support of m anagem ent’s
decisions’’ (Inmon, 1993, p. 29). It is held in a separate database from the database used
for administrative transactional processing and is designed specifically for data analysis
and optimized query and reporting to inform decision making.

Purpose o f the Study
Information systems are now capable o f providing immense amounts of
information to all levels of decision makers in an organization. Data warehousing has
come to be accepted as an important technology not only in making the flood of
information concise, timely, and actionable but also in delivering it in ways that range
from standard structured reports to unstructured, interactive queries and analyses. The
level of acceptance and the rate o f adoption have been higher in the business world than
167
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in higher education, but there are signs that this is changing. While there are many
books about data warehousing, and many journal and magazine articles and case studies
are devoted to this topic, there is still very little literature about the use of data
warehousing in higher education. This study explores the use of data warehousing and its
relationship to decision making in colleges and universities in the United States of
America. W here "subject area” is mentioned in this dissertation, it refers to the “subjectoriented” nature of data warehouses. Subject areas are defined by organizations as areas
o f interest for data analysis and decision making. Examples include recruiting, student
retention, budgeting, and faculty load. Specifically, this study addressed the following
research questions:
1. To what extent is data warehousing used across the spectrum of management
levels (operational, tactical/managerial, and strategic/executive) in subject areas of
interest in higher education?
2. How is data warehousing used to support decision making in higher education?
3. How is data warehousing perceived by administrators and practitioners?
4. W hat configurations of resources and technologies are used to deliver decision
support through data warehousing?
It is hoped that the data obtained in this research will yield useful information for
those seeking institutional improvement through better informed decision making.

Overview o f Literature
Decision M aking
A significant role o f a leader is to envision a new and improved future, and then,
o f course, to share that vision and to inspire striving towards achieving it. A key attribute
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o f anything that is an improved or better version of what we have now is that it must be
different, and to go from what we have now to something that is different requires
change. In Kotter’s (1998) Change Process, creating and communicating a vision are
steps 3 and 4 in the process, but at some point, decisions have to be made about exactly
what to change. This takes place in K otter's Step 6 where he describes "planning for
visible performance improvements.” Once the goals are clear, decisions have to be made
about how to achieve the goals. Decision making is the “process o f choosing among
alternative courses o f action for the purpose of attaining a goal or goals” (Turban et al.,
2004, p. 40).
Most of us like to be regarded as logical, rational beings who typically weigh up
all the evidence before making decisions. But while we may think we keep our feelings
to one side when we are making decisions, research has revealed that good decisions
have an emotional as well as a rational aspect. Our feelings can help us find the meaning
in data (Goleman et al., 2002). “Our emotional memory banks thus enable us to judge
information efficiently. Emotions, science now tells us, are part o f rationality, not
opposed to it” (p. 42). But Goleman et al. (2002) acknowledge that feelings and intuition
do not eliminate the need for data. “Intuition works best, it seems, when a gut sense can
be used to build on other kinds of data” (p. 43). Information stored in our “emotional
memory banks” is subject to our preconceptions and mental models o f reality. We have a
tendency to filter what we observe to fit our preconceptions (Hutchens, 1999). We need
to be cautious about putting too much trust in intuition (Bonabeau, 2003).
Feelings are not the only things that can get in the way of facts. In “The Politics
o f Information,” Friedman and Hoffman (2001) highlight, among other things, the need
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for openness, trust, and participation in order to have quality collaborative decision
making. Organizational indecision can result from a failure to recognize the importance
o f honesty and openness at the leadership level. “Intellectual honesty and trust in the
connections between people” is one o f C haran’s three steps for “Conquering a Culture of
Indecision” (Charan, 2001, p. 76). Cohen and Prusak (2001) have shown convincingly
how almost every managerial decision— from hiring, firing, and promotion to
implementing new technologies to designing office space— is an opportunity for social
capital investment or loss.
Good decisions, then, need to be supported by good information. “The larger the
difference between right and wrong decisions, the greater the importance of having good
information” (Thomsen, 2002, p. 6).

Data W arehousing and Decision Making
Organizations first began to employ com puter systems as replacements for record
keeping systems in the 1960s and 1970s. One o f the benefits this provided over earlier
office machines and manual methods was that the conversion o f data into information
through reports and summaries could be automated. “Data must be converted into
information, and that information must be made available to decision makers within the
organization” (Im hoff et al., 2001, p. xxii). Decision making benefited from summaries
and exception reports, but the improvements in decision making did not keep pace with
the ever-increasing amount of information. “The benefits of this flood o f information can
be illusory, since much o f it simply tells us more about things that are less important to
business operations (Axson, 2000, p. 32).
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Information systems must do more than merely summarize masses of data. The
information must be presented in a way that actively supports the decision-making
process. Turban et al. (2004) define a Decision Support System (DSS) as an interactive
computer-based information system that accesses data from a variety o f sources, allows
models to be built iteratively by the users, and supports all phases o f the decision-making
process (p. 105).
The 1990s saw the emergence of data warehousing as a way o f taming the flood
o f information and turning it into business intelligence. The data warehouse is designed
for “drill down” through levels of detail, and interactive analysis by slicing and dicing to
get different views o f the data. The interactive drill-down and slice-and-dice operations
are called Online Analytical Processing (OLAP), which contrasts with Online
Transaction Processing (OLTP). Distefano (1999) describes data warehouses as the new
holy grail for decision support, and vital, even essential, “for driving decision support
capabilities to the next level."
Data warehousing underpins the best decision support systems of today, as it will
tomorrow, enabling organizations to become more scientific, consistent and fact
based in their decision making and improving the quality and speed o f decisions.
Improving an organization’s decisioning capability is tantamount to increasing its
competitiveness. (Distefano, 1999, p. 14)
As stated by Streifer (2004), educators understand the complexities o f driving
improvement in their schools, and are asking the right questions about how to achieve
improvement. Now there are new “data-driven decision-making tools and techniques to
guide and inform these processes” that have to be mastered (p. 1). Data warehousing
provides the good decision support information that is needed for informing good
decisions.
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Management Levels
Decision making is a central aspect of all managerial roles. “All managerial
activities revolve around decision making. The m anager is prim arily a decision maker"
(Turban et al., 2004, p. 7). A nthony’s Triangle (Anthony, 1965) is a model describing
levels o f management activity in an organization (see Figure 21) and “is often shown as a
management pyramid, in which a few are engaged at the strategic level while many more
are involved at the tactical and operational lower levels’’ (Hackathom, 2002, p. 47).

'

\

goal setting, long-

strategic\

Tactical

Operational

resource
management

day-to-day
execution

Figure 21. A nthony’s Triangle.
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In the context o f systems for supporting decision making, A nthony’s Triangle
should be seen more as a continuum than as a rigid organizational hierarchy. Decisions
are made by managers as well as by knowledge workers right across an organization, all
o f which raises the need for good information and good decision support systems to
inform those decisions. Data warehousing supports decision makers at all management
levels in an organization.

Methodology
The methodology I followed in this study is described in chapter 3. I developed a
survey instrument that asked general questions about each individual's use of data
warehousing and their perceptions of its importance and success. I asked more specific
questions about the extent o f their use in various subject areas and at A nthony’s three
management levels (operational, tactical, and strategic). For IT and data warehousing
staff only, I asked benchmarking questions about the technology environment. I prepared
the survey so that it could be taken electronically using a standard web browser.
Once the survey was completed, I contacted presidents in all colleges and
universities in the United States of America, inviting them to join the study by
forwarding to me the contact details o f their vice presidents, deans, senior directors, and
IT and data warehousing managers. O f the 3,079 institutions I contacted in this way, 318
agreed to participate by providing contact details for selected administrators and IT and
data warehousing professionals. I sent the actual invitation to take my web-based survey
to 1,438 potential respondents, and received replies from 677 (47.08%). Some of these
replied to decline the invitation. A self-selected sample of 290 individuals completed the
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first 10 pages o f the survey, and their responses make up the data set for Research
Questions 1, 2 and 3.
A further 10 pages of questions were presented to the 80 IT and data warehousing
professionals within the sample of 290. These questions were about the technology
environm ent and 66 o f the 80 completed these questions. Their responses make up the
data set for Research Question 4.
Because the survey was web-based, responses were entered directly into the result
database by the respondents as they took the survey. This saved manual data entry and
also allowed a certain amount of data validation as the survey was being taken.
The results were recorded in a Microsoft Access database, and when the survey
was closed, the results were collated by respondent ID into a M icrosoft Excel
spreadsheet. Text responses were categorized and coded for analysis. Most o f the
analysis was done in Excel, in some cases with the help o f Microsoft Analysis Services.
SPSS was used for repeated measures ANOVA statistics.

M ajor Findings
M ajor findings from my study into data warehousing and decision making in
higher education are summarized in this section. The findings are organized by research
question. Two hundred and ninety university personnel gave responses to questions on
the use of data warehousing that provide answers to research questions 1, 2, and 3. O f
these respondents, 66 answered the survey questions pertaining to research question 4.
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1. Extent of Use of Data Warehousing Across
Management Levels and Subject Areas
Extent o f use across all subject areas and management levels is only moderate
(3.02 on a scale where l=least use and 5=most use).
W hen averaged across all subject areas, data warehousing is used more for
operational decision making than for tactical, and more for tactical than for strategic, but
the spread between the management levels is small (3.14, 3.04, 2.86).
When separated out into individual subject areas, there is a wider spread o f extent
o f use. Four subject areas scored higher than 3.60 at the operational level: Enrollment—
General (3.79), Student Records (3.73), Enrollment— Admissions (3.65), and Student—
Registration (3.62). Enrollment— General also scored higher than 3.60 at the tactical
level (3.69). Finance— Budgeting scored highest at the strategic level (3.58).
The area where data warehousing is used the least is Academic— Faculty
Information/Awards (2.00 for operational use, 1.98 for tactical use, and 1.91 for strategic
use).
O f the three subject areas scoring higher than 3.49 (Enrollment, Student, and
Finance), data warehousing is used to a statistically lesser amount for strategic decision
making in Enrollment and Student, but in Finance the difference in use between strategic
and other uses is not statistically significant.
The top three areas where data warehousing gets the greatest degree o f use overall
are Enrollment (3.64), Student Records (3.50), and Financial Budgeting (3.49). Two of
the top 10 are financial in nature, while the others have to do with students.
Understanding student demographics and analyzing student records/information.
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recruiting, admitting, enrolling, registering and analyzing degrees/majors taken are the
areas where data warehousing is used the most.

2. Data W arehousing and Decision Support
Data warehousing is considered to be important to decision making (4 or higher
on a scale o f 0 to 6) by two thirds of respondents who answered this question. From a list
o f attributes o f data warehousing, the one most frequently selected was its importance.
Other attributes frequently selected include better and quicker decision making and better
communications.
Enrollment, program development/review, budgeting, and financial were
mentioned the most as decision-making situations enhanced by data warehousing. A
wide spread of situations was listed by respondents.
There is some use of data warehousing for KPIs and Digital Dashboards, but most
interest in its use for Balanced Scorecards is in the planning stage.

3. Perceptions o f Data W arehousing
In describing the success of their data warehouse project, more than two thirds
believe their data warehouse is meeting or exceeding expectations.
The consensus (by an agreement rating of 47.70% to 35.56%) was that higher
education is not really different from the business world when it comes to the use o f data
warehousing for decision support. Nevertheless, there are important differences that need
to be taken into account for the data warehousing project to be successful.
The top data warehouse implementation challenges that were identified include
issues with data quality, resourcing, technical challenges, and gaining executive buy-in.
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The top benefits possible from the use o f data warehousing include improved
accessibility o f information, fact-based decision making, improved data quality, and
improved timeliness of information.
When extent o f use o f data warehousing is cross-tabulated with assessment of the
success o f the data warehouse, ratings o f at or near 4.00 are reported for extent o f use by
respondents who assess their data warehouse to be an outstanding success. The broad
Student subject area scored 4.13 on a scale o f 1 to 5. Other subject areas with high scores
include Financial Aid, Enrollment, and Finance.

4. Configurations o f Resources and Technologies
In three quarters of cases reported, sponsorship for data warehousing projects is at
the presidential or vice-presidential level. Excluding the CIO/VP Technology, this
percentage drops to less than 50%. The level o f involvement was extensive and direct in
less than half of these.
Most o f the data warehousing that is used in higher education is relatively recent.
Two thirds of projects have actual or planned "go live” dates post-2001.
The top objectives of data warehouse projects included data integration, providing
decision support information, better user query/reporting, and better data quality and
integrity.
Top hardware and software vendors used include Dell, Sun, PeopleSoft,
SunGard/SCT, Oracle, and M icrosoft. In-house development was preferred for managing
metadata and for running and scheduling the loading o f the data warehouse.
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Discussion
Importance and Use
A major focus o f this study has been the extent of use o f data warehousing for
decision making. As defined by Inmon (1993, p. 29), the purpose o f a data warehouse is
to support m anagement’s decisions. The need for faster, fact-based decision making is
growing. Unless a concerted effort is made to develop and use available information
resources, the result will be that “decisions are based on intuition, gut feel and experience
rather than making informed decisions based on the facts’’ (Comshare and Microsoft,
2002, p. 3). Data-driven decision support systems “analyze large pools o f data found in
major organizational systems. They support decision making by allowing users to extract
useful information that previously was buried in large quantities o f data’’ (Laudon &
Laudon, 2002, p. 406). The data warehouse can provide the means for implementing
data-driven decision-making processes. Pfeffer and Sutton (2006) state that “evidencebased management can change how every manager thinks and acts.’’ They believe that
“facing the hard facts and truth about what works and what doesn’t, understanding the
dangerous half-truths that constitute so much conventional wisdom about management,
and rejecting the total nonsense that too often passes for sound advice will help
organizations perform better’’ (p. 74).
Given these views about the importance of evidence-based decision making to
organizational performance, one would expect, or at least hope, to find that institutions of
higher learning have adopted or are adopting data warehousing and business intelligence
techniques to inform their decision making. Even though the institutions that took part in
this study were a self-selected sample with an interest in data warehousing, the overall
extent of use o f data warehousing, on a scale o f 1 to 5 where 1 is least use and 5 is most
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use, was only 3.02. This is not low, and it is not high, but it is right in the middle—
moderate use for something potentially very important. In fact, this moderate level o f use
contrasts with respondents’ assessments of the importance of data warehousing to
decision making. More than two thirds o f respondents rated data warehousing as
important, very important, or critically important. Nearly a quarter of respondents rated
data warehousing as critically important.
How can this discrepancy between the assessment of data warehousing
importance and its extent o f use be explained? I believe a clue can be found by
examining the level of sponsorship o f data warehousing projects by senior executives.
Too few projects have executive sponsors at the presidential or vice presidential levels.
Excluding the CIO/VP Technology, less than 50% of data warehousing projects are
sponsored by senior executives.
Also, the level o f involvement of those sponsors was too low. Less than half of
executive sponsors exhibited direct involvement with strong funding support. There were
too few comments like the one where a respondent wrote concerning this matter, “High
level of involvement— will be involved in decision o f business intelligence tools,
resource identification and training o f exec staff.’’
The following comment illustrates one of the results o f inadequate executive
sponsorship— struggles over resources and prioritization. One respondent said, “No
executive sponsor. M ost senior person involved was Director of Institutional Research
(now vacant). (S)he fought for resources and priority and had daily oversight o f data
warehouse project.” Sponsorship o f this sort will result in an increased likelihood of
under-resourcing. Note that this observation is based on a sample of institutions and
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respondents who have expressed an interest in data warehousing. In the general
population, there is an even higher likelihood that projects to provide improved decision
support through data warehousing will not be resourced adequately for success.
Two o f the top four implementation challenges in data warehousing projects that
respondents nominated were “resourcing” and “gaining executive buy-in.” This is
consistent with my observations relating the assessment of importance and the extent of
use to executive sponsorship.
Can any reason be found in this study for the relatively low levels o f executive
sponsorship? Not really, although with the rapid growth of interest in data warehousing
evidenced by the fact that two thirds of projects reported having a “go live” date (actual
or planned) post-2001, further research may reveal that more recent projects are
benefiting from more involvement by more senior executives. However, while I cannot
locate a reason for the low levels of executive sponsorship in my data, I may be able to
identify a symptom of it. Part of the role of the CIO in any organization is to evaluate
new technologies for their potential to add value to the operation of their institution. For
this reason, it is not uncommon to see initiatives for data warehousing being proposed by
IT. There is nothing wrong with this, provided the institution takes ownership of the
project. The relatively high percentage o f data warehousing projects with IT
professionals as their sponsors (43.48%) is a symptom o f lack of business ownership. If
the institution does not get behind the project, and IT staff attempt to move ahead with a
data warehousing project anyway, there is a significant risk that the “build it and they will
come” approach will fail.
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M anagement Levels
This study has analyzed the extent o f use o f data warehousing at different
management levels, using A nthony’s Triangle (Anthony, 1965) to model different
management decision-making levels within an organization— operational, tactical, and
strategic.
Data warehousing projects were initially seen as the means for identifying
strategic changes that would lead to competitive advantage. The management decisions
that a data warehouse was intended to support were seen as those o f the senior
executives. However, whereas it is still true that data warehousing offers unparalleled
opportunities for identifying changes that could lead to improvement, strategic decisions
are not the only ones that can benefit from data warehousing. “All managerial activities
revolve around decision making. The manager is prim arily a decision maker.
Organizations are filled with decision-makers at various levels” (Turban et al., 2004, p.
7). The work o f managers at all levels is primarily decision making, and better informed
decisions create better opportunities for improvement.
Further, A nthony’s model o f three management levels can be extended beyond a
hierarchical view o f an organization. “The person responsible for a business process
should view it strategically, tactically and operationally every moment of every day.
Through BI [Business Intelligence] systems, that person should have access to the whole
context” (Hackathom, 2004, p. 48). Data warehousing can benefit all decision making at
all levels in an institution.
W hereas data warehousing may have started with a focus on strategic decision
making, it has been found to offer value to tactical and operational decision making as
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well, and it is not too hard to see why. Inm on’s (1993) definition of a data warehouse
starts with two reasons why this would be so— “subject oriented, integrated” (p. 29).
Because a data warehouse integrates data from multiple, disparate sources,
operational and tactical reports and queries that were difficult or impossible previously
now become easy to produce. Reporting is made even easier still by the subject-oriented
nature of data warehouses. Transactional databases are designed to optimize
performance for transaction processing, but this results in the need to make complex
“joins” o f multiple tables in order to produce a subject-oriented view o f the data. For
example, to produce a summary o f fee contributions from students taking certain courses
given by certain professors for the past 3 years, an IT person with an intimate knowledge
o f the structure o f the database would need to join five or six or possibly more tables. If a
program director wanted to relate an analysis o f freshmen revenue to the regions the
students came from or recruiting campaigns being run, the exercise often becomes too
difficult, even if all the data reside in a single transactional database. In an appropriately
designed data warehouse, this information would be pre-collated and summarized, ready
for viewing and analysis.

Operational BI
Because o f the significant ease-of-use benefits that data warehousing brings for
operational decision making, it is no surprise that at institutions that participated in this
study, operational use was well represented. In fact, with few exceptions, the extent of
use o f data warehousing at the operational level exceeded its use at the tactical and
strategic levels. The subject orientation and integration could be expected to produce
easy-to-realize benefits for operational reporting.
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Operational use of the data warehouse typically means formatting and presenting
transactional information by running standard and parameter-driven reports out of the
data warehouse. There are several reasons why the data warehouse would be chosen for
this kind o f reporting over the transactional database. The results will be consistent
because the reports are being run on snapshots, not on constantly updated data. It is
more convenient because the data are organized into subject-oriented views, and this also
contributes to improved reporting performance.
But operational use o f data warehousing is being extended beyond formatting and
displaying operational data. Colin W hite (2005) calls this development the “Next
Generation of Business Intelligence: Operational BI” . It is also called “Real-Time BI”
and is defined by White (2003, November) as “an organization’s ability to react to
business needs and changing business circumstances within a single day” (p. 2). White
(2005) identifies this Business Performance M anagement (BPM) as the “biggest growth
area in operational BI.”
Operational BPM applications not only analyze the performance of BTx [business
transaction] processing, but also compare the measured performance against business
goals and alert business users when actual performance is out o f line with business
goals. (White, 2005, p. 37)
The 2005 BI Peer Review survey by Knightsbridge Solutions “shows that
accurate, timely data is under hot pursuit.”
Relying upon accurate and timely information to make decisions, rather than
intuition, is what organizations are paying attention to most this year. . . .
When it came to singling out the most relevant information-centric issues in their
workplaces in 2005, 65 percent o f respondents named actionable and/or operational
business intelligence as their first or second most relevant issue for 2005. Actionable
business intelligence provides users at various levels of an organization with access to
tactical, time-sensitive business information to improve the speed and effectiveness of
operations. (Knightsbridge Solutions, 2005b, para. 1, 3)
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This growth o f interest in data warehousing for operational purposes has had an
impact on the data refresh cycle. A refresh cycle o f once a term or once a month might
be suitable for strategic or tactical purposes, but the action-reaction cycle for operational
uses is much shorter. A business intelligence system that delivers breakthrough
operational benefit will have a refresh cycle o f once a day or even more often. This
requires significant process coordination and investment in infrastructure to support it.
“In the operational BI environment, the objective is to report on and analyze business
processes and their underlying activities. It is very important, therefore, that BI reports,
analyses and dashboards be process centric, not data centric. . . . Operational BI must be
tightly connected to business processes” (White, 2(X)5, p. 37).

Subject Areas
The top three areas where data warehousing gets the greatest amount of use
overall are Enrollment (3.64), Student Records (3.50), and Financial Budgeting (3.49).
Two o f the top 10 are financial in nature, while the others have to do with students.
When responses from those who believe their data warehouse implementations to be
outstanding successes are examined, the greatest use of data warehousing takes place in
the following broad subject areas: Student (4.13), Financial Aid (4.07), Enrollment
(3.90), and Finance (3.75). Note that those with successful data warehouses give higher
ratings than the group as a whole gives, and that the top subject areas are still enrollment,
student information, and finance, although in a different order.
W hen asked open-ended questions about decision-making situations specifically
helped by data warehousing, the answers given are consistent with the results from
questions asked in detail about subject areas and management levels. Enrollment,
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program development/review, budgeting, and financial were mentioned the most as
decision-making situations enhanced by data warehousing. Understanding student
demographics and analyzing student records/information, recruiting, admitting, enrolling,
registering and analyzing degrees/majors taken are the areas where significant use is
made o f data warehousing.
Finance is the other subject area with high usage, especially for Budgeting.
Across all management levels. Financial Budgeting was third highest (3.49), and at the
strategic level. Budgeting (3.58) is highest, with Revenue (3.37) coming fourth behind
Enrollment (3.45) and Student Demographics (3.41).
In an academic institution, it should not be surprising that subject areas such as
enrollment, recruiting, and student demographics and information would be among the
top areas for using the data warehouse. Can any reason be found to explain why financial
uses would be getting such prominence in the use of the data warehouse for strategic
purposes?
Respondents had an opportunity to react to the statement, “Higher education is
different from the business world with respect to the use of data warehousing and
decision support systems.” Slightly more disagreed with the statement than agreed
(47.70% vs. 35.56%). The most frequently given reason for there being a difference was
that higher education is “not for profit” (21.39%).
Can any meaning be ascribed to the strong use of data warehousing for financial
measures, especially at the strategic level? While fundamental differences between
higher education and the business world are noted, perhaps the strong use of data
warehousing for strategic financial purposes is a measure of the importance that
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institutions attach to financial viability. It may also be that financial information lends
itself more easily than academic and other information to the kinds o f analyses made
possible by data warehousing.

Objectives, Challenges, and Benefits
Data integration (18.80%) was listed by more people than any other as a key
objective o f their data warehouse project, and this makes good sense since it is one of
Inmon’s defining characteristics for data warehouses. The next highest objective listed
was to provide decision support information (17.09%), which In mon defines as the
purpose o f data warehousing. Other top objectives that were listed include improvements
in user query/reporting, data quality, and accessibility, and it is gratifying to see that the
list o f benefits achieved includes some o f these objectives.
Respondents identified “ improved accessibility/availability o f information” and
“improved support for fact-based decision making” as the top two benefits of data
warehousing, earning 38.07% of the points between them. “Issues with data quality” was
seen as the greatest challenge for implementing a data warehouse, so it is interesting to
see that “Improved data quality” rates highly (third) in the list of benefits that can be
achieved with data warehousing.
The experience o f most institutions who have tried data warehousing has been
positive (nearly 70% o f respondents say their expectations have been met or exceeded),
and the benefits they have realized ought to be convincing evidence to others to start data
warehousing projects o f their own. Interest in data warehousing is certainly growing, as
evidenced by the growth in the number o f attendees at the Higher Education Data
W arehousing (HEDW) Forum. In the first two meetings of the Forum, the numbers grew
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from fewer than 30 at the first meeting in 2003 to more than 140 at the second meeting in
2005. But there are still significant challenges. “Resourcing” and “gaining executive
buy-in” between them received more than a quarter of the 100 points respondents
assigned to implementation challenges. To illustrate with an example, one school that
attended the HEDW Forum last year said recently that while they “found it to be very
informative,” “we are not planning to attend this year’s forum simply because we don’t
have the staff to do the things we heard about with all the other irons we have in the fire”
(Minter, 2006, March 7).

Conclusions
This study reveals that data warehousing is not used extensively in higher
education. In spite o f this, those surveyed regard data warehousing as important to
decision making. There are indications that increased extent o f use of data warehousing
may be dependent on more involvement by more senior executive sponsors.
In most broad subject areas of interest in higher education, data warehousing is
used to a significantly greater extent at the operational level than at the strategic level.
The exception to this is the Finance area, where the extent of use is similar across
operational, tactical, and strategic management levels, suggesting that the strategic value
o f data warehousing is recognized more in the Finance area than in other areas.
Areas mentioned in open-ended questions as decision-making situations that are
specifically enhanced by data warehousing include Enrollment, Program
review/development. Budgeting, and Financial. This is in close agreement with areas
identified as making the most use o f data warehousing, and reflects what is seen as
important in an institution of higher learning. Improvements in decision making ranked
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as one o f the top two or three items whenever items related to decision making appeared
in a survey question.
Data warehousing could be described as still in the emerging phase for the largest
group of participating institutions. This is indicated by respondents’ assessment o f the
stage of implementation of their data warehouse projects as well as by the relatively
recent project commencement and completion dates.

Recom m endations
For Practice
Executive Sponsorship
Several indicators highlight the importance of committed executive sponsorship
to the success of data warehousing projects. The commitment needs to be demonstrated
through direct involvement in the project and through funding support to ensure adequate
resources are made available.

Operational BI
Data warehousing provides support for decision-making processes at all levels in
an organization— operational, tactical, and strategic. At the operational level, this
translates into producing operational reports more easily. But with daily data warehouse
updates, process monitoring and management via Operational BI (Business Intelligence)
becomes possible. This would allow activities such as the proactive monitoring of
expenditure against budgets or the triggering o f intervention for at-risk students. Where
Operational BI is not already being used, the operational use o f the data warehouse
should be extended.
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For Further Research

Executive Sponsorship
There were two questions about executive sponsorship in my survey. I asked for
the title and/or position o f the executive sponsors for the data warehouse project and I
asked respondents to describe that person’s level of involvement. Both questions were
unstructured, open-ended questions. In view o f the discrepancy between the level of
executive sponsorship for data warehousing and the assessment o f the importance o f data
warehousing, further research should be conducted into the role of sponsors o f data
warehousing projects, successful projects and their characteristics, and the relationship
between sponsorship and success. If possible, the date o f project completion (or the “go
live’’ date) should be made a part o f the analysis to determine if executive sponsorship is
improving with more recent projects.

Factors Related to Extent o f use
Recognizing that data warehousing is seen as important in higher education but
that it is used only moderately, there would be value in investigating in greater detail
factors that may have a bearing on the extent o f use. Questions could be framed that lend
themselves to elucidating relationships between the extent of use o f data warehousing in
higher education and variables such as size and classification of schools, other measures
of data warehousing success, assessments o f the importance with which data warehousing
is regarded, the level and involvement o f executive sponsors, etc.

Operational BI
Operational use o f the data warehouse typically means the formatting and
presentation of transactional information using the data warehouse as the source. The
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data warehouse definitely provides value by making such reports easier to build and more
efficient to run. The data warehouse can also be used for monitoring and proactively
managing operational processes over the short term.
Are there areas in higher education where such an approach would make sense?
Is this already being done anywhere in higher education, and to what extent? Since
Operational BI is currently a rapidly growing area for data warehousing in the business
world, further study should be done to determine what application this may have for
higher education.

Benchm arking the Technology Environment
The survey instrument I developed included 10 pages o f questions that were
presented to information technology and data warehousing staff only. The questions
asked were quite comprehensive, although, when I release my results to the institutions
that participated in this study, I may receive feedback suggesting changes for a future
survey. Regardless of any changes that may need to be made to the instrument, the
sample size was disappointingly small. A total o f 66 respondents from 53 institutions
answered these questions. The Data W arehousing Directory that can be accessed from a
link on the web site for the EDUCAUSE Constituent Group for Decision Support/Data
W arehousing has about 80 member institutions, some o f which completed my survey for
this study. It would be good to include all o f the members of the DW Directory in this
study, and to extend the membership further into the data warehousing community. The
data that are collected in this way could be made available for general online access to
summarized information, with identities removed. It could also be made available to
members only for benchmarking analysis. Institutions could maintain their own profiles.
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and new institutions could take the survey and join at any time. W ith a broader base,
more useful benchmarking of the technology environm ent would be possible.

Impact o f Data W arehousing on Decision
M aking and Improvement
The result o f providing an effective data warehouse ought to be that decisions are
better informed. A data warehouse can provide support for decisions involving change,
especially radical, strategic change, allowing them to be evidence-based. Changes of this
sort require vision and leadership, and they result in breakthrough improvements in
institutional performance.
When I first started defining the scope for this study, I wanted to include in the
scope questions about the impact o f data warehousing on decision making in higher
education, relating that to institutional improvement. I came to realize that that was too
vast a research topic, in part because there was no knowledge base describing current use
o f data warehousing. A study of improvement or impact needs a starting point, and
research into the use of data warehousing in higher education was virtually non-existent.
So I trimmed my dissertation title down to, “To investigate the extent to which
data warehousing is used in higher education and its impact on decision making” and
finally to, “Data warehousing and decision making in higher education in the United
States.” That leaves questions about the impact o f data warehousing on decision making
unanswered for now, but they are good questions for future research.
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Andrews Ê University
April 18, 2005
David Heise
628 Freemans Drive
COORANBONG 2265 NSW
AUSTRALIA
Dear David,
RE: A PPL IC A TIO N F O R A PPRO V A L O F RESEARCH INVOLVING HUM AN SU B JECTS
IRB P ro to c o l# : 05-041
A pplication Type: Original
D ept: Education
Review C ategory: Exempt
Action Taken: Approved
A dvisor: Jimmy Kijai
Protocol Title: Data Warehousing and Decision Making in Higher Education in the United States.

This letter is to advise you that the Institutional Review Board (IRB) has reviewed and approved you
proposal for research. You have been given clearance to proceed with your research plans.
All changes made to the study design and/or consent form, after initiation o f the project, require prior
approval from the IRB before such changes can be implemented. Feel free to contact our office if you have
any questions.
The duration o f the present approval is for one year. If your research is going to take more than one year,
you must apply for an extension o f your approval in order to be authorized to continue with this project.
Some proposal and research design designs may be of such a nature that participation in the project may
involve certain risks to human subjects. If your project is one o f this nature and in the implementation of
your project an incidence occurs which results in a research-related adverse reaction and/or physical injury,
such an occurrence must be reported immediately in writing to the Institutional Review Board. Any projectrelated physical injury must also be reported immediately to the University physician. Dr. Loren Hamel, by
calling (269) 473-2222.
We wish you success as you implement the research project as outlined in the approved protocol.
Sincerely,

Wendy H. Acevedo-Lopez,
Graduate Assistant
Institutional Review Board
Cc: J im m y K ijai

O ffic e o f S ch o la rly R esearch
(2 6 9 ) 4 7 1 - 6 3 6 0 F ax; (2 6 9 ) 4 7 1 -6 2 4 6 F -m ail: irh 'q a n d re v .s c tiu
A n d rew s U n iv ersity , B errien S p n n g s , M l 4 9 1 0 4
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Tûgfier^EtCucatUm (PuSGcations, Inc.
6400JirGngton <BotUêvar(C Suite 648
Tails Cfiurcfi, VA 22042
(703) 532-2300
(703) 532-2305faj^

To:
David Heise
From: Jodi M ondragon
Date: O ctober 27, 2004
Re:
Electronic Version o f 2004 HED
Following is a price quote for the data file that you requested.
Codes:
Criteria:
Version:
A dd’l. Eields:
Quantity:

0 0 ,0 1 ,0 2
N/A
Version 5 (A dm inistrator Name & Title, School Name & State, E-mail Address)
None
3,852 records

Total Cost:

$370.00 (discounted price per Ered Hafner)

Delivery:

E-mail file to dheise@ andrew s.edu__________________________________

Eormat: X Excel
Pre-Payment:

Access

Ascii Com m a Delimited

Ascii Tab Delimited

DBE

Prepaid b y
Visa
M astercard
X American Express
Check
Credit Card N um ber
________________________________
Expiration Date
04/06
Name(s) on the card
David L Heise
X Personal card
Corporate card
Billing address of cardholder:
628 Freem ans Drive______________
COORANBONG NSW 2265
AUSTRALIA

Please sign the attached Licensing Agreem ent and return it by fax with your credit card
information or by mail with a check. Thank you for your order.
Attachment:
Licensing Agreem ent
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L ice n sin g A g r ee m en t
between
David Heise
628 Freemans Drive
Cooranbong 2265
Australia

and

Higher Education Publications, Inc.
6400 Arlington Boulevard, Suite 648
Falls Church, VA 22042
(703) 532-2300

governing the usage of the H igher Education Publications’ (HEP) 2004 H igher Education
Directory (HED) data as follows:
3,852 records. Version 5; Codes 00, 01, 02.
We understand the information contained in the 2004 HFD is the property of H FP and is subject
to all intellectual property rights including copyright. W e also agree to the following:
1.
The information will be used for the sole purpose of the named corporation, organization,
association or other legal entity ;
2.
The information will not be reproduced or made available in any form to be leased,
rented, or distributed for use by anyone, including but not limited to electronic bulletin boards,
Internet, Local/W ide Area Networks, or commercial networks. Unless otherw ise stipulated in
this agreem ent, this is a Single Site/Single-U ser License. If a distribution vendor is used for
mailing or m arketing purposes, the 2004 HFD may be used for the licensee only.
3.
The information from the 2004 HFD will not be used to produce a directory in any form
as an alternative to the Higher Education Directory, nor will the information be used to collect
data to build a database for the purpose of producing a printed directory or electronic database as
an alternative to the HFD.
4.
E-mail addresses used for broadcast com m unication/solicitation shall contain a delete
from list clause.
5.

The agreem ent period is for one year from October 2004 to O ctober 2005.

6.
Use o f the data shall cease at the end of this agreement. Future updates will be provided
upon renewal o f this agreement.

3

,

J

W

Ik^

3 ,^
Jodi L. M ondragon
Higher Education Publications, Inc.

Title: Doctoral student______________
Date: _Novem ber 1, 2004_

Date: O ctober 27, 2004
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David Heise
To:
Subject:

'jdoe@univ.edu'
Invitation to participate in Data Warehousing Research

Dr. John Doe
President
jdoe@univ.edu
General University

Dear Dr. Doe,
I am writing to ask for your help in a study into the use o f data warehousing in higher
education.
Data warehousing has established itself as an invaluable tool for informing decision
making at all levels of management in an organization. The adoption o f data
warehousing in higher education has been slower than in the business world, and very
little research has been done into how it is used and how decision making might be
impacted. This study will yield valuable information into the way data warehousing is
used in higher education and its success or otherwise in assisting decision-making
processes.
The study itself is in the form of a web-based survey, and is designed to be taken by
senior administrators from colleges and universities throughout the United States as well
as by those who lead Institutional Research, Information Technology, and the Data
W arehousing project where one exists.
W hat I am seeking from you at this stage is your willingness to include your
institution as one o f the participants in this research. I want to include responses
from the following groups o f people (titles may vary):
•
•
•
•
•
•

President, Vice-Presidents, Provosts, etc
Deans
Registrar
Director o f Institutional Research
CIO / Director of IT
Director / M anager of Data W arehousing

To acknowledge your willingness to be a part o f this research, would you kindly arrange
for the following contact details for the officers I have listed above to be em ailed to me?
(Please refer this email to the office where such matters are normally handled.)
•
•
•

Prefix/Title, First Name, Last Name, Suffix
Position
Email Address
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The study forms part o f the requirements for a PhD from Andrews University in Berrien
Springs, Michigan. All answers given in the survey will be completely confidential in
accordance with the processes o f the Internal Review Board of Andrews University. No
names will be reported in any publication or presentation arising from this research.
Survey results will be reported in aggregate form only and not by individual respondent
or institution. For an overview o f the survey and a ‘printout’ o f the questions, as well as
my IRB Application and the IRB Approval letter, visit my research home page at
http://dheise.andrews.edu/DW Survev/default.asp.
The results will be made available through the EDUCAUSE web site on the home page
for the Decision Support and Data W arehousing Constituent Group
(http://ww w .educause.edu/DecisionSuoport/DataW arehousingConstituentGroup/967).
Note that this placement o f a link to my research results on an EDUCAUSE Constituent
Group web page does not imply EDUCAUSE endorsement.
Participation in the survey is voluntary, but the results will be valuable to many
institutions. W ould you please forward this email to the person or department normally
responsible for processing survey requests, with your support for having your institution
join the study? As a token o f appreciation, I will provide copies o f the aggregated results
and analysis to institutions that participate in the study.
If you have any questions or comments about the study or the survey process itself,
please email me at dheise@ andrews.edu.
Thank you in anticipation for your help with this important study.
Yours sincerely,
David Heise
Doctoral Student
Andrews University
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David Heise
To:
Subject:

'jdoe@univ.edu'
Invitation to participate in Data Warehousing Research

Jane Doe
Director of Information Technology
General University

Dear Jane,
I am writing to ask for your help in a study into the use o f data warehousing in higher
education. Your President, Dr. John Doe, has agreed on behalf of General University to
participate in this study, and has shared your contact details with me for this purpose,
along with those o f other senior administrators and IT leaders at your institution.
Data warehousing has established itself as an invaluable tool for informing decision
making at all levels o f management in an organization. The adoption of data
warehousing in higher education has been much slower than in the business world, and
very little research has been done into how it is used in higher education and how
decision making might be impacted. This study will yield valuable information into the
way data warehousing is used in higher education and its success or otherwise in assisting
decision-making processes.
The study itself is in the form of a web-based survey, and the URL and your login details
are given below. For an overview of the survey and its purpose, you may visit my
research home page at http://dheise.andrews.edu/DW Survev/default.asp. The results will
be published at this address and will also be made available through the EDUCAUSE
web site on the home page for the Decision Support and Data W arehousing Constituent
Group
(http://www.educause.edu/DecisionSupport/DataW arehousingConstituentGroup/967T
Note that this placement o f a link to my research results on an EDUCAUSE Constituent
Group web page does not imply EDUCAUSE endorsement.
This study forms part o f the requirements for a PhD from Andrews University in Berrien
Springs, M ichigan. All answers given in the survey will be treated in strict confidence in
accordance with the processes o f the Internal Review Board o f Andrews University. No
names will be reported in any publication or presentation arising from this research.
Survey results will be reported in aggregate form only and not by individual respondent
or institution.
The survey is voluntary, but the results will be valuable to many institutions. As a token
o f appreciation, I will provide copies of the aggregated results and analysis to institutions
that participate in the study.
If you have any questions or comments about the study or the survey process itself,
please email me at dheise@ andrews.edu.
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Thank you for your help with this important study. I invite you now to click the link
below and start the survey. It will take 15 to 20 minutes to answer questions through to
the end of Section D, then another 20 to 30 minutes to answer the technology
benchmarking questions.
Yours sincerely,
David Heise
Doctoral Student
Andrews University
Berrien Springs, MI

Login details for:

Jane Doe

Email address:
Your PIN:

jdoe@ univ.edu
dZVaje

Survey URL:

http://dheise.andrews.edu/DW Survey/logon.asp?s=4&p=dZ7aje
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Data Warehousing in Higher Education
W elcome to the online survey for Data W arehousing in Higher Education.
This survey w as created by D avid Heise and
form s part o f the research c o m po nen t o f a PhD
from A ndrew s U niversity in Berrien Springs, M ichigan.
Note: In my requests to institutions for survey participation, 1 indicated that the
results o f the survey would be posted on the EDUCAUSE Decision
Support/Data W arehousing Constituent Group W eb page, which may
have erroneously implied association endorsement. To be clear, EDUCAUSE
has not sanctioned or supported this survey, provided contact information, or
approved its research design and approach o f direct appeal to institutional CEOs.

Please enter the PIN that was emailed to you.
Your PIN: |
Logon

I

Exit

I

Im p o rta n t N o te: Do not use the browser Back button

and do not Refresh a page,
or the survey will malfunction.
If you have any questions or difficulties with the survey,
please email me at
David Heise (dheise@ andrews.edu)
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Data Warehousing in Higher Education Page i o f 20

Help

Hello David Heise, thank you for your willingness to participate in this survey and to help with
this important research into the use o f data warehousing in Higher Education. So much untapped
potential exists in the information resources of many institutions. Through this study, it is hoped
that factors influencing the effective use o f information, at all decision-making levels, will be
identified. Invitations have been sent to institutions across the USA, and you are one o f those who
have been selected from Andrews University to participate in this study.

Confidentiality Statement:
In accordance with the processes of the Internal Review Board of Andrews
; University, your confidentiality will be protected. Your name will not be
reported in any publication or presentation arising from this research. Survey
results will be reported in aggregate form only and not by individual respondent
or institution.
; By taking this survey, it is implied that you give your consent to allowing your
responses to be included in this research.

M ost o f the questions follow a very traditional format, but if the intention o f any o f the questions
is not clear, then you can click the Help link in the top right corner of each page and this will open
a new window with descriptions o f each o f the types of question used in the survey. There is also
a link to a Glossary o f Terms used in this survey, and I recommend scanning the glossary before
starting the survey.
Note for "Check all that apply" questions:
For these types o f questions, there can sometimes be a tendency to check boxes until a sufficient
number have been checked - not too many and not too few. But checking none or just a few is Just
as valid as checking a reasonable number or checking most or all of the boxes.
If a question is asked to which you do not have an answer, simply leave it blank and move on to
the next question.
If you have any questions or difficulties with the survey, please email me at dheise@ andrew s.edu.

Y ou r Institution;
Y ou r N am e:

Andrews University
David Heise

A. Institution Sizing Details

D School Size Indicators:
Please enter the total num ber o f FTEs (Full Tim e Equivalents) for your
institution in the follow ing categories:
Total Undergraduate Student FTEs
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I S Total Graduate Student FTEs

Q Total Faculty FTEs

Q Total Staff FTEs

Q IT Size Indicators:
Please enter the num ber o f IT FTEs in the follow ing categories:
I

Total FTEs in IT

IS Total FTEs involved in data warehousing
Forward to Page 2

|

Resume Later

|
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Help

B. Data Warehousing Implementation Stage

El W hat stage are you at in the im plem entation of data w arehousing at
your institution?
If you have no data w arehousing plans, select "No Plans' and click the Forw ard button.
The survey will end here.

Sdea:theb%t

descriptor:

No
P lans
1

N o P lan s
bill
In terested
2

P lan n in g
.1

^

r

r

H uild in u
4 ^

In
P ilot
5

D ep lo y in g
b'

7

S

M atu re
9

O th er
D on't
K now
10

r

r

r

r

r

r

r

If you select Other, please describe:
(use this option if you do not know or have no information)

Back to Page 1

|

Forward to Page 3

|

Resume Later
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C. Data Warehouse Project Assessment
if you have not yet im plem ented a data w arehouse or som e of the related technologies referred to in
these questions, sim ply skip the question or answ er according to what you plan to do.

D Data w arehousing aim s to address the needs of data-driven decision
m aking. Please describe situations where your decision m aking has
been enhanced because o f your data warehouse.
3

J

Please describe your use o f data warehousing for supporting Balanced
Scorecards, Digital Dashboards, and KPIs (Key Perform ance
Indicators).
J

El How would you rate the im portance o f your institution's data
warehouse to decision-m aking processes within your institution?
N ot
n cc cssar)
0

Rate the importance o f your data
warehouse.

r

'

C n iic a lly
No
im p o rtan l O p in io n

6

1

r

r

r

r

r

r

r

Q H ow would you rate the success o f your data warehouse?
A potential failure
Experiencing difficulties
Meeting expectations
Doing better than expected
An outstanding success
No opinion
<" Other (please specify) |
Other Comments
■3

J
Back to Page 2

Forward to Page 4

Resume Later
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C. Data Warehouse Project Assessment (continued)
Q Please indicate your agreem ent or disagreem ent with the follow ing
statem ent.
H igher education is dilTerent from the
business w orld with respect to the use of
data warehousing and decision support
systems.

•Strong
D isag ree

D isag ree

N eutral

A gree

S tro n g
A gree

No
o p in io n

r

r

r

r

r

r

Q If you agreed with the statem ent in the previous question, please
answer the follow ing questions about why you answered as you did.
Q How is higher education différent?

J
jJ
Q W hat are the implications o f those differences?

J
_l

Indicate the degree to which you use the data warehouse for the
follow ing purposes.
N ot at all

A little

M oderate

1. Query & reporting

r

r

r

Extcns
r

2. Download to spreadsheets and databases

r

r

r

r

3. Interactive analytical processing (multi
dimensional)

r

r

r

r

4. Data mining

r

r

r

r

5. Other

r

r

r

r

Please specify:

1 ....... ....... ..... ................................. .....
Back to Page 3

|

Forward to Page 5

|

Resume Later

1
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C. Data Warehouse Project Assessment (continued)
Indicate the extent of use o f the data warehouse at the follow ing
m anagem ent decision-m aking levels.
I Definition of Terms
S tra te g ic /
!Executive

Definition of goals, policies. Determination of organizational objectives.

T actical /
Acquisition and efficient use of resources in the accomplishment of
M an ag erial organizational goals. Establishment and monitoring o f budgets.
O p eratio n al Effective and efficient execution o f specific goals using existing
facilities and resources to carry out activities within budget constraints.

I. Strategic / Executive uses

3. Operational uses

No! at all

A little

M ctdcrate

1-A tensive

No
o p in io n

r
r
r

r
r
r

r
r
r

r
r
r

r
r
r

Please indicate the level o f your agreem ent or disagreem ent with the
follow ing statem ents:
A dapted from : M onash University. (1996). EIS Development Guidelines. Technical Report 1/96
(D epartm ent of Inform ation Systems, Faculty of C om puting & Inform ation Technology, M onash
University, V ictoria, A ustralia).
S iroiig
isagrec

Di.sagtee

N eutral

A g ree

Sm m c
A gree

No
O p in io n

a. The data warehouse enables me to make
h e lle r decisions.

r

r

r

r

r

r

b. The data warehouse enables me to make
q u ick er decisions.

r

r

r

r

r

r

c. The data warehouse im proves the
com m unication of information within the
institution.

r

r

r

r

r

r

d. Information I need is easy to o h iain from
the data warehouse.

r

r

r

r

r

r

e. The data warehouse has im proved the
in stitu tio n 's p lan n in g processes.

r

r

r

r

r

r

f. The data warehouse has im proved the
in stitu tio n 's o p eratio n al co n tro l processes.

r

r

r

r

r

r

g. I regard the data warehouse as an im p o rta n t
system at my institution.

r

r

r

r

r

r

h. I was closely involved in the data warehouse
project.

r

r

r

r

r

r

Other comments:
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C. Data Warehouse Project Assessment (continued)
Rank the follow ing list o f im plem entation challenges in descending
order of im portance by assigning points out of 100, giving m ore points
to m ore serious challenges. Leave the question blank if you do not
know or have no inform ation.
(A dapted from N orth C en tral College http://csc.noctrl.edU/f/kwt/460/notesA VAREHO US.H TM )

Assign all 100 points.

Those that do not apply leave blank.

1. Gaining executive buy-in
2. Issues with data quality, consistency, availability
3. M etadata / data definition issues
4. Political issues, such as data "ownership" vs. data "stewardship"
5. Technical challenges
6. Resourcing - staffing / hardware & software / consulting
7. User training
8. M anaging expectations
9. M anaging change
10. Other: |
Total

Rank the follow ing list o f benefits in descending order of im portance by
assigning points out o f 100, giving m ore points where greater benefit
was achieved. Leave the question blank if you do not know or have no
inform ation.
(A dapted from N orth C en tral College http://csc.noctrl.edu/fykw t/460/notes/W A R EH O U S.H TM )

Assign all 100 points. Those that do not apply leave blank.
1. More pertinent management information
2. Improved timeliness of information
3. Improved accessibility / availability of information
4. Improved data quality
5. Support for organizational change and improvement
6. Improved support for fact-based decision making
7. Higher productivity / reduced costs
8. Other;
Total
Back to Page 5
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D. Subject Areas by Management Level
In the following questions, please indicate the extent of your use of data warehousing in the
subject areas listed. For each subject area, you will indicate your use of data warehousing at each
of Robert Anthony's three levels of management activity.
Use a 5-point Likert scale to indicate the extent of use, where 1 is least and 5 is most.

Broad Subject Area:

Academic

For the follow ing Academic subject areas, indicate your usage o f
data warehousing in each o f the three m anagem ent levels.
In each cell, enter a score of 1 through 5 where 1 is least and 5 is most.
Leave the cell blank where data warehousing is not used at that level.
T a ctical /
M an ag erial

O p eratio n al

S trateg ic /
E x e c u li\e

Course / Curriculum / Scheduling
Faculty Loads
Faculty Research / Grant M anagement
Faculty Information / Awards
Other
Please specify:

Alumni/Development

Broad Subject Area:

For the follow ing Alumni/Dcvclopment subject areas, indicate
your usage o f data w arehousing in each of the three m anagem ent
levels.
In each cell, enter a score of 1 through 5 where 1 is least and 5 is most.
Leave the cell blank where data warehousing is not used at that level.

O p eratio n al

T a c ti c a l/
M an ag erial

Alumni
Advancement/Development
Other
Please specify:
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D. Subject Areas by Management Level (continued)
Broad Subject Area: Enrollment
For the follow ing Enrollment subject areas, indicate your usage of
data warehousing in each o f the three m anagem ent levels.
In each cell, enter a score of 1 through 5 where 1 is least and 5 is most.
Leave the cell blank where data warehousing is not used at that level.
T actical /
M anagerial

O p craiio n al

S trateg ic /
F x ecu tiv c

Recruiting
Admissions
Enrollment
Retention / Student Success
Other
Please specify:

Broad Subject Area: Financial Aid
For the follow ing Financial Aid subject areas, indicate your usage
of data warehousing in each of the three m anagem ent levels.
In each cell, enter a score of 1 through 5 where 1 is least and 5 is most.
Leave the cell blank where data warehousing is not used at that level.
T actical /
M anagerial

O pcratiiin al

S trateg ic /
E x ecu tiv e

Financial Aid
Other
Please specify:
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D. Subject Areas by Management Level (continued)
Finance

Broad Subject Area:

For the follow ing Finance subject areas, indicate your usage o f data
warehousing in each o f the three m anagem ent levels.
In each cell, enter a score of 1through 5 where 1 is least and 5 is most.
Leave the cell blank where data warehousing is not used at that level.

O p eratio n al

Budgeting

|

Financial / Accounting

|

Purchasing / Accounts Payable

|

Revenue

|

Other

1

T a ctical /
M an ag erial

S trateg ic /
E x ecu tiv e

r~
r~
r"
r“
i~

i~
r"
r"
r
r~

Please specify:

Human Resources

Broad Subject Area:

For the follow ing Human Resources subject areas, indicate your
usage o f data warehousing in each o f the three m anagem ent levels.
In each cell, enter a score of 1 through 5 where 1 is least and 5 is most.
Leave the cell blank where data warehousing is not used at that level.
T a c tic a l/
M an ag erial

O p eratio n al

S tr a te g ic /
E x ecu tiv e

Human Resources
Payroll
Labor Distribution
Other
Please specify:
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D. Subject Areas by Management Level (continued)
Broad Subject Area:

Student

For the follow ing Student subject areas, indicate your usage o f data
warehousing in each o f the three m anagem ent levels.
In each cell, enter a score of 1 through 5 where 1 is least and 5 is most.
Leave the cell blank where data warehousing is not used at that level.

O p eratio n al

T a ctical /
M an ag erial

S trateg ic /
F .x ccu ti\c

Demographics
Registration
Student Records / Information
Degrees / Majors
Other
Please specify:

Broad Subject Area:

Other

For the follow ing Other subject areas, indicate your usage o f data
warehousing in each o f the three m anagem ent levels.
In each cell, enter a score of 1 through 5 where 1 is least and 5 is most.
Leave the cell blank where data warehousing is not used at that level.

O p craiio n al

T a ciical /
M an acerial

S iralcg ic /
F x ecu tiv c

Facilities / Property / Space Utilization
Campus Directory
Other
Please specify:______________________

Please com m ent on the degree of integration in your data warehouse
across different subject areas?
F or instance, can the end user relate financial aid and tuition paym ent plans to academ ic progress
and perform ance? W hat does the end user have to do to achieve such integration?

3

J
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E. Data Warehouse Team and Users
The remaining questions attempt to eharacterize the technology environment.

It is only necessary for one person from eachi institution to answer these
questions. If someone else will answer them for your institution, would you
email me their name at dheise@andrews.edu? Then you may exit the survey
by pressing the Resume Later button at the bottom of the screen.

W hat is the URL o f your institution's data warehouse web site?

For each person involved with the data warehouse project, please give
the following:
FTE, title, and role/brief description (optional).
F or exam ple:
1.0, A rchitect, Designs the schem as, designs the ETL plan, chairs meetings, etc
3.0, D ata M odeler, C ontent experts, training, user su p p o rt
0.5, P rogram m ers, W rite and m aintain extraction code
1.0, DBA

“ 3

J

Numbers of Users Supported, by User Segment:
Please indicate the nam es o f the user roles or groups by which you
track data warehouse usage.
Q Name o f Group a.

Q

Name o f Group b.

Q Name o f Group c.

E l Name o f Group d.

Q Name o f Group e.
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Q Name of Group f.

Please indicate the num bers o f users being server by the data
warehouse in each o f the groups you identified above.
Q Num ber o f users in Group a.

Q

Num ber o f users in Group b.

Q Num ber o f users in Group c.

I B Num ber o f users in Group d.

S

Num ber o f users in Group e.

Q Num ber o f users in Group f.
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F. Data Warehousing Environment
The remaining questions are primarily for institutions that have a data warehouse project in place.
For those who do not have a data warehouse but plan to implement one in the future, please feel
free to answer any questions that could be answered from your plans.

W hat is the title and/or position of the executive sponsor! s) for the data
warehouse project?

Please describe the level of involvem ent and support for the project
given by the project's executive sponsor or the m ost senior person
involved with the project.

Project Com m encem ent:
W hen did your data w arehousing project form ally begin (M M -DD YY)?
Or, if you do not yet have a data warehouse but are planning to
im plem ent one, when is the target start date for the project?

Project Go Live:
W hen did your data w arehouse (or data mart) first go into production?
Or, if you do not yet have a data warehouse in production, but are
developing one or are planning to im plem ent one, what is your target
date for live deploym ent?

W hat are som e of the kev objectives of your data warehouse project?
-------------------------------------- '—

^--------------------------------------------------------------- 3

3
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F. Data Warehousing Environment (continued)
BM W hat A dm inistrative Software Package!s) are your source data
extracted from?
(Check all that apply)

r

Peoplesoft

r

SunGard / SCT Banner

r

Datatel

r

SIS Plus

r

Jenzabar

r

In-house package

r

Outsourced

r

Other I

r

Do not know or No information

W hat DBM S(s) are your source data extracted from?
(Check all that apply)

l~ Oracle
r

DB2

r

SQL Server

r

Sybase

I~ Informix

I

r

Other

r

Do not know or No information

W hat DBM S(s) do you use for your data warehouse?
(Check all that apply)

r

Oracle

r

DB2

I~ SQL Server
r

Sybase

I~ Informix

I

r

Other

r

Do not know or No information

W hat external sources o f data do you use?
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 3
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F. Data Warehousing Environment (continued)
b9

W hat hardw are platform does your data warehouse run on?
(Check all that apply)
aoDlv)

r

Sun

r

HP/Compaq

r

IBM

r

Fujitsu

r

Dell

r

Other

I

F Do not know or No information

W hat operating system does your data warehouse run under?
(Check all that apply)

r

UNIX

r~ Linux
F W indows
F Other |
F Do not know or No information

W hat data m odeling tools do you use?
(Check all that apply)

F DBArtisan
F ER/Studio
F ERWin
F Oracle Designer
F PowerDesigner
F SmartDraw
F Visible Advantage
F Visio
F Other |
F Do not know or No information
Back to Page 13___1
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F. Data Warehousing Environment (continued)
How are you handling m etadata? W hat m etadata tool(s) do you use?
J

J
Data Q uality Issues:
How are data quality issues such as m issing data, inconsistent data,
incom patible data, incorrect data, etc, being addressed?

---------------------------------------------- z
J

Centralized versus Decentralized:
Is your data warehouse developm ent and m aintenance centralized or
decentralized or a com bination?
Centralized
Decentralized
^ Combination
r

Do not know or No information
Back to Page 14
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F. Data Warehousing Environment (continued)
W hat approach have you taken with regard to having an integrated
enterprise data warehouse versus departm ental datam arts?
F or each row , indicate the percentage of y o u r DW effort using th a t approach.
loo'yr

75%

a. Integrated enterprise data warehouse

r

r

r

r

b. Standalone departmental datamarts

r

r

r

r

r
r

c. Architected datamarts (conformed dimensions,
etc)

r

r

r

r

r

d. Other

r

r

r

r

r

25'7,

Please specify:

Select the percentages that m ost accurately describe the extent to which
you use each o f the follow ing data warehouse schem a designs.
O'i

1 - 2y7r

26 - 6n',7

61 -7.6'5

76 - lOO'J

r

r

r

r

r

r

r

r

r

r

r

r

r

r

f. Other

r

r
r
r
r
r
r

r

e. Flat extract files

r
r
r
r
r

r

r

r

a. Normalized E/R
b. Denormalized E/R
c. Star Schema
d. Snowflake Schema

Please specify:
1
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F. Data Warehousing Environment (continued)
W hat ETL solution(s) have you im plem ented?
(Check all that apply)

r

Informatica

r

Ascential Datastage

r

Oracle W arehouse Builder

n SQL Server ETL
r

Connectics

r* In-house code
r

Other (Please specify) |

F Do not know or No information

W hat Scheduling solution(s) do you use for scheduling the load
jrocesses?

J

W hat are your refresh/load frequencies and durations?
F or exam ple:
Daily, 3:05 hours
M onthly, 6:35 hours

3

_l
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F. Data Warehousing Environment (continued)
Q uestions on Security:
Q Do you control access to inform ation in the data warehouse?
For instance, is the information a person is permitted to access determ ined by
their login?

Q

r

Yes

r

No

If you answered Yes to Part a, how is access to the inform ation controlled?
(Check all that apply)

r Single login integrated with administrative software package (SCT Banner,
Peoplesoft, etc)
l~ Separate login managed in the Business Intelligence tools
r

Other I

Please add any other com m ents about types and levels o f security
deployed.
“

I

J
Back to Page 17
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F. Data Warehousing Environment (continued)
1 W hat query and reporting tools do you use?
(Check all that apply)

r

Cognos

r~ Hyperion/Brio
r

Business Objects/Crystal Reports

n Microsoft Excel
r

Microsoft Reporting Services

r SAS
r

Oracle Discoverer

r

Oracle Reports

r Focus
r ERP (SCT Banner, Peoplesoft, etc)

r

Other

I

I~ Do not know or No information

W hat O LAP tools do you use?
(Check all that apply)

r

Cognos

n Hyperion/Brio
r

Business Objects/Crystal Reports

r

M icrosoft Excel

r

M icrosoft Analysis Services

r

SAS

l~ Oracle Discoverer
r

Oracle Reports

F Focus
l~ ERP (SCT Banner, Peoplesoft, etc)
l~ Other I
r

Do not know or No information

W hat use has been m ade o f data m ining?
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F. Data Warehousing Environment (continued)
W hat were your reasons for selecting the particular tool(s) you are
using?
Please rank the follow ing possible reasons by assigning points out o f
100, giving m ore points to for m ore im portant reasons.
Assign all 100 points. Those that do not apply leave blank.
1. Intuitive, user friendly interface
2. Good data analysis and visualization capabilities
3. Handles large volumes o f data
4. Compatible with DBMS and/or administrative software
5. Able to run on multiple platforms
6. Has built-in tool for extraction from multiple data sources
7. Meets single-vendor goal
8. Other
Total

Please describe your use o f the follow ing m echanism s for deliv ering
data warehouse inform ation.
N ul al all

A lilllc

M odcralc

K x lc n si\c

a. Static or "Canned" reports

r

r

r

r

b. Dynamic reports with run time
parameters

r

r

r

r

c. Ad-hoc user-defined queries

r

r

r

r

d. Interactive slice-and-dice and drill
down

r

r

r

r

e. Executive Dashboards

r

r

r

r

f. Distributed via Paper

r
r
r
r
r
r

r
r
r
r
r
r

r
r
r
r
r
r

r
r
r
r
r
r

g
.Distributed via Email
h. Distributed via W eb/Portal/Intranet
i. Microsoft Reporting Services
j. SCT e-Print
k. Other
Please specify:
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Glossary of Terms
Balanced Scorecard
"A comprehensive, top-down view of organizational performance with a strong focus on
vision and strategy" (DMReview). Robert Kaplan and David Norton developed the
concept with a methodology that they launched in 1992 in the Harvard Business Review.

Business Intelligence (Bl)
This is an umbrella term that covers a range of disciplines all related to decision support,
including data warehousing, data mining, executive information systems, and digital
dashboards. The objective of Bl is to deliver information that is timely, easy to access
and assimilate, and consistent

Data Warehouse
According to Bill Inmon’s classic definition, a data warehouse as a "subjected oriented,
integrated, non-volatile, time variant collection of data in support of management's
decisions" (Inmon, 1993). A data warehouse is a database where information is stored in
such a way that it is optimized for query and interactive analysis, collected together into
subjects of interest to management decision making. The data that is stored in the data
warehouse typically comes from production databases across the enterprise (compare
with datamarts), and can include external data.

Data Mining
Data mining software uses complex statistics and artificial intelligence to discover
patterns in data and otherwise unknown relationships among the data.

Datamart
A datamart usually focuses on a particular subject area or department, as opposed to a
data warehouse, which usually spans the entire enterprise. Datamarts can be
standalone and independent, or they can conform to an enterprise data architecture and
be subsets of larger data warehouses

Digital Dashboard
This is a highly summarized collection of key performance indicators using color and
graphics to present business intelligence and decision support information for use by
executives.

ETL - Extract, Transform, and Load
This refers to tools that are used to read (extract) data from various sources, and load it
into the target data warehouse or datamart. In the processing of loading, data may have
to be translated using coded lookup tables or rules, calculations may have to be done,
and aggregations are done. This is the transform step.

KPI - Key Performance Indicator
KPIs are defined measures of progress towards achieving specific performance goals,
usually long term in nature, and critical to the success of the organization.
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Levels of Management Activity
Robert Anthony defined three levels of management activity in his 1965 book, Planning
and Control Systems: A Framework for Analysis (Anthony, 1965)
•
•
•

Strategic Planning
Management and Tactical Control
Operational Planning and Control

Decision making is a part of the management activity of all three of these management
levels. It is interesting to observe the way information is used at each of these three
management levels to inform decision making.

Multidimensional Analysis
The "dimensions" in multidimensional analysis are the equivalent of the row and column
headings in paper reports, and are made up of the independent variables such as term,
school, department, program, gender, etc. See OLAP

OLAP - On-Line Analytical Processing
Instead of being confined to the row and column headings provided in paper reports,
OLAP tools allow interactive control over the selection of dimensions to be viewed
(called slicing) as well as expanding or collapsing detail for any of the dimensions (called
drill down). To provide adequate response time, data for use with OLAP tools is pre
aggregated and stored in a database separate from the production database called the
data warehouse.

OLTP - On-Line Transaction Processing
This term refers to standard operational data processing, such as running payroll,
posting to ledger accounts, calculating tuition and printing student account statements.
Databases holding transactional data are designed to optimize processing efficiency and
throughput, and typically deliver poor performance for decision support queries and
online analysis.

Subject Area
Subject areas are defined by organization as areas of interest for data analysis and
decision making. Examples include student retention, enrolment, faculty load, labor
distribution, development/advancement, assessment, etc. The subject orientation of data
warehouses may seem to be simple common sense, but it actually provides a very
significant advantage over "transaction oriented” databases. Transactional databases
are designed to optimize data processing operations such as assigning students and
teachers to classes, calculating payroll, and printing invoices and statement, and are
inefficient and difficult to use for decision-making purposes. The subject orientation of
data warehouses means the information is organized around the major subject areas.
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